WHERE ARE YOU?
Keep yeur airfield recognition up to scratch by giving a name

to this airfield somewhere in Britain. If you don't know it
or guess it straight off, here are some clues to help you.
-- -

The name

The main I"unway

of the
Airport Station
Comm~ndaJ1t is
Wing/Cdr.
C. V. Ogden.

head~ngs are
01/22 and 13/3l.

The tower
frequency is
A/G 118.1 Mc/s.

The height of

Customs' category

the airfield is

'B' available
during hours

220 feet AMSL.

of operaUon.

Tile name of
the Fuelling

Su-pervfsor
is J. H. Rigg.

(.~OO'4~)

urbnu't"/,9
J.:.-tlSUlf

Add the lifeblood
of any a1rport.
,ll,VTUR.
AVGAS 80
and AVGAS
100/130.

Taxis. P"blJc
Tran$port and
Hire Cars
are ava.ilable.

SHELL-MEX AND B.P. LTD
Ollerators in the U K. olltte Shell and the BP AViation Services

Dining facilities
at airport.

Hotels nearby.

-1
GOT IT YET?
Here's another
clue,
"There i.
a welcome."
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AIRFLOW OVER RIDGES
By BRUCE B. B1SHOP

an airstream
W HEN
struction to the

meets an obflow, then it
obviously has either to flow round it,
over it. or both. In the case of an isolated hill, then a large proportion of the
flow is displaced in a horizontal plane,
with only a small amount flowing over
the hill, this being especially so if there
is a marked temperature inversion above
the hill. If, however, the ridge is constituted by a ridge of considerable length,
then the larger part of the flow will be
forcl,:d to rise over the ridge, thus creating an area of lift on the windward face
of the ridge.
The steepness of tILe ridge is an important factor: tbis. together with the
wind speed and stability, will govern the
strength of the lift. If the slopes are too
gentle, then the lift will be weak even
with strong. winds, but if the slope is too
steep, then although the lift is stronger
the flow becomes increasingly turbulent.

It is, of course. imJ!)Ossible to lay down
any hard and fast rules as to the best
angle for the slope of the ridge. but in
general any slope of between about 30
and 60 degrees should generate lift suitable for comfortable soaring, although
the lift from steeper slopes is usable provided that the turbulence factor is taken
into account, especially when operating
from a hill-top site.

Meteorological Factors
STABLE AIRSTREAM

Tbe ideal conditions for smooth hill
lift occur when there is a layer of neutral
stability over the first few thousand feet
of the atmos'Phere.
Assuming, of course, that a decent
ridge is available. then the wind prob·
ably becomes the most important single
factor in the generation of the hill lift.
The wind should be blowing as near
as possible at right angles to the ridge,

LIGHTWEIGHT GLIDER
PARACHUTE ASSEMBLY
TYPE EB 62

A compact parachute assembly designed especially
for use by pilots of British and continental gliders and
suitable for canvas or pan type seats. Weight 18 Ibs.
For full details write to SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVINGAIR CHUTE of G.B., LTD.

LETCHWORTH . HERTS' lel 6262, • Telex 82198
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through a layer to at least twice the
height of the ridge. The more the wind
deviates from this· angle then the weaker
and more broken the lift becomes. The
wind speed, together with the slope of
the ridge, will mainly determine the vertical speeds in the lift system, winds between about 15 and 20 knots being probably a,bout the optimum value for turbtllence-free lift, giving usable lift to
about three times the height of the ridge
above the upwind valley. With stronger
winds the lift becomes increasingly turbulent, whilst the height to which it cxtends is not appreciably increased.

ing to a further increase in the turbulence if there are ridges upwind of the
one being soared.
With a low layer of neutral stability
capped by a sharp inversion, and moderate winds, the lift may extend to several
thousand feet above the summit of the
ridge. This will not occur over isolated
bills, the effect of the inversion being
merely to force the flow around the sides
of the hill. With these conditions over a
ridge the lift will often tend to be less
turbulent than normal, which leads to
the thought that the lift may be aided
or amplified by waves generated by other
<
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Fig. I.-Typical pattern of /ift distribution over Long Mynd in W. wind.
With a wind of less than 20 knots, the
flow takes the form of lamina I' streaming (Fig. 2), the pattern of lift being
something like that shown in Fig. I, although with steeper slopes there may be
standing eddies formed on the lee slope,
this being of no consequence whilst
soaring, but it may well constitute a
hazard whilst approa.ching to land at
hill-top sites. With speeds of over 20
knots the eddies will tend to form on
both slopes, and break away from the
lee slope and drift downwind, this lead-

~~

ridges upwind, and extending a.bove the
normal hill lifL It is with this sort of
stability pattern that the hill lift is sometimes affected by the downcurrents of the
wave system,cancelling out the hill lift
and occasionally resulting in expensive
landings in the bottom.
UNST"BLE AIRSTREAM

With an unstable airstream flowing
across a ridge, espedally a sun-facing
ridge, the effect of the uplift will be to
trigger off convection cells in the air-
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Fig. 2.-Laminar flow, wind less than
20 knots.
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Fig. 3.-Turbulenr flow, wind greater
than 20 knots.

Fig. 4.-FloW' over an escarpment
(a) Wind less than 20 knots

(b) Wind greater than 20 knots.

stream. Depending upon the. vertical temperature and wind structures, these convection cells may. in ideal conditions.
form a line @f lif,t along the ridge, the
top of which would extend to the limit
of convection. The lift in these conditions
is more turbulent than that found in
stable airstreams, and more nearly like
that found in thermal soaring. The vertical cUrrents formed in this way will

tend to break away from the bill -slope
and drift downwind, and so can be used
as an aid to contacting further thermals
downwind of the ridge.

-20·C

THERMALS FORMED OVER HILLS IN
NON HILL-SOARING CONDITIONS

Thermals may form over hill slopes.
especially those on the lee side (wind
shadow), or on sun-facing slopes. In Fig.
·10·C
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Frg. 5.-Typical ascent through a laminar streaming layer (plotted on tephigram),
showing streaming pattern (on same height scale but linear horizontal scale).
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Fig. 6.-Typical ascent through ,an unstable airstream flowing over a hill.
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GUDER FINANCE
Finance for your gJideror aircraft purchase can be arranged by telephoning
or writing to COllH DOHA.lD (a.G.A.
Jrulrucl'or).

Burohley

fm~nce

Company Ltd.

50 ,BURGHLEY ROAD,

PETERBOROUGH
TeI.pbcJn.: 'eterborough 5717

6 the 'Cloud is formed with a surface
temperature of IS·C, but half way up
the slope convection could take place
with a temPl:rature of only 1ZoC. Thus,
over a sun-facing slope. especially during
the morning when convection is just
starting, the temperature required for
thermals to form is often reached before
the valleys and lower land are warmed
enough to trigger off any lift.
These effects, may occur on isolated
hills, as well as on ridges; these are

~enerally !he only types of lift created by
Isolated hills. although on rare occasions
the convergence of a strong airflow to
the lee of the hill ma,y give rise to
patches of at least zerO sink at times.
CONTACTING WAVES FROM HILL LIFT

The conditions suitable for hill lift are
often those suitable for waves to form.
and the oft-asked question is the best
method of contacting the wave from the
lift on the hill. In the stable airstream.
the hill and wave lift may merge, in
which case a straight climb in hill lift
may be sufficient to contact the wave. In
an unsta,ble airstream. then; if there are
waves above, the cumulus will be at their
largest under the rising part, and under
the crest of the wave system; so a climb
in the largest Cu in the area. as high as
possible, and then a ftight out of cloud,
into wind, Le.• into the rising air in the
wave system, may bring results. The
safest and surest method is still, however.
to find a kind tug pilot to give you a
tow into the wave; it's. cheaper in the
long run!

FIRST SCOTTISH GOLD DISTANCE
By DEREK MARP01.E- C.F.I. Fulmar Gliding Club
OLD C Distance from MilItown has
G
never been eonsidered the most
practical of cross-country tasks due to
our geographical position. With the
Moray Firth to the north, constantly
harassing us with its sea breeze. the
Grampian Highlands to the south, and
a prevailing south-westerly wind, our
cross-country fiying is generally restricted
to the east.
North-westerly waves have s~med to,
offer the ultimate in conditions, since a
high-level out-and-return would be possible. However. since we are without
aerotow facilities, the wave remains out
of r'each.
In thermal, the task presents numerous
problems. Firstly, unless large detours
are made. any route taken would necessitate crossing several areas of rather high
and extremely inhospitable mOUlltains.
SecondlY,the 28% rule- as applied to
triangles makes turning-point location
,(>

difficult without adding to the overall
distance.
Lastly. the wind must be from west of
north to delay the inevitable sea breeze
infiltration. Experience has shown that
any easterly influence can prevent convection from forming over the coast
altogether.
The weekend of 16th and 17th July
produced the right conditions so
unexpectedly that on, the Saturday I was
just not there in time. and arrived to see
the sea-breeze front moving rapidly
inland. However, a check with Met. at
the completion of tlying suggested that it
was still on for Sunday. the chart remaining almost the same.
_On Sunday I was ready, and with an
"1£ I'm not home by six I'll see you:
tornorFOW" to my wife, I set off for the
airfield. A further check. with Met. on
arrival confirmed that conditions were
likely to be better, but as the wind had
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strengthened slightly to 10-12 knots from
the north, there Was no time to waste
before the arrival of the sea breeze.
By 10.15 I was ready toga, and with
Ouston (Newcastle) de"lared as my goal,
was auto-launched at 10.20 to 1,100 ft.
with the sea breeze just beginning to clear
the airfield. Once clear of the launch, I
turned south, ,contacted weak lift, and
from 900 ft. I climbed only slowly to
doudbase, ,a mere 1,800 f1. The next forty
miles were far from pleasant. Lift was
weak and scrappy, and on one' occasion
appeared to die altogether over a large

area ahead, leaving me above a rather
inhospitable valley; but for some ine,,·
plicablereason the weather improved
behind me, and by backtracking about
five miles I was able to find better lift.
Eventually conditions ahead improved,
and as I reached Aboyne I contacted my
first strong thermal of 6 knots, which
lifted me out of the valley to cloudbase
at 5,000 ft.
Over the radio I learned thal my crew
were likely to be delayed considerably
before setting out, but as I c()Uld hear
Arbroaih and Portmoak on the air, I was
not too ,concerned, as I would use them
as staging points.
Making contact with Arbroath, I
learned that Gordon Glennie was airborne in his new Dart 17R, and a quick
word with Gordon confirmed that conditions ahead were really "cracking". This
I proved two thcrmals later when 1 contacted 8 knots which took me to 7,000 ft.
just inside cloud, allowing me to glide
casily (>ver the 3,000-ft, mountains south
of Glen Esk. The going became progressively easier and I flew uneventfully from
the Mountains to the Firth of Forth in a
5-7,000-ft. height band.
I had now covered half the journey
in three hours, and still not reali:\ing that
500 kms. was very definitely "an", continu.;d to "bumble" on at a ground speed
of only 50 kms/hr;' I was stickillg to the
rule "get high and stay high", However,
my complaCenCY was to end ,abruptly
when, coming out of cloud at 6,000 ft.
two miles out 0ver the 'Firth, I realised
that any attempt to cross the water via
the North Berwick coast was definitely
unwise. The ncttherly wind had swept
convection inland well beyond safe
gliding ,range, leaving no alternative but
to make the long detour round Edin-

GET THERE WITH JSW
Ra<::ino and Training Calculators for
most sailplane types.
Write for details•. or sample on approval
(state oliderl, to:

Rt. Lt. JOHN WILUAMSON
R.A~F.

Lockih9.

W.ston~super-Mar••

Somerset.
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burgh. My t.roubles were st.ill not. over,
as t.he cloud t.o t.he west. had merged,
cutting off convection, and confirmed by
the t.wo pilots struggling to get away from
Port.moak.
Turning t.owards Kirkaldy I sank to
3,000 ft. over the town before contacting
lift again, and was surprised to find
4 knots under a very discouraging layer
of cloud. My policy of staying high was
now showing dividemls, and I managed
t.o scrape around Edinburgh Control Zone
in several widely spaced thermals.
Now round Edinburgh, I set. my sights
on t.he Moorfoot Hills, and once clear of
controlled airspace managed t.o climb
back to cloud base at. 6,000 ft., and reached
the Hills with little difficulty. However,
from this position I could see that the
east coast. had suffered considerably from
the effect of the sea breeze, and with
regret I decided that Ouston was not
"on". Towards the south-west convection
was decidedly better, and the Solway
Firth saved the day. Turning back under
the Scottish T.C.A., I was thankful for
the remarkably high cloudbase which
enabled me to remain in V.M.C. in a
3-5,OOO-ft. height band.
With a lin(l:! word to Arbroath on
failing batteries, I reached Briggar at.
4,000 ft. lust ahead lay the Louther Hills,
presenting a craggy barrier t.o t.he Annan
Dale, but luck waS again on my side and
) crossed this range at. an almost. constant.
4,000 ft.., flying straight. and level t.hrough
large areas of weak lift under merging
cloud. Reaching Molfat, the convection
ahead looked better and the next. t.hermal
produced 4 knots plus.
The t.ransmit. side of my radio was
now failing fast, and from 5,000 ft.
could not. raise Port.moak. However, 1
suddenly heard my cr.ew calling up
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Arbroath and I learned t.hat. t.hey were
nearing Dundee.
I arrived at the Solway Firth at 16.30
and, unbeknown t.o me at the t.ime, had
crossed t.he 300-km. line, my map only
being marked for t.he east. coast route.
Clear again of controlled airspace, I
climbed back to cloudbase over Kirkbride
airfield and a little lat.er had a bird's-eye
view of an enormous T.V. aerial whilst
climbing t.o 6,000 ft. in a 6-knot. t.hermal
t.o the west. of Carlisle. I now felt confident. t.hat. t.he line had been crossed, but
as cloud base was lifting slightly and
t.hermals were still strong, I pressed on
t.owards dist.ant Ulswat.er. It then dawned
on me that the SOO-km. line was not so
very far away; conditions were still magnificent. as I arrived over the northernmost. tip of Ulswater at 7,000 ft., having
climbed at an average of 6 knot.s. However, the realisat.ion was too lat.e, as )
had been in the cockpit. now for sevenand-a-half hours and, being rat.her tall,
I was feeling extremely uncomfort.able
at t.he point. of contact with the seat
cushion.
Deciding t.hat. Penrit.h was as good a
place as any t.o land, I circled the t.own,
select.ed a field, and landed beside the
A6, where I was almost. immediat.ely
surrounded by the majority of t.he spectators of a cricket match I had disturbed
further down the road.
My crew, who had been waiting at
Portmoak, eventually arrived at eleven
o'clock, and after a long night on the
road we reached MiUtown at ten o'clock
next morning.
In conclusion, I earn only say that it
was the finest SOO-kms. day I shall ever
have the pleasure to miss, notwithstanding the pleasure of having completed
Scotland's first Gold Distance.
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SOARING SAGA
By CORUNUS

- HISMaring,
is the tale of George Wellington
T
thought he'd take
lessons in Gliding and Soaring.
Wh0

George Wellington was quite a likeable Chap, he worked hard on the Stock
Exchange, there was quite happy;
careering around with the Bulls and tne
Bears, cheering hoarsely as they pulled
out each other's hairs.
At nights he went scooting
back borne to East TQoting,
his fond parents said he would ne'er go
galooting.
A.t week-cnds young Moring. in plusfours, as. often as not would repair to
a quiet ga'1le of golf. Fro:n what I have
said can be quickly agreed that young
George was a Briton of True Bulldog
Breed.
There can hardly be need
to repeat in this screed
that young George was a Briton of True
Bulldog Breed.
One morning he sat in the eight-forty-
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At night h• •ent scooting
Back home to 1;&51; Tootillg.

three and he opened his paper and
happened to see a page by an enthusiastic
re)'Qrter, how every man-what is more,
every man's daughter (especially llirls)was now taking to Gliding, a marvellous
NStime, akin to a.ir sliding. The writer
impressed it was really quite simple;
you went to the top of a hill (just a
pimple), you seated )lourself in il beauteous. machine and just sailed to the foot
like a king (or a queen).
At this picture >the bosom of Wellingtall swelled, his prudence he stifled, his
conscience he felled. He resolved with a
countenance rigid and stern that he too
would a gliding club enter, to learn
the how and the why
of learning to fly
without any engine high up in the sky.
Yes, by Jiminy, why shouldn't he have a
try?
When young George to his parents
imparted his scheme they were shocked
t>y their dear sQn's impral;;tical dream;
until Pa said: "My dear, it's perhaps
not a fluke that George rivals his namesake, old Welli'lgton (Duke)
in courage and daring
not too much beware-ing9

perhaps in our strictures we'd better be
sparing."
So the very next week-end saw
Wellington hie to where heroes at Dunstable darken the sky. This spectacle
rushed to George Wellington's head; he
joined on the spot and dashed out, seeing
red. Ignoring a number of primitive craft
looking something I i k e gate-posts
designed by the daft, he ran to tbe hill
like a hero indeed and started to climb
it at maximum speed.
About half-way up he was passed.
coming down, by a beauteous maiden
with hair all wind-blown, wbo went whistling by on a primary DAGLING with fear
in her face and controls wildly waggling.
Arrived at the top he found numbers
of men, Press reporters, inditing with
fast-flying pen, how Miss Blank had just
flown with quite masterly skill, in one
piece from tbe top to the foot of the
bill.
How this beauteous dame
had once more put to shame
all mere men, and her sex once more
covered with fame.

Young George was o'erwhelmed with a
fierce indignation; his forehead was
dewed with a slight perspiration. "If none
of you chaps will go risking your necks,
I'll show 'em which is the superior sex,"
he valiantly cried.
Just then he espied
a graceful machine to the ground firmly
tied.
The owner I fear to the Club Bar had
hied.
So into the cockpit young Wellington
got; the instructor approached with his
face slightly mottled with fear from the
flight of Miss Blank he had seen. "Have
you got permission to fly this machine?"
Our hero, rememb'ring he'd just paid
his sub, and was really a member of
Dunstable Club, nodded twice, gave a
look with resolve fairly laden, and said:
"Kindly launch me towards yonder
maiden."
The poor mutt was thinking
'twas easy as Winking;
the newspapers said so, so he wasn't
shrinking. (Let us pray for the owner,
enjoying his drinking.)
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on a primary Dagling.

With fear in her
face and controla
wildly waggling.
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Some hu.sky young men then appeal'ed
on tlte scene; hung a rope 0111 the Bose (If
the gleaming machine; the instructor
cried "Walk," and then "Run" and "Let
go!"; George was up in the air with the
woild <Iown below.
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doing, you knock-kneed gazelle? Did you
mean to be clever, you product of sin'?
Or are you a loony escaped from the
bin?
Ifs clear you've not mastered
The art, for you've plastered
this wretched machine o'er the ground
you. fat idiot. Come, come, this won't
do now, you've wrecked this poor
GRl:JNAU. With soaring, young Moring.
you're finally through now."
P(lor George in his plight could reply
not a word; in silence he vanished, his
bright dream interred of great newspaper
headlines proclaiming a Moring as Conqu:=ring Hero of Gliding and. Soaring.
No never, no never, would headlines
aflate announce that a Moring was King
of the Air.

*

*

This tale has a moral; it's really quite
plain. But, in case you don't spo.t it, poor
mutt, I'll explain.
YOUNG MORINO GO'I' INTO TIllS TERRIBLE MESS BY BELIEVING TOO MUCH IN
THE POPULAR PRESS.

As George settled down to enjoy his
first flight, the machine gave a I ur'C.h,
which gave him his first fright. He
grabbed at the first thing that came 10
his hand; 'twas the joystick-he thought
most conveniently planned for the pilot
to hang on, to hold himself steady.
The consequence found him entirely
unready.
As he tugged, in a flash the hillside disappeared; so he pushed, and the wing
with a whistle upreared.
Down below someone cheer.ed,
lt was wild, it was weird;
the instructor next morning had grown
a white beard. The result was far worse
than poor Wellington feared. For the
sky swung beneath and the earth swayed
above, as, he pushed and he pulled tried
a tug tnena shove. With a howl and a
whistle, a swoop and a flash, George
returned to the earth with a he.artrendering crash.
As George tottered forth from the
heap which had been but a few seconds
back a slim, bird-like machine, the Captain of Flying dashed up. his face torn
with mingled emotiol'ls;-fear, relief, hate
and scorn.
"What the purple blue blazes, the
asterisked Hell, did you think you were

For information; --Corunus was the
pen name of Philip Wills.
Reprinted from The Sailplane and Glider
- April 1936.

B.G.A. NEWS
Annual GeDeral Meeting

The venue for the British Gliding
Association's Annual General Meeting
will be the Queen's Hotel, Cheltenham,
Glos., on I Ith March.
The cost for this will be between 5 gns.
and £7-17-6 for one or two nights. Booking forms and further details will be circulated shortly.
Wjthdrawal from a "Rated" Competition
Competition pilots who have to withdraw from any rated competition (e.g.
due to business commitments, lack of
crew, illness or damaged glider) should
let the organizers of the contest and the
B.G.A. Flying Committee know the reason for withdrawal as soon as possible.
Pilots will not be credited witl) a dash
(Did not .fly) for rating purp~ unless
the Flying Committee is satisfied with
the reason f.or withdrawal. If pilots are
11

1967 Regional ChampiODships
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SAILPLANE SERVICES
LINE SIDE TOWNEND
YORK ROAD. OONCASTER
Phone: 0002. 65381
aware, before a competition starts, that
they will have to miss one or more days,
it is in their own interest to send a note
to the B.G.A. explaining the reason for
their withdrawal in time for a decision
to be given in advance of the contest.
If the B.G.A. is not satisfied with the
reason, the pilot scores a zero for the
days iJl question and those scores are
taken into account for rating purposes.

The B.G.A. Flying Committee has confirmed that the following Regional
Championships will qualify for Rating
purposes in 1967;Organising Club
Contest Dates
Midland"
June 3 - II
Bristol
17 - 25
Jtliy I - 9
Derby & Lancs.
Coventry
" 15 - 23
Lasham Gliding Society'
,,22 • 30
London
Aug. 3 - 13
Airways (Wycombe)
" 19 - 28
·Olympia 460-series Championships
These are the only civilian-Qrganised
Regiooals that will count for rating
pur{l,Oses.
PIlots wishing to enter any of these
contests should write direct to the Competitions Secretary at the Club concerned.
(For more details see December, 1966,
issue, page 46l.)

THREE SEA BREEZE FRONTS
By JOHN SIMPSON

two weeks of June were voted
THEthefirstWeeks
of the Year Most Likely

to Succeed (in the production of seabreeze fronts), and glider pilots had been
asked to keep a special look-out for
sea-breeze effects, Henry White was in
residence at Lasham with his ultra-light
Fournier RF-3 Avion Pfaneur, prepared
to make observations throughout the day,
Marconi's had agreed to watch us by
radar from Chelmsford, and arrangements
had been made for assistance from
Thorney Island Met.
Strange to say, the start of June 1966
brought some good gliding weather, and
sea breezes blew on the South Coast. The
movement of an anticyclone southeastward across England into France
caused the sea-breeze front to develop
very differently between Lasham and the
South Coast on the first three days of
the month.
Wedne5day, Ist June.-This was a
sunny day with small cumulus and a light
12

W.N.W. wind. The sea breeze was first
observed by Les Cheeseman sailing in
Chichester Harbour at 09.45 hrs. (I shall
give all times in G.M.T.). Shortly afterwards a wind shift was recorded at
Thorney Island.
By 11.00 hrs. Henry White in the RF-3
could detect a faint haze boundary and
weak lift roughly half-way between the
coast and the South Downs. Next time
he had a look, at 13.00 hrs., the ~ge was
still not sharply defined, but he came
across some swifts, and measured 2 knots
lift at 1,500 feet. By 13.30 there was a
wide weak lift of 2 to 3 knots and a faint
haze line right along the Downs from
Droxford to Midhurst.
When Marconi's had a look on radar
at 16.30 hrs. a clear line could be seen
on the screen, and when the front was
investigated by air a disti'nct boundary
was found between the land and sea air,
near Bourdon Camp. On the sea side of
the fmnl there was a narrow band of
turbulence, and then sink beyond that;
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two swifts were seen. About this time a
despairing radio message was received
fram a glider pilot: "I am in sink and
lost in thick haze!" He was told by
Lasham Base to fly north to get out of it.
Twenty min es later the front was one
mile south of Lasham. Most of the haze
appeared to be below 2,500 feet, and the
leading edge was now very sharp and
distinct; there were some bends in the
line. and further west it eurved more
towards the south.
At 17.17 the haze covered the airfield and the sun was by now partly
obscured by high cloud. Thermals were
now over, and several pilots were soaring
as if in hill-lift, finding up to 3 knots lift
in an area t a mile wide, above the
slope of the haze (see Hugh Hilditch's
photograph). The front had two tongues
stretching forward, with slightly steeper
"bowls" in between.
As it was late by the time the front
reached Lasham, most pilots who were
still flying did not venture any great
distance away from the field, but M. C.
Wooldridge in a Skylark 4, who had
released over Lasham tell minutes before
the arrival of the. front, .attempted a
Silver C cross-country to the west. He
succeeded in soaring 20 miles, but found

large horseshoe·shaped bends spaced
about five miles apart. Eventually he lost
track of the front near Stockbridge and
had to land.
Further west. the sea breeze reached
Exeter Airport between 12.00 and 13.00
hrs. The Do~t CI\!b at Tarrant Rushton
had a minor sea-breeze effect in the
morning, but they could still soar in the
district most of the day. At 16.00 hrs.
there was a steady enough S.W. wind to
justify changing the runway in use, and
for I,} hours after that a line of steady
lift was found about two miles to the
north of the field. At Yeovil, the wind
remained N.W., but increased in strength.
In the other direction, Derek Piggott
and Keith Chard flew along the front
(with the aid of power, in the Condor)
past Guildford and Dorking. Here they
met numbers of swifts soaring and made
some estimates of the angle of the "nose"
and depth of the haze. From their
measurements and from those of J.
Mackenzie in SHK. and "Buzz" Wilson
in a T-49 we can 'build up the picture
of a slope almost vertical for the first
500 feet, then curving over until it
approached a steady level of 2,500 feet
about 4 miles back. This gives an average
gradient of 1 in 6, but for the first 1,000
13

feet it was more like 1 in 3. The slope
was fiauer at the "tongues" and steeper
in the "OOwl's".
A further section to the east was being
followed by radar, extending to the
Thames Estuary, showing an interesting
kink near the gap in the N. Downs near
Maidstone.
North of the Thames, .he radar showed
a sea-breeze front stretching another
30 miles along the Essex and Suffolk
coast, but not so far inland as the' other
line. It seems likely from Met. Office
records that the front also extended for
a similar distance along the Yorkshire
Coast.
In the early part of the day the front
had been advancing steadily .at about 3
knots, but it was slowing down as it
passed Lasham and reached a limit
roughly through Basingstoke and Odiham
-it just made Farnborough! As the anticyclone moved, the general wind was
increasing from a northerly direction•.
and during the night the sea air was

swept back again southwards, aIJparently
still in a sharp frontal ~orm.
Thursday, 2nd, June.-This north wind
continued, ;lilthough not very strong. This
direction has proved unfavourable in the
past to sea-breeze fronts reaching Lasham,
but the front did make a half-hearted
attempt and passed Les Cheeseman (still
in Chichester Harbour!) at 13.45, within
half an hour of the time forecast early
in the morning by Thorney Island Met,
Henry White in RF-3 could detect nothing
at about 14.00 hrs. south of the Downs.
Eventually the front moved about 15-20
miles inland most of the way from Exeter
to Spurn Head. It did not reach Lasham,
and in fact the opposing north winds
seemed strongest in central southern
England. the radar showed a front lying
paraJ!e1 to the coast almost stationary
between 15.00 and 16.00 hrs., just south
of Gatwick (it arrived there at 16.10). It
curved along the line of the North Downs,
getting nearer the coast, and was only

Haze, marking sea-breeze front near Lasham, looking west. Photo by flugh Hilditch.
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GLIDING HOLIDAY COURSES
DunkesweU Gliding and Flying
Training Group.
Operated byF. BREEZE fro,m
March to October 1S67 at
Dunl<eswell Airfield, Honiton,
Devon.
High performance two seater.
Intermediate and High performanCe sailplane av.ailable.
Winch, Auto, Aerotow.
Ab-initio,to advanced training.
Accommodation available.

Welch reported sea breeze at Farnham
at 15.35 hrs.
About this time I was on my way (on
tbe surface) from Reading. where the sky
had been clear of <:loud since mid-day.
About six miles north of Odiham I met
a scattered line of cumulusat 16.40 hrs.;
there were some lumps with slightly lower
bases and also higher tops. As I motored
under this line my passengers were able
to measure a change in relative humidity
from 33% to 47%. At Reading there was
quite a sharp humidity jump recorded at
17.40, with a change from a light wind
varying between W. and S. to a steady,
stronger S.S.W. A similar effect was
recorded at Aseot at about the same time.
Swifts in the Sea-breeze.-Glider pilots
should have much in common with these
birds, who spend nearly all their waking
hours flying, and feeding 'On the wing.
(They are thought, incidentally, to mate
in the air!)
Swifts are certainly hard to see, but in
some conditions they may be the best
available markeTS of the lift. If nothing
else, it gives a boost to morale when

about 5 miles inland at Dover and
Sandwich,.
Friday, 3td Snne.-The surface wind
had gone round to W.s.W., but was still
less than 10 knots, and it looked like
being another fine day. The sea breeze
was already blowing by the time Les
Cheeseman set sail in Chichester Harbour,
and Thomey Is1:lnd rC'ported its onset at
08.15 hrs.
Derek Piggott made two flights in the
RP-3. He fOUlld no curtain.clouds or
double cloud-base, but at 12.00 hrs.. all
cumulus ended in a line near the Downs,
so there was a clear sky to the south
(see map No. 2). Winds further south
were S.W. 5-10 knots. There was a gentle
rise in dewpoint at Petersfield but no
sharp front-confirming that the de.ar air
represented all area of ~'sea a,ir" moving
in from the coast. On his second fiight
the sea air had reached as far as Liss, and
he did some local soaring with the prop
stopped.
At Lasham, no clear line WqS reported,
but my "wind machine" recorded a shift
to S.W. at 15.00 hrs. By 16.00 the wind
at Lasham was S.S.W.• 10 knots, and Ann
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trying to soar in weak sea-breeze lift to
find that the swifts agree On the same
best spot.
Groups of swifts soaring in lift, chasi,ng
their airoome insect food, have been
established as the cause of some radar
"angels" (unidentified radar echoes). Some
people think the sea-br~eze radar echoes
are more likely caused by the sharp
humidity gradients, and yet others have
suggested that insects may be the cause.
As well as watching swifts, perhaps next
season we may be able to c;lo some insectcolle.cting i,n lift with nets. My attempts
sO far with stidy patches on various
leading edges have not be.en esp::cially
popular or successful.
Acknowledgements
I should like to thank the Royal
Meteorological Society, the Meteorological Office and the Marconi Company

for their encouragement and help, anc;l
also the observeTs from Bedales at
Petersfield and on the Downs. Especial
thanks are du:: not only to Henry White
and Derek Piggott, but also to the many
other glider pilots who have made observations and passed, them on to me.
Conclusions
On 1st June, with a light offshore wind,
the sea-breeze fro,nt moved steadily inland
at about 3 knots and just reached Lasham.
On 2nd June the offshore wind was more
northerly and slightly ,stronger, and the
front did not reach Lasham. On 3rd June,
the surface wind had a slight component
from the sea; a cumulus-free ,zone
moved inland; accelerating with increa....
ing frontal effects, and penetrated 40 miles
inland. The fronts on the 1st and 2nd
were followed for several hours by radar.

STAY THERE, FAYENCE-I am coming back
By RHODA PARTRIDGE

"yDU can't!" they said. "Go to Fayence

alone? Withlilut your own glider?
Without evetJ a car? You must be crazy.
Haven't you heard? Listen-their gliders
are falling to bits. They don't even :DJ.
them. When it comes tQ a C. of A. they
just run a hand over the wings. They tow
behind a huge Storch on a ten-foot rope.
The tug pilots are all cowboys. They do
their first steep turn at 50 feet. They wag
their wings and then dive with never a
backward glance. They tow you through
rotor and as long as you don't overtake
the tl:lg they don't care what happens to
you. And the French hate the English.
Joan of Arc aFld de Galllle and perfidious
Albion. Anyhow, they won'l accept you
without a Silver C. Yes, I know, but
you landed short, didn't you? S'o you
haven't got it. So you can't go."
But I thought I'd write anyhow. I had
three dear weeks for the first time ever.
and October is a bit late for England.
I got a letter back saying tbat they would
he de1igbted to see me, and would I fill
in the form and send £8 (120 frs.) sub16

scnptlOn (it lasts a year), and 'bring a
medical certificate and an insuranee policy
and my C Certificate!
I flew out to Nice, was in Fayence an
hour. later (that was luck: you would
probably have to get there by bus), and
the next morning saw me unpacking the
hangar in a state of bewildered delight.
Sun, twelve impeccable gliders, a scent
of pines and herbs and fruit in the air.
The tug warming up. Monsieur Gendron,
the C.F.I., gave my logbook a cursory
glance and me an alarmililg, weigning-up
look, and I decided, regretfully, that I
wouldn't be able to put anything across
that one. He kept me in the Bijave
(tandem two-seater) for two days and I
wasn't sorry. There is a lot to learn about
the place because there is absolutely nowhere to land Ollt. He taught me the
names of the mountains and their breakoff heights and where it was safe to be
in what winds. The last fligbt we had
together, he said I 'Vas to forget he WllS
there. We had an hour ,and a quarter
and I knew when I was properly centred

because he sang. "Right," he said afterwards, "I'll give you the instruction book
on the site and you can study it tonight.
If you know it tomorrow, you can take
the K'a-8."
And so it started. Twenty hours of the
most beautiful, thrilling, alarming. funny,
rewarding flying I've ever had. I flew six
different types while I was there, ending
up, like a cat with cream, in a Super
Javelot. I fell flat for that glider. It gives
you a tremendous feeling of power and
strength, is absolutely silent (until you
open the brakes, when it comes down
like a stone, screaming like a banshee).
and has an excellent trim by your left
hand. The one I was flying was new, and
I liked that too.
What about the French loathing the
English? Well, maybe they do in theory
(in the bar I did occasionally have to
apologise for burning Joan of Arc), but
in practice, provided you shake bands,
they're absolutely charming. This handshake thing takes some getting used to.
You shake hands all round when you go
in to breakfast. Everyone who arrives to
fly shakes hands with everyone who's
there already. It's all dreadfully un-British,
but if you don't do it, not only are you
behaving like a cold, toffee-nosed Britisher
but you're also behaving like a surly
Frenchman and all their kindness and
helpfulness just dries up. I think that if
you don't speak French you should go
out in a group. My French is fast and
fluent enough to exchange wisecracks. but
I make the occasional ghastly mistake
which has them falling about.
What didn't I like about the place?
Well, I found the towing a bit alarming,
but I've always been a nit about towing.
I'm not nuts about squat loos. I hated
the way the airfield closes down on
Tuesdays, and I didn't much like dub
members having priority on Sundays. I
did manage to get a flight each Sunday,
but it needed a good deal of guile and
nagging, and I missed lunch.
And what did I like specially? The
people and the beauty of the place and
the food and the people and the sun and
the Super Javelot and the people and the
fumble-free flying, and the wine; and the
way, if you got over 4,000 feet, a lovely
range of snow-capped peaks appeared
behind bald old Maley Martie mountains
(and the people). and twirling lazily round
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Shepley Lane, Hawk Green,
Marple. Cheshire.
TeL Marple 2488. 061-427·2488

the church spire of Fayence in no sink,
a wing pointing down at clustered, red,
pantile roofs and little narrow streets and
still 1,000 feet above tbe airfield. Oh yes.!
and my bill. It wasn't as much as I
eXf)«ted. My full board for three weeks
came to £21. My flying (about 20 hours
in 23 launches, all by aerotow and mostly
to 3,000 ft.), £60. My fare out by
Caravelle £38, and £10 for drinks and
cigarettes: £129 total. You try three
weeks in the South of France, travelling
independent, and see wbat it costs you!
Is it worth taking your own glider?
Well, Fred and John and Philip from
Lasham arrived while I was there. They
had a nightmare Channel crossing and an
exhausting journey down, and they arrived
at Fayence at 10 o'clock one morning just
as we had finished washing the fleet,
which stood sparkling in its red and white
livery. I had a glider to myself. They
were three to their Ka·6. But they only
had one check flight each. Monsieur
Gendron said "if they break their Ka-6
it would be very sad, but if they break
one of my gliders it would be serious."
Anyhow, I found my two-seater time very
valuable.
What's the best time to go there? Not
from mid-June to mid-September. They
are bursting at the seams, and it's too hot
anyhow. From December to February the
place is taken over by wave-hungry
Germans. The weather in October was
like the sort of English summer one
dreams of. They say it's wonderful from
March to June.
Can one do it on the £50 travel allowance? 1 don't know, but I'm certainly
going to try. After all, the worst that can
happen is tpat I go broke and have to be
repatriated by the British Consul, and
that would make a story too.
f7

SOUTHDOWN

SERVICES LIMITED

AERO

offers 'YOU a complete gliding service
Our workshops guarantee first class C's. of A. and repai r'S carried
out by a highly skilled team under ideal conditions.

Our gliding shop now carries a complete range of the best instruments and equipment, as well as all the "bits and pieces" you are
bound to want-and it's open at weekends.
OUI'

experts are always ready to help solve your problem.

call in. write or phone-

KEN FRIPP
Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hants.
Telephone H.....iard 359

SELF· LAUNCHING SAILPLANES FAUVEL
Power turned off these are

TRUE SAILPLANES
- AV221 Two sealers
Max. Glide: 1,26 min. sink 2.9 ftfs
- AV45 Single seater
Max. Glide: 1:28 min. sink 2.62 Itls
Two .... 'Of 221

"PYGMEE" ENGINE
for SAILPLANES (light planes, rotor ~rafl ... )

40 h.p. 85 Ibs.

in~luding:

electric starter. generator coils. spark plugs
GEARED i
length 17.3 io.
Width 17.8 in.
Height 13.4 in.

"PYGMEE" Eogin.

"SUBVOL" SA.R.L.
30 Chemin de 10 Roubine

06 CANNES-LA BOCCA A.M. FRANCE
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RESISTANCE WELDING SOLID WIRE
By K. NURCOMBE (Coventry Gliding Club)

INCE piano-wire costs only about
S
one-tenth the price of stranded cable,
it has obvious economic advantages. Unfortunately, it also has operational disadvantages that often lead to its being
discarded in favour of the more easily
handled stTallded cable. To anyone who
has struggled with large coils of "knitting" at the winch, while tempers rise at
the launch point, these handling difficulties need no description. Piano-wire
was used at Coventry for about 12
months before a return to stranded
ca'ble was decided upon, since fumbles
were losing more revenue than the cable
cost. However, the thought of paying
£S5 for one length of cable really hurt,
and a small group of solid-wire diehards
set about eliminating, as. far as possible,
these inherent disadvantages.
Piano-wire behaves very well until it
is broken, when it has to be joined by a
knot of some form. This knot, nine times
out of ten, is the caus.e, either directly
or indirectly. of subsequent breaks and
snarl-ups. Since the knot is bulky, it has
a strong tendency to get trapped on the
drum and snag the outgoing wire during
retrieving. This is apart from the weakening of the wire owing to the horrible
bending and torsional strains introduced
in the forming of the knot. It was suggested that these problems could be minimised or even eliminated by welding the
wire instead of knotting it. Although, at
fi.rst glance, this method appears impracticable for field use, an extremely practicable, almost automatic, technique has
been developed at Husbands Bosworth.
The idea was a direct application of an
industrial electrical resistance welding
unit suitably built to operate from D.e.
accumulators carried in the winch. The
unit can be easily assembled with some
simple tools and a small amount of
metal-working knowledge. At this point,
perhaps. a description of the techniqUe
would not be out of place.
When an electric current is passed
through a resistor (in this case the piano
wire), the latter gets hot. As its temperatUre increases, so does its resistance,

which, in rum, causes it to get hotter
still, perhaps up to white heat-hence
the electric light. If enough power is applied, the resistor can be made to melt.
An excellent resistance is formed by
touching together two .broken ends of a
length of piano-wire and passing a heavy
CUrrent across the break. The metal close
to the join melts, and by forging together
the two lengths of wire the weld can be
consolidated. leaving only a small collar
of "flash" to show its position. This weld
will almost certainly be brittle, and it
may be necessary to anneal it by reheating it for a short time, using the
same equipment.
.
To be of use on the flying field, the
unit must be reasonably foolproof, selfcontained and reliable. However, the
most important factor remains the
strength of the weld and the consistency
with which it can be reproduced. It was
to determine whether or not these basic
requirements could be met that preliminary tests were started.
The wire that we use at Husbands Bosworth is 11 SWG 70/S0 ton cold-drawn
plain-carbon steel obtained from British
Ropes Ltd. Initial welds were done on a
commercial bandsaw welding unit operating on 250 V A.c. mains (transformed
to 1.5 V 6K.V.A. instantaneous max.)
and then tensile tested on a Hounsfield
Tensometer.
Anoealing was carried out under various conditions and was found to be not
critical if the weld was maintained at a
dull red heat (700-S00·C) for about five
seconds. Subsequent experience has
shown that the judgment necessary to
carry out this treatment can be obtained
by even the most non-technically minded
person with very little practice. The results of the tensile tests can be seen in
Fig. I, with standard wire and a reef
knot for comparison. It can be seen that
a strength factor of between 70% and
SO% can be obtained consistently, leaving
an adequate safety margin over a 1,000pound weak link. Althoqgh the weakest
welds obtained are DO stronger than a
reef knot, the risk of failure is reduced
19
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since the stresses induced in the knot by
the launch are, of course, absent. The
strength of the annealed weld is determined by the ultimate strength of the
annealed wire, and, in fact, the region a
small distance either side of the weld is
the weakest part. However, there is evidence to suggest that the annealed zones
are subject to work hardening by repeatedly passing over, in tension, the
cable pay-on gear. It is very likely therefore that the strength of the weld increases- with use, although quantitative
measurements have been inconclusive.
The bend-st(ength of the welded joint is
considerably lower than that of the
standard wi(e. but this has proved to be
no disadvantage. It is possible to bend
welded length of wire through a snarp
angle of 180'-270· before fracture, and
indeed, if the standard cable was subjected to this treatment before use, it
would almost certainly fail during the
following launch.
Although plenty of design information
was available for welders operating on
transformed mains supply, no references
to l<>w voltage D.e. operation could be
20

found. Consequently, a small test appar·
atus was constructed for use with a
heavy-duty vehicle accumulator. Experiment showed that, for welding, 12 volts
were ideal, 6 volts being more satisfactory for annealing (allowing the temperature of the wire to be more easily controtted).
A large number of welds were done by
this unit, and all of them showed up
satisfactorily on test. Several short lengths
of wire were joined togethe(, using this
unit, and then connected to the stranded
cable then in use. It withstood over 50
launches before being removed by someone unaware of the experiment. but it
was felt that tne results were sufficiently
encouraging to go ahead and build a
welder on to the diesel bus winch. This
unit was operated from the twin 6 volt
heavy-duty accumulators that the bus
normally carries. Meanwhile, various
modifications were in hand to prepare
the winch for use with piano-wire, and as
soon as the change-over was, made the
welding unit was brou,gl:il into ,service. It
was very gratifying to find that it came
up to expectations with tbe minimum of

teething troubles. Bolt-cutters were found
to leave an unsatisfactory surface for
welding, and it was necessary to fit a
small guillotine to ensure square, flat
ends on the cut wire. However, the design was not as practical as it niight have
been, since it was built for experimental
use, and a Mk. II unit has been constructed. The design of this unit is shown
in Fig. 3.
The electrodes are made from coldrolled brass plate and must be left slightly
springy in order to clamp the wire in
position. This means that harD soldering
or brazing must not be done anywhere
near the business ends. One of the electrodes is made movable to enable the
weld to be forged. Switching of the heavy
current is taken care of by a 12 volt carstarter solenoid switch while a similar
one serves for the annealing. which must
be done manually. Two micro-switches in
parallel with the electrodes operate the
solenoid and thus the welding cycle is
made semi-automatic. The operation of
the unit is as follows (with reference to
Fig. 3):
Depressing the lever (A) exerts a force

on the moving electrode (B), pivoted at
(C), tending to close the electrode gap.

Movement of (B) is prevented by the
touching faces of the two lengths of wire
clamped tightly in the electrode jaws.
When the lever (A) reaches the bottom
of its travel (maximum load applied to
the weld faces) it operates micro-switch
(D) throwing the solenoid (E). A heavy
current passes across the wire in the
electrodes and melts it in the proximity
of the cut faces. When the wire melts.
the moving electrode closes with the fixed
one and forges the weld, thus expelling
surface oxidation into the "flash", or
waste metal. As (8) begins to move, it
operates the micro-switch (F) and
switches off the current. The lever (A)
is held depressed for a fraction of a
second while the weld solidifies, and then
it can be released. The wire is then unclamped from the jaws, allowing (B) to
return to its initial position, and is reclamped in the wide, annealing zone of
the electrodes. SQlenoid (G) is operated
manually, keeping the weld at a dull red
colour for about five seconds. The wire
is removed from the jaws and is ready
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The welding machine.
for use. The unit is now set for the next
weld.
The optimum m<lvement of electrode
(B) is about :I'.; in., initial gap being it in.
Adjustment of this gap is simply provided for by means of tWo eccentric
cams. made from bolts. Width of the annealing gap is not critical, 4- in. being
adequate. Micro-switch (F) should be ad·
justed to cut out the solenoid immediately electrode (B) begins to move, but
must cut back in when the latter returns
to its rest position. This adjustment is
rather critical, for if the current is on too
long, too much wire will melt and may
be splashed out when it is forged.
The high-current circuit needs to be
30 amp (continuous) cable since it may
be carrying over 50 amps, while ID-amp
wire will cope with the micro-switches
and solenoid circuit. As many as 20 rapid
welds have been done without detriment

to either the circuit wiring or accumulator, although the former tends to get
rather warm when subject to such severe
treatment. The original test accumulator
performed over 100 welds without recharging, and no drop in performance
was noticed at the end of the test period.
However, there is no denying that the
accumulator leads a hard life when
treated so, and it is certain that a NIFE
accumulator would be more suitable for
this purpose.
Originally, it was intended to throw the
wire away after 200-300 launches, since
by this time it must have well and truly
paid for its.eIL It now seems that the
cable life might be extended beyolld that
at first thougllt possible, and also wc have
been able to salvage short lengths of wire
that would nonnally be scrapped. Not
only have we eliminated "snagging"
breaks, and fatigue and wear of knots,

..
Two typical
welds showing
neatness and
"bendability".
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but also repa,ir -time is reduced llY this
apparatus, since it is possible to perform
very rapid repairs with a little practice.
The cost of ·batteries. if life proves to be
shortened appreciably, is easily offset by
the saving in cable cost, leaving an increased profit margin on winch launches.
Even more important, fumbles can be
bromght. down to the level of those: with
stranded cable-very low.
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THERMAL CONVECTION FROM INDUSTRIAL
ESTABLISHMENTS
By ALFRED HELBIG, Geophysical Institute, Leipzig.
the course of preparing a Diploma
I Nthesis
(Ref. I) the' author investigated

the distribution of vertical velocities in
the air above the Bahlen fact6ry complex
near Leipzig in various weather cond ilions and seasons.
Thermal convection depends in general
upon the aerological structure and the
strength of the heat source. This heat
source can be due to irradiation of the
earth's surface. but additional ones are
possible, such' as volcanoes, forest fires
3Jnd burning oil on the one hand, and
industrial activities such as workls
employing heat energy, briquette factories and foundries on the other hand.
Above such factories one encounters
vertical speeds considerably higher than
in the surrounding environment. Even
below a complete low cloud cover one
can find tnerrnals there. As these thermals
are formed above industrial establish-

ments whose outflowing gases give additional warmth to the air. they have
received from sailplane pilots the name
"industrial thermals" (Jndustrielhermik).
In the investigations the vertical
motion was determined by fine temperature measuremen'ts. A platinum sensor
with a Wheatstone bridge circuit serves
for measurement and recording. The
bridge is only temporarily adjusted to a
point on the measurement range. The
flow aetoss the bridge in the absence
of adjustment rellresents a measurement
of the change in resistance at that point
due to the temperature. and is registered
by an optical Askania tracer. Hereby the
exact determination of the temperature
ditfer,eoce between rising air and the
environment is important. In addition
the air temperature is measured with .a
semi-conductor thermometer (Fig. I). The
whole set-up' is installed in a powered
23

... Fig. I.-Overall view of
the measuring and registering apparatus. Left. the Ptsensor; centre. the container
with switch, accumulator
and registering apparatus;
right the semi-conductor
thermometer.
... Fig. 2.-Pt and semi-Conductor temperature sensor
below the wing of the L60. On front strut. the Ptsensor with protective ring;
on /'Jack strut. the semiconductor sensor.
aeroplane of L-60 Brigadyr type. The
two temperature sensors hang below the
wing (Fig. 2).
The measurement of the upcurrent
region, which possesses a higher temperature than the environment. is carried
out by horizontal probing flights between
300 m.and doudbase at height intervals
of 100 metres. An industrial thermal in
calm air takes the form of a pillar, so
that the probing flights can be comparatively easily positioned in the correct
orientation, as a rule from windward to
leeward.
From two sets of probing flights in
July and September, 1965, the following

24

values were obtained: Maximum temperature difference =2.9 deg., and crosssection of the region with positive temperature deviation 200-300 m. The
temperature records during the flight on
22.7.65 ate shown in Fig. 3. One can
observe at all levels the temperature
changes during the flights through the
smoke column. The maximum rate of
ascent was calculated, according to a
formula of Yates (Ref. 2), as 7.3 m/sec.
from the temperature difference and the
diameter of the rising smoke column.
Owing to infiuence of an anticyclone
and very low wind speed, the industrial
thermal in maritime polar air was very

Fig. 3.-F/iglu No. lover Bohlen on 22.7.65, from 15.51-16.17 M.E.z. Direction of
{light, W.s.W.-E.NE. (Data omi/ted from last tracing are: 300 m., 19.7 deg. C.)
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well defined. Even from far off one could
see above Bijhlen a vertical, bright brown
smoke column with a shallow cumulus.
An inversion at 1,300 m. prevented
further development of convection
clouds.
The temperature differences with
natural thermals lie betwe.en 0.1 and
0.3 deg. according to data from various
authors. Similar differences were found
on the recording apparatus during a flight
from Bohlen to Leipzig I Mockau.
For further investigation there are
available photographs of the smoke
columns over Bohlen, accounts of soaring
flights and barograms. For each group
of observations there are also available
the synoptic situation, vertical temperature gradients reported from aerological
ascents at Lindenberg and Dresden, and
wind velocity at the nearest met. station
at Mockau. The behaviour of the smoke
columns can be divided into three groups
according to their appearance and their
usefulness for soaring flights. These three
groups are definitely related to the vertical temperature gradient and wind
velocity (Fig. 4).
A good picture of industrial thermals
in a very weak wind is shown in Fig.
5 (vertical smoke columns). Upon the
arrival of a high-pressure region, a vigorous cumulus cloud has developed over
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Fig. 5.-Industrial thermal over Boh/en 011 2.3.66 at 14.50 M.E.Z. Photographed
from 3 km. west of the factory. Cloudbase 900- 1,000 m.

Bohlen il'l an unstable air mass. The cloud'
development due to natural convection
is, however, only weak because of tbe
low intensity of incoming radiation. With
a higher wind velocity the developing
cumuli are quickly driven away and a
cloud street is produced. Fig. 6 (smoke
columns horizontal) shows an example

of this. The weather is determined by
polar a,ir from Greenland; the wind
velocity is 6-7 m/sec.
Summarizing, it can be said that the
vertical speeds with low wind velocities
and neutral to weakly stable lapse rates
are always greater than in the natural
thermals. The upper limit of wind

Fig. 6.-eloud development over BohJen Oil 26.12.65 at 14.40 M.E.z. Photographed
from 10 km. to the nor/h. The Bolr/en factory is situated at the extl'efl1e right of
the picture.
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velocity for the development of a vertical closed upcurrent region above the
factory is around 2 m/sec. With high
wind velocities there is stronger mixing;
the upcurrent region is torn apart into
periodically released thermal bubbles.
which however are still utilizable for
soaring. Only in calm weather and with
a neutral lapse rate do the industrial
therma!s reach a greater height than the
natural thermals. Surface inversions are
broken through, inversions at greater
heights can also be penetrated, but owing
to wind shear at the inversion levels no
continuous vertical Ifpcurrent field is
built up. In the industrial thermal Over
Bahlen a maximum climb velocity of
10 m./s. was measured with a sailplane.
The maximum height of 4,050 m. was
reached in it on 2nd July, 1963, in VFR
conditions with the sailplane Libelle.
This was a Gold C flight.
In conclusion. an estimate of the heat
gained by the atmosphere over Bahlen
will be given. The three principal heat
sources in the Bahlen factory area are
the power house with a performance of
250 MW, the briquette factory, and the
central gasworks chimney. The power

house gases have a mean temperature of
200· C. In all, these three heat sources
give out about 3.3 X I ()6 kcal/ min. to the
atmosphere. If one takes the total heat
of the power house alone on its area,
one obtains the value 6.3 cal/cm! min.
For the whole factory area the value is
around 1.3 cal/cm 2 min. Therewith a
comparison with natural conditions is
possible. The heat flow of the industrial
thermaIs is 10 times as great ,as the heat
flow of natural thermals.
Industrial thermals are thus stronger
than natural thermals owing to the constancy of the heat sources. Nevertheless
the aerologieal conditions exercise a
strong influence on their behaviour.

•

•

•
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enables us to offer

'WINTER' BAROGRAPHS
at

£44 95. 6d.

U.K. Imporl Duty Md Poslag2 paid.
SPECIAL FOR MOTO.GLlDERS
The 'Winler' Barograph 10 record engine running lime as well as flying time

Delivery 6 - 8 weeks
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U.K. Duly and Postage paid
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Flying Instruments
much sought after throughout the World

•

• Total Energy Variometers
• Air Speed Indicators
• Electric Turn
and Slip Indicators
• Artificial Horizons
• Clinometers • Compasses
Metric or English Calibration
St.oek
Spares
Overhauls

SAILPLANES
Sole Concessionlli~s
for Motoimport.
Poland

NORCO AVIATION & INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT LTD.
Burrell Road, H....wards
Heat.b, Sussex, U.K.
-.I
Tel'ephone: Haywarlls Heath 5177'

IT A1N'T ALL GUDINGbut "Thistle" do !
"Pray tell me, gentle' aviatrix.
What drives you to the sky?
Why must you sto:rn the arms of man
To fly and fly an.d fly?
"Fori ·have viewed you from afar,
All this and many a day,
But when I try to chat you up
You rise and fly .away.
"Then I too don. my wings and go
Into the Soundles.s Air:
I soar o'er hiUs and' under clouds
Until I find you there.
"You rush towards me, wings outstretched,
To hold you soon, I pray,
But dammitl *Bishop's on your right
And I must turn awayl
"0 Damsel o·f the sky above,
You never heed my words.
AffectiOn I must seek elsewhere,
You're· strictly for the birdsI"
"Mac"
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RESPONSE
"Now hold your breath, my little lad,
You're victim of your youth.
Imag:nation plays you tricks,
It's time you learned the truth.
"Why should I bow down low to man
While skies wait up above?
My feelings 'l'll keep to myself
For gliding's my true love.
"Up in the bright and timeless sky
Lif,e's passions fade from sight:
One's troubles v'anish from the mind
Through peaceful. sHent flight.
"The toweFing cu. attr;acts me to
A world that few have seen.
It lifts me up to dizzy heights
Where I alone am Queen.
"So go
A mate
My feet
But my

your way and seek els·ewhere
amongst the crowds.
may seem. to touch the grounp
heart is in the clouds'"
"May"
• Sco>t1and. not N.... da.
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THE

KRONFELD CLUB

the 1st January we welcomed to the
ONClub
,the members of the Tiger Club

at RedhiIl who are to use the Club as
their permanent London home. Other
,organisations with aviation connections
who use the club regularly for meetings
dc., include the Aviation Society of
London; Aviation Forum; Cisavia;
Popular Flyi~ Association; British
Balloon Club; The Girls Venture Corps;
The Island Cruising Club; The Civil
Service Sailing Association and oocasionally the British Women Pilots Association
and the 99's, amI two other new Group
members, the John Lewis Partnership
Flying and Gliding Club and the Sand·
hurst Cadets Flying Club.
Gro,up membership is open to any
organisation at ,£16 16s. Od. a year and
allows 10. meetings in the Lecture room.
Single bookings to non-members are
£3 3s. Od.
On Monday, 16th January, the Annual
Series of In~tructional Lectures commenced with a talk by the Hon. James
Beering on Air Touring. This year the
subjects are designed to be of particular
interest to power pilots although at the
end of the course there will be a Met.
Lecture and one entitled "An introduction
to gliding alld soaring". Full details and

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERING
SERVICES llD.
C's 01 A and 10 year OVERHAUL RePAIRS
and RESPRAVI NG at compet:tive prices.
Damaged Olympia 2's & parts wanted
Trailer materials and filtings

Bowden LClne,Cha,pel.en-le-Flrth
Derbyshire 2432

BASEMENT
El;:CLESTON

$QVA".

• SW I

Registration forms may be had from the
club (or phone Mrs. Bonham, FORest
Hill 9390).
Y.C. B.
Lectures on Monda~ at 8 p.m.
Jan. 30. Aerobatics, by A. HaigThomas of the 1966 British
Aerobatic Team including
new Ford colour aerobatic
film made at RedhiIl.
Feb.
6. "The Finer Points of Fly·
ing", by Derek Pigg0tt exC.F.S. A-I Instructor.
Feb. 20. Air Racing.
Feb. 27. The Business Use of Air~raft.
Mar. '6. Light Aircraft Mainhman~.
Mar. 20. Meteorology.
Apr. 3. An Introduction to Gliding
and Soaring.
Diary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Jan. 25. Learning to fly in South
Africa, uy Rosamund Herv~y.
Feb. 1. The Marx Bros. epic "Love
Happy".
Feb. 8. Readers and Writers, by Mike
Bird.
Feb. 15. Airships. by FI.Lt. Vale,
R.A.F.R. (Rtd.)
Feb. 22. Art and Elephants, by David
Shepherd.
Mar. 1. Film "Home of your Own"
starring Betnard Cribbins,
Peter Butterworth.
Mar. 8. Talk with slides by Lome
and Ann Welch.
Mar. 15. Role of the Air League, by
Sir Archibald Hope, Bt.,
a.B.E., D.F.C.
Mar. 22. Aviation and Parliament. The
Rt. Hon. Robert Catr, M.P.,
Robert Howarth, M.P., and
Eric Lubbock, M.P., Kenneth
Owen (Chairman)~
Mar. 29. Film "A Sp<\ce Hobby~.
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C.F.I. Conference, 26th·27th No"., 1966
IVE days of instructor flying on the
Capstan, Eagle, Schweizer 2·22 and
tbe Avion Planeur RF·3, followed by
talks on powered trainers by Derek
Piggotl and the Kittiwake tug by Roy
Procter, heralded in the 1%6 C;onference
at Lasham.
The programme provided as~ries of
formal lectures of about an houn duration each, plus som~ sp«ial subject short
talks. The main subjects were:
(I) The 1966 Accident Survey by Paul
Minton which is reported later.
(2) I~strument flying trai.ni.ng, taken on
at short notice by John WIUlamson, who
concentrated on the teaching techniques
necessary to get the pilot safe and cpmpetent to deal with normal clouds m a
short time.
. . .
(3) Glider airworthiness and hmltallons,

F

Vie Carr on aerolOwing.
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by Frank Irving, who illustrated his t~l'k
using drawings on transparent film with
a 3M's overhead projector. The advantages of this equipment ~re th,,:t superimposition of diagrams IS poss~ble and
the projection is visible in da)'h.ght. .
(4) All-through aerotow tramlng.. YIC
Carr showed that all-aerotow tramm.g
could produce a pilot with wider expertene<: and skill for a given amount of flying in comparison with winch training..
Fewer trainee pilots gave up through
frustration, which introduced a new
problem in providing for the increased
number of soaring pilots in the club.
(5) Elementary training. Ann Welch
and John Everitl. Points made were that
there is no substitute for care and
thoroughness in the pu'pil's early less?ns.
He should not be taught new exerCises,
or given added responsibility, until he
oroperly understood the previous step.
- In addition to the main lectures, Wally
Kahn talked about outside factors which
affect gliding, particularly. the ~eed for
good working commuDlcatlOn WIth local
and regional sports control bodies, and
outside authorities, so that clubs woul.d
have friends to help overcome theIr
problems.
Nick Goodhart outlined proposed
further airspace legislation which \~'~uld
severely limit cross-country ghdlng,
although no reasonable case oould be
made for it on traffic safety grounds.
On the Saturday night Paul Mi.nton
introduced a programme of films kindly
loaned by the General Aviation Safety
Committee. They were produced by
D.S.A.F. and A.O.P.A., and connected
closely with what beca~e the theme. of
the Conference-etfectlve commuDlcation as an essential ingredient of train-

ing. The film on spatial disorientatliom
linked witll John Willy's lecture.
Wally Kahn presented the Wills
Scholarships to the largest-ever number
of new instructors who had sU'icessfully
completed instructor training courses
during the year. The four years' work
by the National Coach, s\lbsidised by the
Department of Edllcation and Science,
with the Capstan, which W. D. & H. O.
Wills presented to the B.G.A., have
achieved a steady flow of ,instructors into
c1u bs and at last broken the acute
shortage which existed. Plans for next
year's Coach and Capstan op~rations,
which will include a new range of
courses, are now being worked out.
The Conference, which also included
a simple method of making instruction
slides by Tony Knight, reports on Instructor Panel Meetings, and the Coac.h's 1966
survey, which are <iealt with later, was
attended by 98 instructors from over 40
clubs. We hope they f(mnd it useful.
Programmed Leaming and
'Ground Instraction
The ,lHoblem of obtaining effect'ive
communication between instructor and
pupil is highlighted by lack of opportunity for other than in-flight instruction;
instructors often have insufficient time
between pupils for briefing and de-briefing, formal lectures do not always reaoh
the people for whom they are intended,
and classroom facilities are almost nonexistent. Pupils have, therefore, to learn
a great deal of background knowledge
on their own, with t'he expected result
that sometimes they do not, and continue
to fly with serious gaps in their understanding.
With gliding becoming increasingly
complex, different methods of putting
over training information to small groups
of pupils, or to individuals, should be,
investigated. It is stressed dilat no book
or theoretical knowledge can replace inflight instruction. It should be used to
help the instructor to concentrate on the
really important things and use his time
as fully and effectively as possible.
There are various aspects of programmed learning which are worth
investigating, and which are not so
expensive or' complicated as big te~hing
machines. One way is to use short amd
l::heap "self-teaching" booklets, in which

Frank lrving working the overhead projeclor.

the information is laid out in very small
steps, with each page containing an
information statement and a question on
it. The pupil has to respond correctly to
the question befote going on to the next
step. Exercises such as cable breaks,
where procedural knowledge is tequir,ed
ns well as in-flight exp~rience, are suitable for this treatment.
Another meth@d is the short self-contained course, as introduced by A.O.P.A.,
covering a particular aspect or stage of
training. The course programme and
information takes the form of paired
notes--one for the instructor covering in
detail the points he should teach, and
one for the pupil cov.ering the work he
will do. Both sides can study their
schedules in advance and both know
exactly what they are trying to achieve
from the course. Effort can be closely
concentrated on the part'icular subject,
with the chance of achieving proper
understanding and skill in a short time.
As with self-teaching, self-contained
courses are best used to CDver a particular aspect of traililing. Neither should be
31

Recipients of the W.D. and H.O. Wills .scholarships. On far right: Ann Welch, Wally
Kahn (behind), John EverilJ. (Photographs by Sally Thompson.)

used to try to do the instructor's job of
teaching tlying in general, although the
principles behind programmed learning
are worthy of study by any instructor.
A sample self-contained ,course-oneDay Introductory Courses for NonPilots-was distributed at the Conference.
and will be in the next issue of INSTRUC~
TOR. This is intended to give informative
and praotical introduction in gliding to,
for example, groups from schools or
factories.
The next self-contained CQUl'Se will be
desjgned to cope with the conversicn cf
suitable private pilot licence holders into
competent tug pilots. The training
schedule will provide for some 4 hours'
in-flight instruction, in l:oth the tug and
the glider, and 4 hours' ground study,
in a period equal to one week-end.

training had in every case been carried
out before startinE to instruct.
A sub-committee of the Panel was
formed, consisting of John Williamson
and Vie Carr, with John Everittas
Chairman, to study the matter, so that
any changes recommended might be
introduced by 1st January, 1%8.
It would also consider the introduction
of a retest and medical for instructors
who had held a category for IOor more
yea.rs, and in c:;onjunction with the
B.G.A. Flying Committee look at medical
standards generatly.

Instruetors' Panel Report
Arising from the meeting on 19th
November, the Instructor Category system is to be reviewed. It is felt that the
present single category, with the higher
grade endorsement for C.F.I.'s, is insuJficient to cope with the present wide range
of instructor experience. Some form of
limited category for instructors looking
after small or new clubs, who have not
yet attained the full' category rating (they
would all be caUed ratings), should be
introduced to ensure that some formal

is fairly obvious when dealing with
I Taccidents
either individually or collec-
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CAN WE IMPROVE FLIGHT
SAFETY?
_
tively that there is rarely any single cause
-rather that there are a series of minor
deviations from good practice which add
up to a situation where an accident is
likely, or even inevitable. Hence it is
worth considering how to prevent this
build-up of. events by foresight, training
and exp~rience, i.e. those qualities which
are the particular responsibility of
instructors. It is pertinent to consider
this problem under four headings:-

(1) Creatillga low-risk: environment.
(2) Edlll:ation to see the risks that

remain.
(3) Training t{) realise the correct
action to counteract the risk.
(4) Practice to make it possible to
take the correct action to remove
the risk.
(1) A LOW-RISK ENVIRONMENT. This to
a large extent already exists for any club
operating within the B.G.A. as, (or
example, the airworthiness ,requirements
as laid down reduce the risk of accident
due to a deficiency of a glider to an
acceptably small level.
The problem is a very real one for
the new club which has to make farreaching decisions even before it starts
operating, particularly regarding the
choice of a site. Even with an established
club the gradual increase in scale of
operations could produce unsafe conditions due to .Jack of thought and direction.
For example. when aerotowing is introduced it is vital to ensure that tug and
winch cables do not become interwoven.
As time goes on. even well-tried methods
must be kept under review, as there have
been sundry incidents with such prosaic
items as exist at the glider end of winch
cables ending up with launches 01'1 the
bungey hook, cables jammed round the
skid. and parachutes over tailplanes after
a cable break:.

(%) SEEING THE RISK. The major educational problem in training a pilot is to
ensure that he is aware of the risks that
.exist, particularly tJlOse whose demonstration would not give the two-seater or its
occupams a reasonable chance of survival. The most important' case is, of
course, flying too sloWly near the ground
and the attendant chance of loss of control due to a stall or spin. No doubt
every pilot has been warned to avoid this
pitfall, but, judging by the continuing
number of accidents .of .this type, very
few pilots realise how much greater is
the risk when the pilot is distracted by
a difficult final turn, a poorly judged circuit, an inadequate field to land in, etc.
Even the experienced pilot can be discomfited by forgetting that such phenomena as cal:le breaks. are not less dangerous because they become less frequent
with modern equipment.

(3) REALISING THE CORRECT ACTION.
Under this heading really lies the training for good airm9.nship. The ·educ~ated
pilot must see the ri5k and then be able
to propose a satisfactory course of action
to reduce this risk to an acceptable level.
For example, the local soaring pilot faces
the risk that he may be unable to return
to his base. He makes this risk acceptable by always aiming t6 reach home
with sufficient height 10 complete a
proper circuit of the landing area. The
more experienced cross-country pilot
faces a problem with regard to landing in
a field; the risks are obvious; the correct
action is. similarly to start to pick a field
with sufficient height to make a good
choice and then to h:we en()Ugh height
to make a good circuit.

(4) PERFORMING THE ACTION. While it
is true that safety is largely a state of
mind, the final process in avoiding risks
must of n.ecessity be a physical one and
this can only be made effective by practice. The pilot who spins in on his final
turn usually does so because he is turning tigbtly in order to line up for a safe
approach and i5 physically unable to per-

CAR.VANS
FOR HIRE
Fully equipped and comfortable
Why not live on the airfield?
Distance no object!
Quotations on requesl
from

SANDHURST
CARAVANS LIMITED

College Town,Camberley, Surrey
Phone Camberley 4005

Caravans hired for
any occasion
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Coming down to earth . .. you'll need
Rubery Owen independent suspension
Towing is so smooth on a Ruhery Owen independent suspension.
The torsion bars give 4 inches of independent movement to each
wheel and the whole unit allows a lower centre of gravity for
exceptional roadholding and easier towing. Independent suspension makes a world of difference to towing. Fit a Ruhery OweD
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RUBERY OWEN & co. LTD., Tniler Equipment Division,
p'O' Box 10, DarlastoD, Wedoesbury Staffs.
Tel: James Bridge 3131.
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form an accurate turn at a reasonable
sPeed under these circumstances. The
inexperienced pilot dealing with circuits
from poor launching and cable breaks is
often left in a similar plight.
Conclusions
As instructors we are completely
responsible for safety under the four
headings above, and it is up to us to
ensure:(1) that all our operations are to such
a standard and so organised that there
are the minimum of "built-in" risks;
(2) that those risks that cannot be eliminated are made plain to all pilots at
every stage of their Cllreer;
(3) that pilots are trained to produce the
correct solution to a problem set them
by slJCh risks:
(4) that pilots have sufficient physical
skill to be able to translate their solution to the problem into action.
PAUL MINTON

*

*

*

EXTRACI'S FROM TALK BY
NATIONAL COACH
URING the various items which were
D
discussed, it was pointed out that
c.P.I.·s could help to improve the elementary training standards by making sure
that their instructors are reminded of
some of the general principles of instructing. They should be made familiar with
the practical aspects of all the basic exercises, with the objects of them, their
relationship to one another, and be
aware of the problems from the pupil's
point of view. Appreciation of these
points should enable one to give convincing demonstrations in conjunction
with the right sort of patter. A great deal
of harm is done by poor patter and there
are many examples of this in practice.
Although a standard patter is fa.r from
desirable, it is better In the early stages
of an instructor's career to use a standard
patter, rather than say the wrong sort of
thing.
Only if this step in the instructing
sequence is carried out properly can the
instructor have some basis for the next
stage which is, of course, to enable the
pupil to practise and to correct his faults.
The best results can be achieved, not by

giving the pupil a long list of things that
the glider has done wrong, but by thinking of the problem in a logical way,
beginning with "what has gone wrong
and why"?
When instructing is approached along
these lines, one feels that many of our
mor;: gleaming errors can be eliminate.d
-the instructor who never lets go of the
stick., the one who expects too much of
his pupil and takes over too late, etc.
On the more specific problems such as
approach speeds, use of brakes, etc., it
is advisable to use a reasoned system of
instruction; it is quite wrong to use outof-date, misleading dogma, which is
really a sllbstitute for proper instruction
and can do positive harm.

:r

HUNGRY RETRIEVERS'
GUIDE

is intended to produce a small booklet
(possibly for inclusion in the I ~68
B.G.A. diary) listing good places at which
gliding people can sustain themselves
after long and arduous retri~ves. To
ob(a~n the wide geographical coverage
necessary to be beneficial to all, we
would like to ask anyen:: \\-ho can recommend an eating plac~ to send details to
the address below.
11 is hoped that by collating a "good
food guide", glider pilots and thei.r
crews can expect a welcome and their
-unuslla]"
behaviour
accommodated
satisfactorilY. If possible we would prefer
to stick to main retrieve routes, though
a recommended "stop" not too far from
the beaten track would readily be
included.
Please include the following in your
recommendation(s): (a) Name: Address: Telephone No.
(including rough details-map ref. etc.)
(b) Type of establishment (hotel, pub;
transport cafe etc.}-licensed or not.
(c) Approximate prices---<:heap, moderate, expensive.
(d) Opening and closing time.
(e) Trailer parking facilities.
(f) Any other remarks; e.g. recommended dishes, service, other available
facilities.
Please send aJI ,information as soon as
possible to: Miss Jane Warter, 10
Berkeley Place, London, S.W.I9.
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FLYING TALK
By ROGER BARRETT, Chairman, B,G.A. Flying Committee
Contest Organization weekend, 25th-16th
February, at Dunstable

s an experiment the B.G.A. is holdA
ing a seminar on Contest Organisation at the London Gliding Club on the
25th-26th February.
Amongst the topics which will be
covered are: Task-setting and Met. forecasting, changes in the B.G.A. General
Regul~tions and Scoring Rules which
come into force in 1967 (including photographic evidence), the new Rating
Scheme, Ladder Contests and the future
structure of contest fiying (Class competitions, etc.). Nationals Officials and
members of the B.GA. Flying Committee will take parL
The object of the weekend is to pro-

vide an opportunity for everyone concerned (now or in the near future) with
organising competitions to discuss techniques. problems and future possibilities. It is hoped that the interchange of
ideas will prove helpful, both to the
Flying Committee and to Club officials.
AIl task-setters, stewards and officials
who are involved in the 1967 Regionals
will be particularly welcome.
It is planned to have the discussion
on the future structure of competitions
during the evening of Saturday, 25th
February. Any competition pilots who
are interested in this subject are welcome
to come along to this meeting.
Anyone who would like to attend the
whole of the seminar should write, as
soon as possible, to the Secretary,
B.G.A. for further details.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE
By GEORGE BURTON. Member, B.G.A. Flying Committee
year will probably see photoT HI'S
graphic evidence used for rounding
for the first time in
turni~-points

Briti1ih- Competitions. In the rules only
one type of camera will be permitted the Kodak "Instamatic" 25. This has
been chosen for a number of reasons,
and besides standardisation and cheapness the camera itself has the merit of
being almost foolproof in operation.
From the evidence we have, failures only
seem to occur when the keen photographer-pilot uses· his favourite (and
complicated) expensive equipment!
The "Instamatic" is based on a system
introduced three- years ago by Kodak of
cartridge loading. The film does not have
to be threaded but is merely dropped
into the camera as a factory-loaded cartridge. The frame positions on the film
are pre-determjned. Both double-exposure and double wind-on are prevented;
3 small lever, detecting slots in the film.
stop' the wind-on at the correct point.
Wind-on is by knob. but this is not a
disadvantage since thumb pressure is
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su.fflcient to turn it and only a quartertl.!rJ] is needed. The format is 28 mm.
square, and the lens focal length is
43 mm. This results in a field of view of
34~ horizontally and vertically: this is
equal to most 35-mm. cameras in the
horizontal plane and is considerably better in the vertical plane, which, as far
as we are concerned, is the most important.
The film to be used is Ve.richrome Pan.
It is supplied in easy-load cartridges each
giving 12 shots. It has an extremely wide
latitude of exposure, and for most turning-poit\t shots the aperture setting
should be on "Bright".
There are two methods of use which
are recommended for turning point
photography, and one that is not.
The method favoured by the Swiss
is to strap the camera to the palm of
the hand, hold the hand out of the c1earvision panel with the camera pointini
vertically downwards, and fly straight
and level over the turning-point. The
button can be operated with the thumb.

o
o

o

20 g. ALUMINIUM

o

The photograph is taken when the wingtips come level with two points on the
ground which the pilot has already
established are just beyond the turning
point.
The method I favour is to fix the
camera to the glider by means of a
simple metal bracket (as illustrated). The
camera is upside down and looks downwards through the canopy at an angle
of about 30°. This makes it easy both
to wind-on and to press the button. If
'You cut your Bight path to the absolute
minimum and vertically over the turning-point, then any angle-of-bank between 43 and 77 will include the turning-point; however, if onc overflies the
turning-point by about 400 yards, which
is more usual, then the required anglesof-bank are the more moderate values
of between 23 and 57°. With practice
it is easy to take two pictures in three
seconds, so that it is not necessary to
make a 360° turn in order to get two
shots. For competitions it is recommended that a bracket is fitted to both
sides of the cockpit.
The method definitely not recommended is for the pilot to peer through
the viewfinder. The· sideslips and phugoids resulting are a collision hazard to
0

0

0

BURTON BRACKET
the other pilots taking part. With this
cautionary note - good shooting I

THlU'S STILL TIME . . .
to prepare yourself for the soaring season
by read:ng:
Air law 2s. 6d.
Cloud Reading 18s. Od.
Elementary Gliding Ss. Od.
Flying Training in GI:ders 6s. Od.
Know the Weather 3s. 6d.
Meteorology for Glid.r Pilots 35s. Od.
Theory of Flight 12s. 6d.
Postage elctra
Full list of books obtainable from:

"THE GLIDING SHOP"
BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
Artmery Mansions,

75 Victoria Street.
LONDON. S.W.1.
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SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LIMITED
KIRBYMOORSIDE

YORK

ENGLAND

TElEPHONE: KlR8YMOORSlDE 312 GRAMS: SAILPLANES KIRBYMOORSIDE

Slingsby SGilplanes have appointed Southdown
Aero Services as their agents for England south
of Cheshire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire and for' all of Wales

If you live in this area you can now choose whether
to contact Kirbymoorside or Lasham about your requirements f'or any o,f the Slingsby range of aircraft.
Ken Fripp is available at Lasham to give your enquir:es
his personal attention.

A prototype of the new T53 all metal high performance tandem two seater will be at Lasham later this
year to be demonstrated to you. Ring Ken Fripp 10
arrange to see it.

SOUlHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
LASHAM AIRFIELD • ALTON - HANTS • ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: HERRJARD 359
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KRONFELD AVIATION ART SOCIETY
LMOST all the 54 members of the
A
.
Society. formed in March. ] 966.
exhibited at the Society's first Exhibition
held in the Kronfeld Club during November. 1966.
The exhibition was opened by Graham
Hill, ex-World Champion racing driver.
who, being himself a pilot and art lover.
gave a most amusing speech and presented
the prizes.
The pri~e winners were announced in
the D~cember issue. page 480; to this
should have been added that Kenneth
McDonough and Margaret Kahn were
the Overall-Winners in the professional
and non-professional classes respectively.
Of the 102 exhibits hung 25 were sold
and commissions taken for another 4.
We were privile-ged to have on the
panel of judges this year the doyen of all
aviation a,tists-Frank Wootton, whose
report we print below.
Sixty of the exhibits were selected for
the Travelling Exhibition which will be

available fOT airshows etc. during 1967.
It starts off with a four-month tour of

Scotland, and is being opened at the
City Art Gallery. Dundee on the 27th
January by the C.O. of R.A.F. Leuchars.
and from 'there goes on to Art Galleries
at Perth, Forfar and Kirkaldy.
This will be the first time aviation art
qas been seen over the border, so We hope
those gliding people living up there will
go and see it and tell their friends about
iL The collection includes 12 gliding
paintings.
Enquiries for the Travelling Exhibition
should be addressed to the Hon. Sec..
Mrs.
Yvonne
Bonham,
14 Little
Brownings, London, S.E.23.
Y.C.B.

*

*

*

THE EXHIBITION
the first place I should like to conI Ngratulate
all the exhibitors and the

Graham Hill (Photo John B/ake)

organisers on a very commendable show.
a high standard of work, well displayed
and so efficiently prepared.
Having been asked to assist in adjudicating the exhibits 1 feel I should mention
that before any other considerations I
looked for works of art. In other words
a work that would win acceptance in any
other exhibition of art as against one
confined to Aviation Art. A work of
such quality that it could be appreciated
by people who are not necessarily
enthusiastic about aviation or flying; f
would also add that such a work need
not show any great technical knowledge,
or even technical competence, for that
which falls into the category of competent illustration is not necessarily a work
of art but more often than not merely
a skilful piece of work, no more, no
less.
The gulf between these is a difficu.lt
one to surmount and is not readily understood by the layman who doesn't so
much know what he likes as likes what
he knows. As a subject the technical
considerations of Aviation impose severe
restrictions on an artist; however I think
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A SELECTION FROM KRONFELD ART EXHIBITION
Left RolV
MONTREAL TOWER
THE JUDGES, L. to

Briall Williallls

R., F.

WOOTTO~,

HUNTER ATTACK NEAR CHANGl
DART
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PAIR FLYING
NIGHT VlRGINIA
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you would agree that, given two works,
one a work of arl capable of communicating beauty and human emotion that
could reach and move most men yet containing
technical
inaccuracies,
and
another work so technically correct but
lacking the aesthetic communication of
the work of art, it would be a simple
matter to advise the artist responsible
for the work of art and for him to adjust
it if neccessary, while it w0l!1ld be impossible to transform the technical drnwing
into a work of art.
This of course is merely my own
opinion and reasoning while at the same
time there were two other judges looking
no doubt for other qualities, nevertheless
] think we were all three surprised to find
that our lists of awards compiled separatelyand individually tallied ,remarkably
well.
The painting of "Louis Blerior' by
Kenneth McDonnough: The composition
of this picture ,is unconventional and
satisfying to a high degree; the position
and sca]e of the aircraft at the top of a
sloping dune gives it a great sense of
importance and portent so well exemplified, leaving no doubt whateve'r that this
is the start of a significant flight. Having
stimulated the imagination so well, the
mere suggestion of a crowd and the
people making their way across the dunes
at that early hour ill July fifty-seven
years ago at Barraques was all that was
needed to complete the artist's interpretation of the subject so obviously
inspired by enthusiasm, affection and a
high degree of sensitivity,
"Bristol Bulldog" by Gerald Coulson
is a very fine study, extremely competent
with a sensitive understanding of tel\tI,Ire
and light on metal and painted surfaces.

Glidervvork
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COf AOVERHAUIJl MID REPAIRS

Margaret Kahn has a touch of magic
in her brush and the ability to paint a
sky that is not merely a backdrop. "Pair
Flying" has atmospheric light and shade,
depth, movement and change with a fi'ne
regard for the subject matter. Beginners
should note the proportion of background
to aircraft; this gives scale and a great
feeling of space.. The conception of one
who flies and has a feeling for the elements as opposed to the editorial conception 'Of a photographer's art with copy
space and material consider,ations in
mind, trims a print for pub'lishing barely
clearing thl; extremities of the aircraftsomething so unfortunately and so often
followed by amateurs.
Norman Hoad has produced a most
refreshing and successful painting with
"Finger Two". He has acbieved with
understanding and feeling that intensity
of light so often experienced when flying
above the clouds. Rl;freshing because the
artist has sooght to escape the more
obvious recourse to the conventional
blue sky on which there is all too often
a widespread reliance in an exhibition of
this kind.
His colour scheme and control of tonal
values reveal a capacity for a unity of
lighting, the light striking the upper surfaces of the wings oJ the Hurricanes
still retaining form and colour but at the
same ti rr.e modifying the opposing effect
of a straight winged aircraft to the feeling
of forward movement given by the
fu~e1age. The feeling of movement gains
great support from the pace of his brushwork.
"Night Virgin'ia" has a romantic appeal
which induces a subjective response from
the onlooker. A difficult subject extremely
well handled in ,a difficult medium. I
should have liked the artist to have
made his figures more mobile,- for this
is something within his grasp whereas
the. photographer is handicapped in a
nigh t scene of this period.
One other mention is for Miller's
"Hart Formation": this has a unique
sense of colour and pattern which I feel
is not accidental but something inherent.
I can only hQpe to see more like this,
perhaps bolder and larger, so reminiscent
of the work of L. S. Lowry, A.R.A.

HUSIIANDS~AIAl'1I!LD
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With specialist eguipment by Lucas which
Overcomes all your charging and trailer
lighting problems_
, 11 AC Alternator. 2 2TU Trailer
Signalling & Lighting Relay Unit.
3 Combined (L708) Stop/Tail &
Number Plate Lamp. 4 L740 From &
Side Marker Lamps. 5 Reflex Refl.ectors.
From Lucas Agents or good garages everywhere.

&250

Regular as Clockwork
Every live l"'"J' a Rop policy pays our. £250 <:ash boDus
OD' £1000 Whole Life AssU1'3nce. This unique policy,
iDtroduced by The CoDtiDgeDcy Insuronee Co. Lld.,
provid.cs the policyholder with periodical ready cash
-useful for education, holid.ys-.nd with adequate
Life A:lsuranc~.

THE CONTINGENCY INSURANCEOO.lTO.
The Contingl:tl<}' Insu~cc Company Ltd.,
BilIiter Buildings, 22 Ililliler Srrcct, LondoD E.C.2
Tc:kphone: ROV.16tll
Please send mcdetaiisofRol3 Lifeand Endowment policies.

Name.......
Address ...

Da,e of Birth ..

.

.

[b(ill~.

Electrical equipment
TIN Best Thlllt you clln buy.

.. SGA

-lOSEPH 'LUCAS LTD· BIRMINGHAM 19
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THE FURIES OF Mte CORNO
By PHILlP WILLS

HE third task set at the Italian
T
Nationals, on 4th August, was a 201km. triangle, Rieti-Funivia (Ski-lift)
Gran Sasso-Foligno airfield-Rieti.
The first leg of this course runs east
from Rieti into the most dramatic region
of the Apennines-the Gran Sasso
d'Italia is the highest range of the system,
forming the backbone of Italy, and the
first turning-point was at the southern
end of the foot of perhaps the most impressive soaring slope in the world-a
straight line of steep mountains running
perhaps 20 miles across the prevailing
wind, averaging 4,000 ft. in height, and
at the northern end peaking up to Mte.
Corvo (9,000 ft.) ,and behind that again,
Mte. Corno, nearly 10,000 ft.
This range forms the eastern wall of
a wide central valley, containing the
town of l' Aquila. It also forms the
natural barrier between the Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea breezes, so that
very often over its eastern slopes run a
chain of cumulus and cumulo-nimbus
clouds which can be seen from the air
50 miles away or more.
The course therefore runs east from
Rieti, over the adjacent 7,ooo-f1. Mte.
Terminillo, then a series of mountains
and valleys to the first turning-point,
thence N.W. along the soaring slope
described above, and a long seriC5 of
lakes, mountains and valleys out to
Foligno in the Perugian valley; the final
southern leg being along the eastern side
of the valley, over the southern mountains, over Terni in its valley, the mountains behind it, and back into the Rieti
plain.
The weather on 4tR August, though
good by British standards, was only
mediocre ,by Rieti ones, so the task gave
competitors a lot of problems, and only
seven finished it: I came in first in 3 hrs.
38 mins., a, minute faster than Giorgio
Orsi in his SHK.
The first leg did not give much trouble.
Slope-soaring on Mtc. Terminillo to
7,500 ft. gave enough height to cross via
Antrodocco, over which on the Free
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Distance day a little later I met the most
friendly eagle of my acquaintance to
date, to the northern end of the enormous slope of the Gran Sasso, and a
southerly rush along this, holding the
nose down to avoid gaining too much
height, took me round the turning-point
at the bottom of the ski-lift at its
southern end. Then north again along the
slope, climbing all the way at 5 knots, to
the towering ,bulk of Mte. Corvo.
I took this to the top--slope'soaring
up to 9,000 ft-and then had to decide
whether to set out on track from there,
or to fly back east over a shallow rocky
saddle to the still higher peak of Mte.
Coma.
I was with Vergani in his Dart at the
time, and he took the first decision. It
proved the wrong <)fie, as he came to
earth about 15 miles further north. I, on
the other hand, all~wed my greed for
more height 10 win the day, and turned
down-wind for Mte. Como, less than a
kilometre away. The profile of the two
mountains was as follows:

Wind
20 kts

I had Dot flown 100 yards before I
wished 1 hadn't: the air wasn't there.
Instead. the saddle was filled with wild
invisible devils, cavorting around, to and
fro and up and down, as if they had
gone mad at the invasion of their
privacy, It was a vortex of the most
vicious kind, unmarked by any cloud
system. which might otherwise have
made me wary. It was the wildest air I
have ever met, even inclUding the rotor
cloud in the lee of Ml. Cook in New
Zealand, which, being in the lee of· a

· .. The most friendly eagle.
14,OOO-ft. mountain, has far more excuse
for its unkindness.
Eefore I knew where I was, I had both
hands on the stick of the Dart, and was
fighting to lift first one wing, then Fh.e
other, as each in turn dropped precI\?Itately into the invisible. holes in the all'.
I dared not let my speed drop below 60
knots, because it was fluctuating wildly
by as much as 20 knots, so, of course,
the accelerations of the aircraft were all
the more violent, and I should estimate
varied between +4G and -3G. There
was not much margin for manoeuvre or
error, since the walls of the two mountains were a few hundred yards ahead
and astern, and the shale basin of rock
between them was a few hundred feet
below. No grass, nothing green, no kindness anywhere.
The sun above poured out of the blue
sky on to what might have been a small
area on the moon-perhaps that was why
I was perspiring rather freely.
Thanks to the light and quick ailerons
of the Dart, I fought her round, across
the wind, so I was drifted sideways towards the slope of Mte. Coma; then the
inevitable upward sweep of the tortured
air took hold and I was shot aloft, above
the peak, into the bleSsed calm above. I
took a couple of ta<:ks to 11,000 ft., a

long breath, and started to sort !Jut the
acid-drops and general clutter which had
'shot out of their pockets all over the
cockpit.
Good for the Dart.
After this, the rest of the second leg
was complicated, but relatively uneventful. It consisted of innumerable calculations of the effect on the wind of each
mountain and valley ahead, so that
course could be set for the most likely
spot for the next upcurrent. The scenery
below was of unsurpassed beauty: mountains, lakes, rivers, valleys, little villages,
often clustered on hiUs under the shadow
of a pinnacled castle or church. Then.
out over the eastern mountain wall of
the Perugian valley, over the turningpoint on Foligno airfield-and, at 4,000
ft., into the unmistaka'ble creamy calm
and gentle lift of a wave..
I turned south and whispered for home
at 40 knots. For 20 miles I flew, gaining
height at half a knot, to 5,000 ft. over
Spoleto, everything so quiet that it was
not the Dart which was moving, it was
the dreamy earth below which was being
drawn silently backwards. I was not on
the same planet as that which contained
the fighting furies of Monte Como.
So I landed at Rieti in a soothing
frame of mind. Not so the next pilot of
a M-lOO, who scrambled out of his cockpit, knelt down, and touched the groun~
three times with his hands before hiS
team arrived to tow his aircraft in. I
don't think any of the other pilots on
that day took on my particular Gnomes
of Como, but they found plenty of other
troubles of their own. Bu,t the hero-or
heroine-of the day, to my mind, was
Adele Orsi, a small and slight lady with
the heart of a lioness. She got her Skylark 4 round the course, in 4 hrs.
38 mins. The "four" is perhaps the
safest and steadiest sailplane in the
world, but her very stability means hard
work on the controls. Adele came in so
exhausted she could hardly stand-but
she came in.
To round off the day, we were all eating in the garden of the local hostellina
when, in t,he pitch dark, at 20.45 hrs., a
whistle overhead announced the arrival
of the final finisher. He had arrived at'ler
the turning-point and landing observers
had closed down. But he also had
arrived.
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STRUCTURE OF FUTURE BRITISH
COMPETITIONS
By JOHN DELAFIELD AND1AN STRACHAN

(An abbreviated version of a paper addressed to the B.G.A. Flying Committee.)
HE problem is one of the increase in
T
cost and complexity of the future
generation of Open Class gliders, tending
to put such machines out of the reach
of the bulk of our present competition
pilots. The 1966 West German Nationals
illustrate a trend that will soon be seen
in this country. This contest was in fact
divided into Open and Standard Classes,
and the really significant fact is that only
15 gliders flew in the Open Class, against
a full complement in the Standard Class.
After all, in this country Skylark or even
Dart owners would hardly like to pit
their machines against D-36's (as seen
at South CerJley), AS-12's (production
version of D- 36), or the mew as-I.
Another highly significant fact is that.
had the two classes bee n marked
together, pilots of the standing of Huth
would have only been about tenth in
combined placing. In previous years,
before the advent of these new Open
Class gliders, Huth had won both classes
outright. The trend can already be seen
in Britain with the SHK, and will become
more pronounced when gliders like those
already mentioned, plus the HP-14 and
possibly the Sigma, arrive on the scene.
Unfortunately, the bulk of British pilots
will not be able to afford these new
machines (the AS-12 is quoted at about
£3,0(0), and they will have problems
in syndicating such gfiders due to the
difficulty of finding other pilots of suitable ability and experience to share them.
The Aim of British Gliding Contests.
We all enter contests to enjoy ourselves,
and do this by extracting the maximum
from the available weather on each contes,t day. We also wish to compare our
performance with that of other pilots.
and this implies that contests should be
organised in such a way that all entrants
have a relatively equal chance of winning, or at least of scoring high enough
to advance up the Rating List. Surely,
then, the basic aim of any con,test
(except, perhaps, W.G.C.-Qpen Class)
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is to produce a champion who is genuinely the best pilot of the meeting. Our
scoring system goes to great lengths to
do just this, and our rating system is also
geared to the individual. Obviously we
need to eliminate the glider's influence
from the results as far as we can, so that
the results reflect the pilot's performances.
Solution One-Handicapping. The most
obvious solution to the problem IS a
handicapping system. Indeed the 1961
B.G.A. proposals include a "5% jump"
system of handicapping for all contests
except Nationals-League I. The exclusion of League 1 is an anomaly and produces unfairness in lowering the rating
points of pilots who happen to fly lower
performance
gliders.
Handicapping
should be universally applied or not at
all. However, the big drawback to handicapping is that it will still not give a fair
result if gliders of widely differing performanc: are flying in the same contest
-but it should also be noted that the
result will be a fairer reflection of 'pilot
skill than if no handicapping were
employed. For instance, an Oly'llpia
flying against a Dart would stand no
chance of winning, even with a better
pilot in the Olympia, handicapping or
no; but the handicapped result would
certainly come the closest to comparing
the pilots' skills.
One argument Ihat is always used
against handicapping is that it is (,!ifficult
to give a fa,ir handicap figure, and that
there will be endless bickering Qver such
figures. Certainly we agree that we must
not degenerate into a sort of gliding
equivalent of the King's Cup Air Race.
but we also firmly believe that any
honestly thought out handicapping system
is beller than none at all; otherwise the
pilots of the better gliders will Always
win. The advantage is always with the
higher performance machines anyway. for
reasons we specify later. Despite this, it
obviously must be enS1,Jred that lower

performance machines do not win solely
because of inflated handicap bonuses.
With these thoughts in mind, we believe
that a good system can be devised, for
universal application in all our· contests.
5% jumps, however, are too coarse, for
we all know that a 419 is better than a
Skylark 3, and that a Ka-6E is better
than a Ka-6cR, but on the 1967 B.G.A.
system it just doesn't show. We have
therefore devised our own "2%" system
which appears with this article. It is
based on our own estimates combined
with the Deane-Drummond and B.G.A.
figures, combined with the principles
stated earlier in this paragraph. It still
does not entirely solve rhe problem of
the future-how can we cater for the
463, Skylark, Ka·6 and Dart owners who
will see themselves outclassed by the
more fortunate (and not necessarily more
skilful) owners of AS-12s and other more
advanced types? This leads us to our
next proposal.
Solution Two--Class Contests. In the
1967 Nationals we are going to 1ist the
Open and Standard Class results separ-

COMPACT
Cross/ell Electric
Audio Variometer
Of a sample of 40 sailplanes at the
1965 World Championships

over half had

CROSSFELL
Now we introduce 0
Compod Audio Variometer
Size 3! x 3! x 5 ins.
Also available without audio
Ag.nI. tltroug,hou1 rh. World
Cro••f.U Variometers

10 Borrowdale Road.
Malvem.
WOIU.. EnglClncl.

ately. This, although a step in the right
direction, is no long-term answer because
there is no mechanism for ensuring equal
numbers of gliders in each class, and also
because of the well-known anomaly that
the Skylarks and other gliders are of
Standard Class performance although
not eligible to fly in that class. We have,
in this country, missed the boat on Standard Class through nDt encouraging it
enough.
"One-Design" contests have been proposed by some, but we believe that,
whereas they may be the system for ten
or twenty years from now, they are no
good at the present moment because,
basically. there just are not enough
gliders of the same type to run such
events. Also the thought of everyone
being compelled to enter a particular
Regional instead of one of their choice
is distasteful, the application of the idea
to Nationals is doubtful. and one influence would be to remove some incentive
to improve British gliders.
To our mind, the answcr is to go for
class contests for gliders which are all
within a certain performance bracket.
For instance, flying Skylarks and Ka-6s
together would produce a ,contest whose
results reflected pilot skill. To extend the
range of types, handicapping within the
class should be used. We could now, with
handicapping, fly SHK's with Darts, and
cven Skylarks; and in anothcr competition
the Skylark/ Ka-6 group could be
extended downwards to include 463s and
other types. This proposal has the merit
of being a system which would carry
forward into the future as far as we can
sec it-unlike some systems based on
span, cheapness or other considerations
(e.g. the present Standard Class or similar
ideas. See S. & G.-Dec. 1966, page 469).
We believe that our system would work
right now with ,he minimum of fuss.
Proposal. From 1968 onwards all British
contests will be based on class flying, the
classes to be of gliders of roughly the
same performance. Within each class, a
handicapping system would operate, using
percentage intervals as fine as can be
fairly determined (i.e. 2% jumps to start
with).
The composition of each class would
be determined by a B:G.A. official handi47

cap list, which would be amended annu'
ally by the Flying Committee. The
suggested basis for such a list is the
present (5%) one, combined with a
mathematical system similar to Tony
Deane-Drummond's, together with sensible estimates from experienced competition pilots_ A ballot could be held after
each Nationals to see if pilots thought
that any figures were in need of revision.
The Flying Committee would obviously
see to it that no wildly advantageous
bonuses were given to the lower performance machines.
We envisage that the 1968 and subsequent Nationals would consist of about
40 gliders in an "Open" class, and 40
gliders in a "Restricted", "Sport" or
"Club" class. The present Leagues would
disappear but the new system would fit
in easily with the Rating system for
selecting pilots. Meanwhile the Regionals
would cater for difficult class groups; for
instance, the London R,egionals one year
might be "Open" class, whereas ,the
"Northerns" would be restricted to
gliders of handicap %, say 96 % or more
(i.e. "Sport"' class, o-r 419/Ka6E and
worse), and the Western Regionals to
gliders of handicap 100% or more (i.e.
"Club" class or Skylark 3 and worse).
The proportion of classes in Regionals
would depend on demand. There would
thus be some restriction in most contests
on the best glider that could be accepted,
but we would not envisage any restriction
on the lowest performance that would be
acceptable except that exercised by the
organising club committee.
A Skylark or even a 463 could fly in
our hypothetical London (Open Class)
Regional, but an AS-12 or SHK could
not affect everyone's scores in either the
NQrtherns or the Western Regionals.
Organising clubs would volunteer to the
B.G.A. in the previous year with their
preference of class for their intended
contest and the Flying Committee would
ensure that a fair spread of classes was
in fact achieved.
We propose that handicapping should
apply throughout, even in the "Open"
class. Some eyebrows may be raised at
this, but remember that our aim is to let
the best pilot win, and not just the best
glider. Dart owners remember that the
SHK is with us already, and there will
soon be AS-12s and better types to com48

pete with shortly. In any case handicapping should apply throughout in order
to ensure that rating points are consistent
between classes, and also to produce a
standard system for all British contests.
Possible objedioDS. It may be said that
by restricting the range of gliders in a
contest, the incentive to buy and build
better machines will be lost, and that
pilots will stick to obsolete machines when
it is the good of the movement that new
and better types are flown in this country.
However, our intention is to keep such
restriction down to an absolute minimum, and certainly not to anything like
the extent of the advocates of "onedesign" contests. Pilots will always want
to own better machines. and our intention
is that when tbe movement has progressed
into a better performance bracket, more
contests should be run to cater for that
bracket. But we must never allow those
with g,ood fortune on their side to win
all our contests, simply because t!:Jey can
fly the I'atest machines-they must be
really made to fight hard to win!
The incentive to buy better machines
still exists because;
(a) Pilots want to get the best out Qf
the sport, and in order to complete Gold
C's, Diamonds and to break Records.
(b) Even with handicapping, the
higher performance gliders still have an
advantage because;
(i) On days where thermals are far
apart, the better gliders can sometimes
just reach them, but the others don'L
(ii) The "speed squared" rule in
contest scoring gives the faster gliders
more points than they lose, because of
any handicap. (The handicap is linear,
the speed marks a squared factor.)
(iii) On some days the fas-t ships
may just get home, but the others may
have to land out and so lose their speed
marks.
(iv) On marginal days, "X" is so
much easier to reach with a glider with
a superior glide ratio.
(v) The theoretical cross-country
speed of these new gliders may well be
pessimistic. This is because they can
utilise the technique of spending very
little time in circling flight, utilising
most lift by just flying through it with
wings level.

Conclusions. A basic re-organisation of
British competition gliding is required if
top level contests are to continue t9 grow,
and. if the Rating List and Regional Contests are la produce fair results. There
will be an increasing need to cater for
those pilots who are not able to fly
gliders of the top performance at the
particular time. The aim of any contest is
to produce a champion who is th:: best
pilot. not necessarily the pilot who
happens to be flying the best glider.
The introduction of a form of class
contests together with handicapping
within eac:1 class will fulfil these requirements. There should be a limit in each
contest on the best glider that may fly.
We firmly believe that failure to change
the structure of our contests in 1968 will
lead to a contraction of top-level competition gliding iD this country, because
those who cannot obtain the very best
machines will tend to drop out. Let us all
be warned and do something on the suggested lines now-before it is too late.
References:
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Suggested Handicap for British
Conditions
1967
1.D./ D-Drummond
B.G.A.
I.W.S. Mathematical
H'cap
H'cap H'cap
Sailplane
%
%
%
?
82
84
86
'?
90
92
94
%

98
100
102
104
106
108
liD

GLIDING.

The German Nationals-Last paragraph
and results, Oct, 1966., pa.ge 350.
Glider Handicapping-Aug~, 1966, page
260.
Report on the AS-12-1une, 1966, page
179.
Technical Impressiveness-Oct., 1965,
page 387.
The Diamant-Qct., 1965, page 400, and
D::c_, 1966, page 446.
The BS-l-Dec., 1966, page 452.
Championships
and
HandicappingDec., 1966, page 498.

The Chairman of the B.G.A. Flying
Committee writes: As Messrs. Delafield
and Strachan will be aware, the Flying
Committee has for some months now
~een spending a considerable amount of
tlme studying various. possibilities for 11
new competition structure in 1968. Although their contribution to the discussion is welcomed it does not, of course,
touch on a number of other quite fundamental related problems which have to
be solved. We hope to be able to make
SOme recommendations to Council on
the subject within the next month or two.

112
114
116
118
120
122
124
126

) ?
Sigma
?
?
BS-l
I
69 AS-I 2.
?
75 D-36
r
?
HP-14
J
85 SHK, Diamant,
Phoebus
87 Dart 17
( 95
J
92 K-6E, Oly 419, Foka)
97 Skl.4, Dart 15 (New) I
Osprey, Oly 403, 465 100
100 Skl.3, K-6cR, Std.
Austria
101 Dart IS (old), Blanik}
(solo) 105
102 Oly 463, Blanik (2-up)
?
Mucha, Jaskolka
Eagle (solo)
?
109 Sk1.2, Eagle (2-up), J 110
Oly 401, Bocian (solo)
114 Weihe. Sky, Bocian 1
(2-up) 15
K-7 (solo)
?
K-7 (2-up), Capstan
?
SF-26, K-8
?
120
119 Oly 2, Meise
Gull 4, Swallow
?

1

J

1

P

?

Kite 2, Gull 3

J
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NOTES:
The Deane-Drummond handicap quoted
only applies to some of the gliders where
there are several on one line.
The figures at the high-performance end
are pure guesses as these gliders have not
yet flown in this country. although all that
would be necessary would be a few comparative glides with known types to give
a more accurate figure.
Note that in the high-performance
bracket we have followed the principle
of not handicapping the new machines
out of existence. Our figures penalise
them less tban do the D-D percentages
which are derived mathematically. This
principle is important if we are to encourage people to fly new machines, and yet
at the same time give some help to those
pilots less fortunate,

Cornt rt
(very important)

-...,

Pilot's comfort is very important when you buy a new glider. Make
sure there is lots of shoulder width and space for tall pilots (think
of the resale value). Suy yourself a DIAMANT and feel at ease in the
semi-reclined position. You have an adj,ustable neck-and-head support (very im portant), adjustable pedals, adjustable venti lation, space
for more instruments than usual and an excellent view. New for 1967:
even more elbow room - more comfort.

15 meter
L/D 39, min.sink
2.0 ft/sec.,
delivery spring 1967

New: 16.5 meter
L/D 42, min.sink
1.8 ft/sec.,
delivery middle 1967

New: 18 meter
LID 45, min.sink
1.7 ft/sec.,
delivery end of 1967

DIAIVIANT
Flug· und Fahrzeugwerke A.G
9422 Altenrhein Switzerland
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BOOK REVIEW
The Eye of the Wmd: an Autobiography, by PETER SCOTT. Revised edition
(Paperback), published 1966 by Hodder and Stoughton, London. Price in
U.K. 6s., Australia 9Oc., New Zealand 7s. 6d., South Africa 70c.
HE first (hardback) edition of this book, published in 1961, was reviewed by Philip
T
Wills in SAILPLANE & GLIDING for April, 1961. It had four more impressions
up to 1963, and now this lower-priced version has five additional chapters. They
include his recent trip to Antarctica, and flights to the South Pole, where he found
the pressure altitude was nearly 2,000 ft. higher than the actual 9,180 ft. a.s.L, "because
of the centrifugal effect of the earth's rotation on the atmosphere", so that sleep
was difficult. Added to the gliding chapters is a short account of how he became
National Gliding Champion; this is followed by one describing how, instead of staying
in England to defend this title, he tried to win the America Cup. Each chapter is
headed by a line drawing.
Needless to say, the book is very good value-especially at the lower price.

Jane's AD the World's Aircraft, 1966-67. Edited and compiled by J. W. R.
TAYLOR. Published by Sampson Low, MaTston & Co., Great Missenden,
Bucks. Price £8 8s.
its 57th year of issue this famous book includes a 28-page section on Sailplanes,
I Nbrought
up to date to 1st September, 1966. Sailplanes from 23 countries are

included, starting with Argentina, where a research sailplane with an experimental
wing. the DINFlA 54, has been built. and ending with the Yugoslavian Delfin. The
French and German sections are particularly long and include one or two motorized
sailplanes. but the Avion Planeur is properly treated as an aeroplane. The U.K.
section includes the Osprey, Swallow, Capstan, Eon 460 series, the Darts and the
new metal two-seater.

Meteorology for Glider Pilots, by C. E. WALLlNGTON. Second Edition, pUblished by John Murray, London. Price 35s. net.
HIS indispensable book first appeared in I%1 and was reviewed in SAIl.PLANE
T
GLIDING for August, 1961 by Derek Piggott. The main additional feature of
this new edition is an extra chapter on how to construct Your Own Weather Map.
&

This is done best by taking down the B.B.C. Shipping Bulletin on 1,500 metres, using
an ingenious system of shorthand devised by "Wally"; from this one can construct
a passable weather chart for a large area round the British Isles, complete with
~sobars and fronts. With practice. he says, "an early morning map can be completed
In about ten to fifteen minutes-ready for use as the key to assessing gliding prospects
for the day."
Incidentally. a series of these maps could be used for tracing any particular
mass of air back to its origin in an attempt to assess its soarability.
As to the rest of the book, some minor details of met. routine have been brought
ul? to date. but the main body of scientific information has needed no change. It
stili maintains its lead over its not very numerous rivals in other countries.
By the way. "Wally" has now been awarded the L. G. Groves Memorial Prize
by the Air Ministry. in ;lddition to the OSTIV Plaque which he received in 1965 "for
outstanding scientific work".
A. E. S.
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CORRES'PON DENCE
NATIONAL LADDER
Sir,

So we are to have a National Ladder at last! Just when I thought the National
Rating System was running out of ways and means to complicate the ways of
deciding who wins a competition! Now we have a new system based ()n two systems
operated by Bristol and Cambridge.
I'm sure they must have been devised by mathematics-loving gentlemen who
compute each and every flight with log tables and slide rules. In short, do we have
to have all these complications?
We are running our own Ladder in the club on a much smaller basis and very,
very simple to compute. Two other points before I nip out and buy a computer:(I) As there is nO prize worth cheating fOT (and we are all honest in the gliding
world), can't we take the word of the pilot with the Official Observer's signature
to back him up? Ladder claims only, of course. (2) Do we have to have speed
points? The championships are for that. A Tutor pilot would soon come to earth if he
tried to fly faster than the Club Skylark, but he would probably fly a long way
taking his time. Lastly, four flights are not enough; make it six.
If you want details of our motive and points system used in our Club, I'll gladly
supply them and save hours and hours of calculating.
South Wales Gliding Club. 250 City Road. Cardiff.
1. SffATIOCK, C.FJ.
The Flying Committee knows well enough it is worth striving for simplicity!
However, you can go so far in that direction that you defeat your objective. If a
"National Ladder" competition does not include speed tasks it will not be of
interest to many "Club Skylark" pilots and the whole host of private owners. However. there is still plenty of scope for Tutor pilots. They can count their downwind distance llights (ignoring speed) and they can measure themselves against
othe~ who do the same.
At the time of writing, we know of six Clubs that will be running Ladder contests in 1967. W/lI any others who intend to, but have not yet advised the B.G.A.,
please do so as soon as possible? At the end of the season we shall welcome
ideas, to improve the Ladder rules for 1968.
ROGER B~RRETT, Chairman, Flying Commiltee
A CLUB FOR IMPROVING COMPETITIONS
Dear Sir.
After reading SAILPLANE & GLIDING for August/September. 1966, and particularly
the article (with picture) on page 265, I felt you'd be interested in a rather unique
club we have formed in Southern California and some of the accomplishments of
the group.
The club I am referring to is tbe Southern California Competition Club, Inc.
(popularly called S3C). It was formed a year ago as a result of years of talking
about improving contests, contestants, and contest equipment. Paul Bikle was one
of the prime pushe~ for action and nudged me into contacting interested people in
So. Calif. The purpose of the club is fourfold: (I) to investigate the area of bettering
ground support equipment for soaring contests (starting gates, turnpoint identification,
etc.); (2) io increase the proficiency of pilots interested in competition; (3) to train
personnel in the organisation and operation of soaring contests; and (4) to develop
new organisational techniques for soaring contests. The group's opera,tions are called
"Workshops", with the number of such ,events determined yearly by the membership
at the beginning of each year. The WOTkshop is conducted like a contest, using the
V.S. Nationals Rules, but competition is limited to task-flying. There are no winners
nor awards. Paperwork is kept at a minimum. A critique of the day's flying is held
on Saturdays of the Workshop and it is used to iron out problems encountered in
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tbe day's task as to operations and/or flying. The Contest Director for each Workshop
is selected by the President from the membership. and each competing pilot is required

by the By-Laws to serve in ground capacities at least once (two days or one weekend)
during each Workshop year. The club is self-supporting-members pay nominal dues
to leam and work.
During this first year of operation, the club has held four Workshops and its
members have conducted the S.S.A. Region 12 contest (one method of selecting
contestants for Nationals). One of the outstanding accomplishments is the development
of an optical sighting device with such accuracy that an instant reading by the start
and finish gate operator allows an immediate signal of "go" or "no go" to the pilot
who has just crossed the gate'. The device was first introduced in a Workshop.
refined for the next Workshop, and since its refinement has been used successfully
(and with many compliments) in the So. Calif. Regional. the Marfa, Texas, Regional.
and the U.S. Nationals at Reno. The device could also be used for turnpoint identification if rules called for an altitude limitation around the turnpoint.
We arc now working on ideas for positive identificatio'n at turnpoints. and
experimentation will be made on a number of suggested devices or ideas to eliminate
inequities now possible in the panel system.
In addition, the S3C has acquired equipment for contest operations, such as
tow ropes. bulletin and briefing boards, take-off selection boards, etc., which are
kept in a small trailer for convenience of transporting the items to different sites.
These items were loaned to various contest groups last year. including the U.s.
Nationals.
I believe our group will develop other items of benefit to soaring nationwide,
in addition to increasing proficiency of pilots in competition and having knowledge<lble
ground handling personnel for contests. The interest in this organisation has been
keen and we have over 60 members.
JOHN W. WIt.!.IAMS,
Lanco.ster, California.
President, S3C.

IN DEFENCE OF PRIVATE OWNERS
Sir,
Whilst sympathetic towards Mr. Carey. whose left.:;. you published in the
October, 1966 issue, for his stand for a better deaJ for the solo pilot, we cannot
allow his attitude towards private owners to pass without reply.
In the first place, whilst some private owners may be "obviously rich", there
are others who are not. The scramble for club aircraft is such that anyone who finds
it difficult to get to his club- every day of every weekend at crack of dawn is at a
serious disadvantage. In these circumstances, for many people. private ownership is
tne only sen~ible policy. Before qismissing the cost of private ownership as prohibitive
for the ordi.nary person, compare, say, the cost of smoking 20 cigarettes a day (Ss.
per day, :£90 approx. per year), saved over three years, with the cost of, say, a quarter
share in an Oly (roughly £250 including trailer. parachute, etc.). Diamonds have
been won with lesser machines. There are a fair number of machines of this sort
of performance, which are privately owned, as well as the Darts and SHKs, etc.,
and we believe that a policy of "deliberately soaking" private owners could drive
as many people out of gliding as those who are "obviously rich".
It is true that private owners often depend on other members to crew for them,
but we have seen private owners helping club pilots, and, looking round our club.
:we can think of a fair number of private owners who do such things as voluntary
Instructing, trailer work fOT club aircraft, and many other contributions to the club
as a whole. Oh, and on one or two occasions this year. we have had to put away
club aircraft because there were not enough club pilots still on the site to do tne job.
Mem~rs of the gliding movement-whether private owners Or not-must help each
other. If we are to keep. going. Until someone invents a glider whicn rigs itself and
tows Itself out, we will always need a crew of three or four people per glider. Unless
clUbs employ paid crew (at enormous cost), we will always have to spend a lot of
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non-flying time on the site. In this connecti,on such devices as tail trolleys (which
in a light wind mean that two people can tow out with a car instead of three)
should cut down frustration time. In general, at our dub, it seems to be the private
owners who have taken the trouble to make them.
Private owners shou1d not be deliberately soaked. They should pay the cost
of keeping their aircraft on the site plus a reasonable margin for site improvement
and no more.
C. M. ELSDEN AND PARTNERS
Basingstoke, Hants.
Owners, Skylark 2 No. 229.

SOME COMMENTS
Dear Sir,
May I make a few comments about what appeared and what did not appear
in your last issue of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING?
Firstly, Mr. Nicholas Goodhart's article on Gliding and Controlled Airspace.
This suffers from a fault that I usually commit. when writing a violently felt protest: it brings up points which are not strictly true or relevant, and thereby the
reader who is opposed to t.he opinions being expressed gives 'I,ll his attention 10
these points rather than to tbe really important and wholly revelant facts. FOr
example:
I. Mr. Goodhart considers the case of the effect of controlled airspace on B-B
collisions, but this will be of no concern to the officials who lay down the rules
abo1Jt controlled airspace; they al'e only concerned with A-B and A-I\.. collisions,
and who can blame them?
2. Mr. Goodhart states: ugliding . . . generates tenacity, determination, initiative, airmindedness" (I only wish it would do the first three for me) "and it is all
spiced with a trace of danger. Do we want this for our YOQng people'! If we do,
then. it is essential that it is not controlled to the point where it ceases to provide
the challenge which is so glaringly missing in much that is offered to young people
today." This conjures up the pieture 'of sixteen-year-ohjs in nigh-performance
gliders weaving in between jets landing at London A,irport and losing all interest
in gliding if they are not allowed to get this spice of danger. Mr. Goodhart's
opponents could say that more restrictions will generate more determination.
3. Is it wise to finish an article which is meant to persuade someone to yam
way of thinking by calling them a bureaucrat?
Is not statistical evidence based on a possibly hypothetical population the
m~ans by which Mr. Goodhart can back his points of view?
Secondly, all this business of handicapping and rating which seems to occupy
a large amount of space in every issue of S, & G. Quoting from your last issue,
you have 6,000 readers and there are 300 pilots struggling ior a place in one
National Championship. This seems to me to imply that only 5% of your eaders
are directly interested in the subject of handi.capping. Have you eonsidered that
a fair proportion of the remaining 95% have still a long way to go before they
have to bother with this subject?
_
As an alternativ,e, I would like to suggest articles on the simpler aspects of
gliding such as:
"How I decide which is the best place to go fo( lift and how I know where to
find ridge liff', by P. A. Wills.
'-How I know where I am when going on a cross-count,y", by Ann Welch.
And a reprint of: "The Elements of Gliding Flight", by E. G. Hart from The
Gliding Book.
"Wha~ are the essential things to know and learn when starting gliding", by
John Even!l.
I can see snags to the above titles, the first two being possibly trade secrets and
the fourth being similar to one in S. & G. Feb.-March, 1966., but the third would
be useful n:-reading, even for tbe pundits.
Thirdly, Mr. Warren's sorrowful plea for more professionalism. Me seems to
regard it as all imposition that he has to do a who'le day's work on the airfield just
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to get one three-minqte flight. Obviously he has not learnt one of the basic rules
of gliding, that one takes anything one gets with gratitude and one ca tl'no t expect
or demand a fixed return for one's efforts; this is self-evidently true in the air, and
as it seems to apply on the ground, the acceptance of the latter produces the right
frame of mind for the former.
I hope you will not regard this letter as critical of S. & G. because I do not
feel that way about it - I am usually awake at I a.m. the morning after it arrives,
still devooring its contents.
Stafford
R. R LARKINSON
CAPTAIN GO:)DHART writes: UThe trouble is that although I am working on a
highly technical problem, I also have my heart in it. and cannot always avoid
showing it. But I do not let this affect the facts I am dealing with, and I certainly
cannot accept the argument that officials should wash their hands of the B-B collision problem. A's must have their priority but, after all, B's are people too."
ROGER BARRETT WRITES: "I am sure Mr. Larkinson is right when he guesses
that a minority of readers are directly interested in handicapping, class competitions and rating schemes. The number must surely be mOIe than 5% however what about all those Crews for a start? And had Mr. Larkinson forgotten that handicapping applies in the L.adder Competitions which are open to any pilot who has
permission to fly cross-country, i.e. pre-Silver C's?
"Whatever tbe figure may be, the Flying Committee knows only too well the
intensit)' of interest these readers seem to have in anything 1hat affects competitive
flying. Hence the occasional column in the "Official Organ of the B.G.A." to
explain just what one part of the Association does. We will try to keep it short!"
EDITORIAL COMMENT: The information asked for by Mr. Larkinson can all be
found in books on sale by the RG.A.-Eo.

FOR FUN OR NOT FOR FUN
Dear Sir.
As
newcomer to gliding and a Swallow pilot Io/fer my script in support of
the themes of Messrs. Fairman and Warren in yOUI issue December-January,
1966/67. In the short while r have been gliding r have met not a few who agree with
me and action begins with publicly expressed opinions.
But no criticism is implied against those who work most admirably to sustain
gliding as it is now; they do so under difficult circumstances which must surely
resolve themselves in,to a system enabling those who wish to glide to pay and do so
with certainty.
Some fear change because it may mean an increase in fees, but what is the value
of cheap fees penalized by many hours of wasted time and transport?
It seems that a professionally run organisation must be the answer that the
goods may be delivered on demand; not a practicality with an amateur arrangement.
It is said that to succeed in business you must have know-how, and are assured
supply of both raw materials and markets. In this case the two last are the same
thing and require assessment, the foremost must exist.
Having said this much, one may ask: what are you going to do about it? And
the fact is not much, as along with a lot of others I am not in a position to. But in
writing this letter I hope to throw light on a potential that may be developed by the
.fIght persons or person, should they discover further and adequate support.
Gliding for fun. Doing anything for fun. There are two psychological groups,
on.e needing a competitive spur for enjoyment. the other and more mature, able to
enJOy itself free of self-imposed shackles. I belong with Mr. Fairrnan to the second
group. r find that competition beyond the pint level spoils things. There is no
doubt about the existence of the first group as witness the mass of relevant matter
In ~. & G., and you can't deny these persons their sub-hobby; they will do it, you
can t get away from it Just take no notice.
JOHN JEFFERSON (Non-Pundit)

a
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HANDICAP V. CLASSES
Dear Sir,
I have followed the discussion about classes versus handicaps and feel I woul:!
like to add my four penn'orth. Ours is not the first sport which has been technically
based and perhaps there is something to be learned from the way other sports deal
with the problem of pilot merit versus superior equipment. In yachting the dinghy
men have completely disintegrated into rival one-make dubs so that it is practically
impossible to choose a national champion without regard to the boat he sails. However, tnere are probably as many contestants in anyone class as we have in the
whole of the gliding movement, so that individuals in the class (say) rally can com·
pete amongst themselves with satisfaction - cC'ntrast this with, say, a Ka-6 class;
although this is one of the commonest variety of sailplane, the individual would not
be able to compete with above 30 or 40 others of the breed on a regular basis. This
position is more nearly matched in motor racing, whereby individual manufacturers
agree to produce cars to a different fashion (they call it formula) every five years or
so. If this were agreed in gliding, there would be a cyclical stimulation to change the
breed even if it did not actually improve it. The difficulties are that the late formula
cars are as dead as the dodo; the technical advances within the formula necessitate
a steadily higher purchase price so that eventually only the very rich or the workssponsored drivers get a ride in the formula I car. (But isn't that exactly what is
happening in gliding today?) Here I am not concerned with club racing (Junior
League)~ here there is handicapping according to driver StatllS and vehicle type within
.a class structure based on engine size. The snag is that if one car obviously has all
the advantage, that class soon becomes exclusively occupied by owner-drivers of tha1
marque - the boredom of an all-mini event has to be seen to be believed.
Competitive pedal cycling is classless and stereotyped aod handicaps are the
rule in all but national a[;ld international events. Horse racing is the prime example
historically speaking of classes (by age) and handicapping of an individual horse and
its rider (by weight). The computation of a race handicap with horses of different
ages and jockeys of different abilities is pretty fearsome, but the results are rarely
a foregone conclusion and even ARKLE can be beaten.
While not suggesting any final answer to our own problem, all I would like to
do is to point out that in every sport in which man-machine combinations compete
this dilemma is posed. Many sports are older than ours and many have solved their
problem, and before we become committed to anyone solution, I would like to see
a committee study the methods of all these sports from fly-fishing to competitive kite·
flying. to see clearly the pros and cons in action and not just in fantasy. There is still
time.
.
London
MICHAEL J. CO~WAY

AWARDS
'T'HE Air League has awarded its
~ Founders' Medal for 1966 to Anne
Burns for her achievement in becoming
BritiS:l National Champion and her consistent performance in the International
gliding world.
A Tissandier Diploma of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale has
been awarded to Alan E. Slater, editor of
this magazine and its predecessors, on the
nomination of the B.G.A. who "feel that
the international prestige of British gliding today is due in large measure to your
enterprise and devotion to the sport,
which is now more than 30 years old".
NEW RECORDS:-Mrs. Anne Burns,
flying a Schweizet 2-32 at Colorado
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Springs. V.S.A., on 5th January, with
Janie Oesch as passenger, reached an
absolute altitude of 9,632 metres (31,600
ft.). This is a world feminine record, and
a British National record, botlT over-all
and (for the first time) feminine, for absolute altitude in two-seaters.
On 1st January, likewise at Colorado
Springs, Anne Burns bettered her British
National feminine record for absolute
altitude with 36,000 ft. in a 1-23.
In South Africa on 29th December
last, Pat Beatty set up a world singleseater record for soeed round a 300-krn.
triangle, 126 km./Il., presumably in the
BJ-3.
All the above records are subject to
homologation by the F.A.I.

Adv~rlIHmenn....ith
(R,,~nt 5301). ROle

rtmittonu••hould b" unt to CheiTon hen Ltd.• 3 Cork SI .• London. W.I
J/- a ...ord. Minimlim 15/-. Box nNmb",. 4/- .xJro.. Replill to Box num~r.
should ~ ."nt to th" _ " ,addrru.

FOR SALE

BLANIK for sale. £1,500. C. o'f A. to
December. 1967. Trailer available. Further details from Generai Manager,
Lasham Gliding Society Ltd.• Nr. Alton.
Hants.
15-METRE unmodified Dart, complete
with instruments, current C. of A. and
lightweight trailer. £1,300. High-powered
glider winch. suitable for launching any
glider design, towable by Landrover.
£300. Apply M. Kaye, 63 Clarkhouse
Road, Sheffield 10.

OLYMPIA 465 Series n. Built 1965.
L.ow hours. Instruments included. New
C. of A. Must sell. J. Thome, Murrays,
1-3 City Road, Winchester.
SKYLARK 2. Basic instruments. Current
C. of A. No major prangs. Good condition. £700. 270 Cross Road, Romford
65655.
DEMONSTRATOR Blanik, new in June,
1966, fully equipped with instruments.
£1,850 duty paid. Peter Clifford Aviatjon
Ltd., Oxford Airport, Kidlington. Kidlington 4262.

CARAV AN suitable use at launch point,
etc. Ex-trials control vehicle. heavy RSJ
chassis, wood/hardboard, fifth wheel
coupling, counter within. 22 ft. x 8 ft. x
11 ft. high. Viewable NOl\th Surrey. requires transportation. £30 o.n.o. Box No.
S.G.253.

SKYLARK 30, complete with everything
from ·trailer, oxygen, horizon and two
radios, to parachute, barograph and
pencil holder. Owners regretfully becoming domesticated. C. of A. to end 1967.
£1,600 the lot. Apply Southdown Aero
Services, Lasham. TeL Herriard 359.

'LOCKMATIC'

SKYLARK 3F 1961. Excellent condition,
first class trailer, full instruments, audio,
chute. C. of A. March, 1968. Offers.
Barker, 2 Cottesford Place, James Street,
lincoln. Tel. Lincoln 22433.

THE ONLY BALL COUPLING TO TAKE
BOTH 2 in. Clnd 50 mm. DiCI. BALL
BRACKETS WITHOUT
MANUAL
ADJUSTMENT

Other special

'.alur.s i""lud•. ..

Fully automatic lock;ng action. Automatic
adjustment for wear. Secondary safety
lock. Variety of towbar fittings for trailers
with or without brakes.
Trod" ,,"quiri•• in.il.d.

Le a. S o:n.l£;D
DVCHE STREET, ROCHDAlE ROAD, MANCHESTER
DEA 4414

Also 01 51

West Sueet. Dunstable

Telephone 62147
M.nutaeturers of A;JCles, Jock."; Wh••ls, etc., and

.u

STANDARD AUSTRiA SH-I (1964),
with retractable gear, C. of A.. in excellent condition, no instruments, with
covered trailer (steel ,tube construction).
£1,600 ex-works. Schemp~-Hirth K.G.,
7312 Kirchheim-Teck, W. Germany.
GLIDING CLUB for sale. Two T-21's,
assorted winches and tractors. will sell
separately. Box No. S.G. 251.
RADIO. Burndept. Both glider channels..
Complete loudspeaker. microphone. 12v.
£25 o.n.o. Box S.G. 254.
EDELWEISS C·30S world's champion
1965 (Standard Class). For information, prices and delivery dates on the
incredible Edelweiss write: North
Atlantic Corporation, P.O. Box 9977,
Washington, D.C. 200<15, U.S.A.
(Write in E.nglish, French, Spanish
or German.)

C.... y.n and Trailer Equipment.
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FOR SALE (continued)
• 1001 G«II. . . Bar:aia. ialerflC neoyeae! •
HUle stock. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT, inc. lIying
.uits from 2S/-; f1yine helmets. anuak., outdoor clothing. camping. immen!e variely of
mixellaneoua
c1-Govcn1ment
equipment.
Ever .0 ",duI-you will be .ure 10 find
somcthin. you nncI-and a. a baraain price
too! Send TODAY for our 3O-page CATALOGUE-8d. post free Of pkbe call at
LAURENCX CORNU. 62-M HampstM<!
Rd.• Lond_. N.W." 2 miDI. ElISIOn, War·
ren St. 11 will be well wonh while! Pootal
OIItOJlWl"l buy with conllden_prompt d_
patch. reflUld luaranlee. DepL SG.

ALWAYS a selection of light aircraft in
stock from £375 to £5,000. Your glider
or YOur car welcomed in part exchange.
40% deposit, balance up to 2 years.
Light Aircraft Division, Shackleton Aviation Ltd., Head Office, [75 Piccadilly,
London. w..!. Hyde Park 2448. Telex
263975.

£20

£8

Ball and needle turn and slips

2 only J. 8 artificial horizons
Transistor inverters

£45

~/lCh

£12

Apply: G. E. Ba.rrton

SOARING INSTRUMENTS
20 Rookery Court, Marlow, Buckinghamsh:re
Telephone: Ma,low 4970

KITE I, excellent condition. Major inspection October, 1966. £200 or offer.
Lever. Ryton, Co. Durham. Tel. 2435.
SKY. Faultless condition, recently recovered. C. of A. (major) just completed.
Gift at £680, including above average
trailer. Instruments if required. 7 Beechfield Road. Richmond. Yorks.
£975 o.n.o. Skylark 3 and lightweight
trailer, both in excellent condition. C. of
A. to July, 1967. Box No. S.G. 256.
NEW surplus RAF seat type parachutes
£12 10s. each, carriage 10s. New glider
parachutes Irvin mark 3~ only £32 each.
Reconditioned steel grey RAF tlying
overalls 47/6 each. Ask. for leatlet. Tarpaulin and Tent Mfg. Co., 101-3 Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. TUL 012\.
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FOR SALE Tutor, wing mods. current
C. of A. Offers. Seen Dunkeswell. Devon
and Somerset Gliding Club, clo Sunny·
bank, Pencross, Hemyock, Cullompton,
Devon.
SKYLARK 3 complete with full panel,
parachute, barograph, radio, "F" type
canopy and Slingsby Trailer, all in excellent condition. Box No. S.G. 257.
CADET, Tutor fuselage. V.g.c. Private
owner. Come and try it. £45 o.n.o. I Riley
Drive, Banbury.
T-21, T-31 and Tutor with C's of A. and
basic instruments. Details from A. J.
Middleton, Graigpark, Nigg, Aberdeen.
PEaSONAL

SOARING INSTRUMENTS
Electric Variometers

OLYMPIA 46-3, March 1965. First class
condition. C. of A. December 1967 with
full instrument panel, including trailer
and spare wheel. Approx. 100 hours.
£1,550. A. Linee, The Willows, Annings
Lane, Burton-Bradstock, Dorset.

FOVRNIER R.FA. Did you know that
a syndicate of 12 members putting llP
£180 each and each subscribing under £1
p.w. (less than 4 packs of cigarettes) can
buy, comprehensively insure, maintain
(depreciMion and inspections included)
and hangar an R.FA. Operating cost,
without fuel but including engine overhaul and replacement and other lifed
items, is under IOs. an hour. Fuel costs
if tlown as a sailplane or at economy
setting for 50 knot cruise vary between
nil and 4s. 6d. (three..quarters gallon per
hour. No launch fees to pay. No headaches with retrieves. Fly anytime you
like. Just wheel her out, start up and
away you go. No need to wait fOT
optimal conditions. Talk it over with
DEREK PIGGOTT at Lasham or contact SPORTAIR Ltd. (see advert on page
62).
MAKE interesting new friends: V.K.
and overseas. Trial free. Friendship
Circle. 34, Honeywell ROad, London.
S.W.I\.
SITUATIONS VACANT

TEMPORARY Instructor wanted from
April to September. Category and P.P.L.
desiraible, Box No. S'.G. 252.

COURSE INSTRUCTOR 1967 season.
Apply C.F.!. Devon and Somerset Gliding Club, 20 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Littlemead. Exmouth, Devon.
LASHAM. Experienced Gliding Instruc·
tor required 3it Lasham, February /
March, 1967. Possibility of full-time employment. Category and PPL preferred.
Applications to:
General Manager,
Lasham Gliding Society Ltd., Nr. Alton,
Hants.
SUMMER Instructor wanted May /September, P.P.L. an advantage, also winch
driver May/September. Apply C.F.!.,
Yorkshire Gliding Club, Sutton Bank.
Thirsk, Yorkshire.
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB requires
instructor for full-time instructing to
assist the resident instructor for the 1967
Course Season. Apply K. R. Mansell, 1
Westbourne Avenue, Birmingham 34.

THIRD MEMBER wanted; join syndicate ownit:\g superb Olympia 463, based
Rearsby, Leics. Contact Price, RolJeston
Drive, Arnold. Nottingham 264784.
FIFTEEN-METRE high performance
sailplane required by Bath Gliding Club.
Details to D. Barker, 39 Lucklands Road,
Bath. Te!. 63524.
SERVICES

CAPACITY for C. of A. and major
overhauls now available by Dunkeswell
Light Aircraft Ltd., by Senior Approved
Inspector No. 1/A/003 F. Breeze.
FINANCE

FINANCE for your glider or aircraft
purchase can be arranged by telephoning
or writing to Colin Donald (RG.A.
Instructor), Burghley Finance Company
Ltd., 50 Burghley Road, Peterborough.
Ring Peterborough 5787.
PUBLICATIONS

SITUATIONS WANTED

FULL INSTRUCTOR, c.F.I., Tug Pilot,
etc., requires permanent position, preferably abroad, U.S.A., S. Africa, Australia,
etc., etc. Box No. S.G. 250.
WANTED

WANTED.-Back number Summer 1952
of "Gliding". Roger Meulemans, 36
Allees de Provence, BruxeJles 14, Belgium.
SUNGSBY Cadet. Tutor, Prefect or
similar wanted. Reasonable price. Hatch
Cottage,
Horsington,
Templecombe,
Somerset. Templecombe 282.
OLYMPIA 2B or Ka-6 wanted (with or
without trailer) for Cotswold Gliding
Club. Excellent condition with '67 ·C. of
A. imperative_ Full details and price to
R. S. A. Bunker, 6 Notgrove Close,
Tuffley, Glos. Phone Glos. 29266.
Cash waiting for Dart, Skylark 2 or 3, or
sImIlar performance sailplane. Contact
Thorpe Aviation Ltd., 177 Lincoln Road,
Peterborough. Te\. Peterborough 68818.
WANTED. - Good 15-metre sailplane,
Ka-6cR or similar. Details to Box No.
S.G. 255.

"AUSTRALIAN Gliding" - monthlx
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor Peter Killmier. Subscription $3.60 Australian, 30 shillings
Sterling or 4.25 dollars V.S. and
Canada. Write for free sample copy,
"Australian Gliding", Box 16S0M,
G.P.O., Adelaide.
NEW ZEALAND "Gliding Kiwi".
Official Gliding Magazine of the NZ.
Gliding Association. Printed October
and alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding Kiwi, P.O. Box 487, Tauranga, New
Zealand. £1.0.0 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about this and other aeromodelling.
subjects in At!romodell.e,., the world's
leading model magazine. Published
monthly, price 2/-. Model At!ronauticnl
rr:~.Lld., 38 Clarendon Road, Watford,
"SOARING" - Official organ of the
Soarin& Society of America. Edited by
Richard Miller. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles. California 90066, U.s.A.
Subscription, $5.00 ontside U.S,A.; apply
to your Post Office for a form.
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CLUB NEWS

--

ITH most clubs concentrating on the social sid,e, and preparations for the coming
Wsoaring
season at this time of the year, news
rather sparse, except from those
IS

lucky enough to ha.ve the occasio,Dal wav~.
Contributions for thl? Apnl-May !ssue s~ould reac~ me by the 8th February.
Owing to the Nationals. the June-July Issue will be published early and copy should
reach me by the 29th March at 14 Little Brownings, London, S.E.23.
12th December. 1966
YVONNE BoNHAM (M~s.)
Club News Editor

BATH AND WILTS

R

ECENT flying activity with club aircraft has been confined to two-sealer
work with our newer members aDd the
mainly one-a-week launch to keep their
hand in for the solo pilots.
Some of the syndicate aircraft have
ventured farther afield to indulge in a
spot of ridge soaring. Gordon Mealing
made an experimental dash to the shallow ridge above Erlestoke and found. that
it was working reasonably well In a
north-easter. This means that we now
have three ridges, two within the reach
from a normal launch, which we can
make use of when the wind favours any
one of them.
For the first time we held a firework
party on November 5th for the children
of club members. I don't really know
who enjoyed it the most, the youngst~rs
or the adults, but I do know that qUite
a few of our lady members were lucky
to escape without nerves completely sh~t
tered. The evening was rounded off With
a party in the clubhouse for the "adult
ehildren·'.
Our first 'social occasioJil of the winter,
which has become traditional, was the
usual "Bring and View Evening", when
meml:ers bring along their colour transparencies and Bmm. movies of the past
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season. As in the past, it was not the
excellence of the photography which
made the evening, but the unscripted.
often ri1;>ald commentary, which accompanied the pictures.
.
We were privileged during our second
social occasion to hear a talk by Peter
Higgins. who went as a medical..officer
with the recent Sandhurst expe(!lllon to
Ethiopia, and who flies with us whenever
his duties permit His colour transparencies of the expedition were greatly
appreciated, but he steadfastly refused
to recount all of his adventures.
Next season will see at least two more
aircraft in the air over Keevil.
Eric Hales. who recently left the
R.AF. and jOined us, has acquired Peter
Scott's 419. He has spent a lot. of time
worshipping and polishing and praying
for next season.
The Ralph Jones, John Thome, Trevor
Greenwood syndicate are off shortly to
collect their new SHK from West Germany. We eagerly await its arrival and
hope to s.ee Ralph fiying it in next year's
Nationals.
K. N. S.

BRISTOL

s the end of the season squelches to
A
a close, we take little comfort in
looking back. We did encounter some

wave over the river in early December.
but 5,000 feet was the l:est height
attained.
Colin Pennycuick is atop the Club
Ladder and there seems considerable
enthusiasm for the National 'Ladder
Competition. We've enough high-performance machinery around us now to
form our own Darts League, so we can
expect the mileage to be well up next
year.
There are some posters around the
Clubs announcing the Western Regionals
from June 17th-25th, but what they don't
say is that these Competitions are once
again at Nympsfield-we promise to l:e
more efficient on the day.
To those flying-in we must warn that
the' North track on our field has been
filled in, as it had become a foot deep
in places, so please don't land on the new
sown grass. Other site improvements are
apparent and thanks arc: especially due
to Bentley McCleod's fencing and
trenching efforts.
The most apparent change on oor site
should materialise this year in the form
of the new hangar which, though still on
the drawing board, is now a viable proposition. Designed on an ingeniQUS system
known for short as "back to back and
tip over apex", the reader is left to his
imagination as to how it works. Nevertheless, we can tell you that it will hold
13 fully rigged gliders, any of which can
be moved without disturbing the others.
Finally. to the Card Rating system.
We've started this now since it's becoming impossible for instructors to know
every pilot on the site, particularly as
there are so many syndicates. Each pilot
must carry his card, which is of differing
colour according to his experience. We
are not the first club to do this, but
clearly it is worth while in the interests
of safety.
R. G.

COVENTRY
HAVING reported in our last Newsletter that Shelley Cuttis had joined
us from the Mynd and become Assistant
C.F.I., we now put on record, with
pleasure, his promotion to C.F.1. of the
Club. since Alwyn Findon, our past
C:F.I., .has reluctantly had to terminate
hiS duties, due to intense'pressure of running his own business. Alwyn has done

a grand job for the Club during his year
of office, and we are all sorl)' to see him
vacate a post which we know places
great turdens upon one's private and
business life.
The busiest people in the Club at the
moment seem to be the Social Committee, with the Christmas Dinner and
Dance. Raffle and Children's Party, all
having caught up with each other in Quick
succession. All were outstandingly successful. and thanks must go to everybody
on the Social side who has helped with
these events, and also to the kitchen
helpers.
F. W. F.

DEVON AND SOMERSET

TH,E

A.G.M. of the Club was held
the Church Hall, Hemyock on
Saturday, 10th December. Some si;dy
members attended and were welcomed
by the President who then presented the
trophy for the best flying progress during
the year to Ted Hayter. One honorary
Life Member was elec,ted unanimously' for
his valuable services to the Club, Various
In

COSIM & COOK

Variometers & Compasses
PURNELL AUDIO UNITS

Navigational Grids
filled to old and new Cook Compass

Multiple (4 Tube) Connectors
for speedy instrument panel de-rigging

BURTON TOTAL ENERGY UNITS
For 1 and 2 litre Capacities

IRVING VENTURIES
& Water Traps
C05IM BIST SPEED SCALE HOLDERS
COSlM NOSE PITOn
BAROGRAPHS CALIBRATED
L..llet. f,OOl

(obb-Slater lost. Co. Ltd.
''COSIM

M

WORKS. DARLEY DALE.

MATI.OCK. DERBYS.
Telephone D.tloy Dolo 2538
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FOURNIER

R.F.4.

AVION PLANEUR

With 1,200 c.c. Rectimo Volkswagen Engine

(Manufactured by Sportavia, West Germany)

Single seater high efficiency sporting aircraft;
cruises 110 m.p.h.; Range 400 miles plus.
So dean has sailplane performance engine stopped;
Glide 1 in 20; Sink 4 feet/sec. at. 48 Kts.
Medianical self-starter for ground and air use.
Ideal for exploring wave and remote or mountain regions.
Also for Competition practice (simulate the performance you wish).
PRICE (ex Factory) INSTRUMENTED and Ready to Fly

(ferrying arr(l{lged cheaply if desired)
Import DUTY (If Applicable) £230

£1,895

Enquiries, including OVERSEAS, welcome.

Sole U.K. Agents:

SPORTAIR AVIATION LIMITED
LUTON AIRPORT, LUTON, BEDFORDSHIRE
Ttiephone: LUTON ~9684
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officers and members (not forgetting the
ladies) were thanked for their hard work
during the period of transition from
Dunkeswell Airfield to the new site at
orth Hill, about which the members
were later given financial details. .
The Club endorsed the action taken
by the Management Committee relating
to the move and will now face the task
of building a hangar, clubhouse and
approach road. Aying from North Hill
commenced about a month ago and the
site offers exciting prospects for both
ridge and thermal soaring, not to mention
magnificent views from a place acknowledged to be a natural beauty spot.
Our new Chairman for this venture
will be Francis Bustard and C. F. l.
Owen Corsbie. Fred Breeze remains at
Dunkeswell and is starting a training
concern there of his own in which we
wish him good luck. Courses will be held
at North Hill this summer and applications should be addressed to the Course
Secretary as advertised in SAILPLANE &
GLIDING. Visitors will be very welcome.
A. E.R. H.

GRAUNCHESTER AND
DISTRICT
scribe takes up his pen with
YOUR
pride to report steady progress. Here
in the hut at Graunehester. we feel that
the time has come at last to let the rest
of the fraternity know what we have
been doing during the soaring season.
Alf Tumbuckle, who only lacks one
leg of his bronze C. has now passed his
air-law paper and thus has been unanimously elected C.F.I.
. Hearty congratulations on gaining their
"wings" are due to the following first
soloites:- Harold (shoJ1ie) Longbottom,
Gertie (anything you can do, I can do
better) Longbottom, and (Wincher)
Jlm Cablethwaite. As to the latter, there
were some doubts expressed about the
nor~ality of the landiog, but at an extraordmary general meeting called to extricate the Cadet from the tree, a motion
that. the damage was superficial was
earned with acclaim. The above three
pundits are now undergoing a "crash"
Instructor's course prior to the longawal~ed visit from the B.GA. coach. By
the tllne lhis missive is read: John Everitt
Will. know just what stuff 'the lads and

lasses of the Graunchester and District
Gliding Club and Sailplane Society are
made of.
Our site is not without its problems.
Situated as we ate in the pulsing heart
of induslrial Britain, (anolher hub, you
mighl say) finding a home was not without ils difficulties. But thanks lo the
benevolence of our President. the
redoubtable Major Todworlhy of Todworthy Bros_-Gent's oulfittets Graunchesler, Tel. Graunchester 270, we have
now come to rest on the side of wha:
has been described as a refuse heap
commanding a view over the picturesque
Graunchester Valley Waler Co. emergency static reservoir (of which more
later).
Our winch fleet, not being as powerful as it might, necessitates launching
downhill. Up until this season, we have
been landing in the same direction as
take-off. It has been noticeable however,
lhat on any but the mos.t windy days,
the gliding angle of our T-31 tends to be
less than the slope of the hill. Unfortunately,
the above-mentioned
static
r·eservoir is situated at the foot of the
hill. We will leave our readers to draw
their own conclusions, but suffice it to
say that on the last occasion of a mishap
to the Cadet (apart from the lree) the
local boffin was heard to say "the reason
why the Cadet is such a good glider is
that it has a small wetted area:' As might
be imagined, the members of the
Grounching Angling Society who cast
lheir bread upon the waters which constitute our overshoot, were not entirely
satisfied by the situation as it existed at
that time. After a full and frank exchange
of views, lhe Angling Society's Chairman, was taken for a spin by the redoubtable Alf. UnfortunateJy, it was a calm
evening. As a result, lhe Angling Society
have grasped our problems and have
placed their punt "Ark Royal" at our
service as a permanent rescue launch.
This year. we have laken to landing
uphill. Unfortunately, the slope being
what it is, an intrepid groundhandling
team must be at constant readiness to
prevent a recurrence of the aftermath of
OUT first uphill landing attempt which
resulled in yet anolher launching of the
good ship "Ark Royal"-Alf at the helm.
Talking of Alf, his marriage to our
very own Ethe! of lea and wads fame has
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been blessed with issue. "A split-pin of
the old ,castellated nut" says AI£. All the
members would like to take this opportunity of wishing Alf and Ethel many
mote hours dual (haha).
A special event Qccurred the o,ther
week when Wally Kahn of Lasham fame
quite literally dropped in after the centresection fairing of his Dart can;le adrift
in flight. "Could have happened to anyooe" quipped Wally. While waiting for
his crew, we inveigled Wally into giving
an ad hoc talk on "Getting the best out
of your Cadef'. During the animated
discussion which followed. we took
ad...antage of the .opportunity of expressing our own theories based on our
unique experiences. Seriously, though,
Wally, we enjoyed the chance of crossing
swords with you.
Only two items of interest remain.
Exciting plans are under way to bring a
tug to our site every second Saturday
during the season as :s:ooo as the arrester
hook problem Ilas been mastered.
Not unconnected with this ...entlite is
our scheme to support the B.G.A. in their
search for new sites for Regional Competitions.
Why don't you come and match your
skill at the King of Sports next August?
Look out Lasham, we may make you a
turning point.
W. A. R. N.

KENT
ONDITIONS recently have been
C
so:newhat cold, wet and distinctly
muddy. and we have accordingly been
pleased to make good use of the ridge
in south-westerly wind conditions and,
as always, when clOUd base has permitted, aerotows ha...e been popular'.
Another syndicate with a Ka-6 ha'S
been formed, bringing our total of
privately owned machines to eight; the
Swallow syndicate has just purchased a
463 in replacement for their machine
recently sold to the Club.
Our Annual Dinner was a ,crowded
su~ss .. During the evening the following were presented with cups for their
achievements: Dave Brown, longest
cross-country; Mike Roney, longest first
cross,-country; Glyn Richards, winner of
the Club's triangle race; Roy Rubble,
Instructor's Cup; Robb ludd, ab-initio.
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The "SHK" sailplane, which has been in
series production since 1965, has quickly
become recognised as a top class, hi'gh per(or,mance sailplane. After being placed third
in the World Gliding Championships at South
Cerney in 1965, it has followed up by
gaining second place in the 1966 German
National Competition and took first place in
the 1966 National Competi'tions of the U.K.,
Swil:z;erland and Italy. The s.uccessful pilots
in these competitions have all agreed that
they have been greatly assisted, not only
by the excellent performance of tme "SHK",
but also by its good lIyingcharacteristics,
its manoeuvrability and comfort.
The 1967 model of the "SHK" has several
further improvements. It has a larger cockpit
with a new adjustable backrest which will
accommodate any kind of parach.ll.te. The
seat and 1I00r are formed by a moulded
fibreglass shell which affords more comfort
and ,protection. The ventilation has been
improved and is easily adjustable. A braking parachute in the tail cone is inclvded as
a standard equipment, and this, in addition
to fhe Schempp-Hirth type metal airbrakes,
!lives additional safety for landings in difficult terrain and for cloud flying"
Gliding Clubs are realising that the "SHK"
is an ideal cross country sailplane for their
less experienced pilots. To be able to stay
up, even in weak thermal conditions, means
a maximum of annual flying hours.
Today the "SHK" is an advanced and
well-proved sailplane and can be offered at
a fair price due to I.arge series production,
.A well kriown service is guarantee by experienced engineering and skilled labour at
this company.

SCHE'MPP..HI,RIH

K~G.

312 KlRCHHEIM- lEeK,

WEST GERMANY
"For service and repairs in U.K. contad
Southern Sailplanes (Ralph JonesJ,
Thruxton Airfield, Andover, Hants.
Telephone; Weyhifl373",

Durin~

the summer months Glyn has
been ID great demand to give aerobatic
displays at local fetes..
So many fireworks were available for
Guy Fawkes' Night that the feStivities
spread over two evenings. Finally, on the
social side, we are pleased to congratulate Mike Wilson and Ann Buxton on
their recent engagement.
After a successful year, we now look
forward to 1967 and we are already
receiving bookings for oor courses.
R. W.

LAKES
HE year-end sees a change: of execuT
tive which we feel should be reported
in these columns.
Jill Gillett has undertaken to relieve
Rosalie Alien of much of the secretarial
work and becomes the Club's Assistant
Secretary. Elma Hoole has handed over
the duties of Treasurer to Brenda Warburton, and Peggy Huck, who resigned
as Social Secretary, has been succeeded
by Thelma Carr. Rosalie, Elma and
Peggy will be well known to our friends,
for they have filled their appointments
with distinction for a number of years.
We are grateful to Rosalie for continuing
as Secretary for a little: longer and
acknowledge the sterling work which
these three have undertaken for so long.
Our flying has been curtailed by the
Walney monsoon and there is liHle
activity to report, but the time has been
put to good use in the hangar. Plans are
in hand to encourage a more competitive
spirit in the Club and we look forward
to a summer worthy of the name.
F. G. R.

LONDON

1966 operations.
has l:~en a record year in our
At the end of

November launches had exceeded 19,000,
and hours about 4,500. Both these figures
were well in excess of any previous years.
Cross-eountry flying was not outstanding,
however, good days being few and far
between.
There have been some solid achievements on the ground as well, one of
whic~ is our garage. After many years
?f Willing and unwilling slave labour. it
IS now complete. Rome wasn't built in

a day, and the Parthenon took ten years.
So did our garage! A monument to perseverance! Our Transport Committee.
headed by John Argent, are now happy
constructing a third super winch. assisted
by an impressive array of equipment.
One of these items is a fiendish machine
slung from the beams which looks like
a jet engine, and provides heat for frozen
bodies!
The Club fleet underwent a major
reduction in number of types by 1965.
now consisting of Prefects, Olympias, a
Skylark 3, T-21's and a Capstan. We now
Visullolise an even greater reduction to
two-seaters only. and one particular
glider which fits the requirement of training to advanced flying is the Ka-13. We
have one on order, and we may eventually have nothing else.
We have other plans under way aimed
at increasing our flying, one: of which is
to increase our airfield size even more.
Six winch lines is our next target, as well
as four tug aircraft. It'll most likely take
two or three year-s to reach this stage.
In contrast with the expansion programme, there are ominous rumblings
and black clouds on the horizon. The
authorities who see fit to swallow up
more and more air space are now
threatening the whole gliding movement
in its activities, and unless common sense
and reason prevail we shall find ourselves
far worse off as compared witb our Continental colleagues. This Club will be 100
per cent. behind the British Gliding
Asso~iation in its struggle for reasonable
freedom of the air.

M. P. G.

NEWCASTLE AND TEESSIDE
-SINCE the last club notes were written, the weather has been singularly
unkind to us at Carlton. It seems that
week-end after week-end has been unilyable for one reason or another, whilst
soaring winds and waves have been
observed frequently during the intervening week-days! We have also had more
than our fair share of rain and wind.
The site has become very sticky in
places, and moving the 'bus winch about
is a somewhat haza.rdous business. A
recent for-ce 10 gale threatened to blow
the very grass out of the ground, but
settled for demolishing a good part of
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our new workshop, partly demolishing
the old tin but, and provoking a fight
between the Dart and Skylark traileTs
-it looks as though we are destined
never to get that workshop into commission.
On one occasion, however, the weather
man got his days mixed up, and provided
us with a soaring wind at the week-end!
This cheered us up appreciably and the
air was quickly filled with gliders of
assorted types. It was also the signal for
our youngest flying member, Ray Beezer',
to solo. In fact he was so taken with the
idea that he completed qualifying flights
for his A, Band C certificates on successive launches. thus setting a record for
the Club which may be equalled but
which cannot be beaten.
On the social side, the customary
events of the long winter evenings are
proceeding as usual. The customary
round of Cs of A are in hand and private
owners are already laying their plans for
the next soaring season. Roll on the
thermalsl
H. W. B.

RP.E. (WESTCOTI)
by the formation of CISAVIA
I NSPIRED
back in 1964, a group of enthusiasts
at the Rocket Propulsion Establishment
at Westcott decided to investigate tlte
chanc::s of starting a gliding club.
We were fortunate in that. although
much of the Westcott a·irfield has been
built on since its operational days, there
are still several usable grass areas and

two quite respectable runways. Could we
use them? The answer, in due course,
was "Yes".
CISAVIA were very helpful with
information and advice and, when the
time came, the loan of their Kranich on
·contract hire. It was acro-towed in on
23rd October and has flown every week·end since.
Launching is by F.IOO tow car and
heights of 1,350 feet have been achieved.
Exploratory flights over the low hills near
the airfield have contacted weak lift in
light northerly winds and 8-minute circuits are quite common.
Shortage of instructors restricts our
activities to 2 or 3 hours on Saturday
afternoons and 5 or 6 hours on Sundays,
in spite of which 150 launches have be.en
achieved and one pupil has gone solo (he
already had a C but had not flown for
10 years).
Needless to say, C.F.I. Derek Godfrey
has to work very hard, and it is not
unknown for the retrieving party to
include his wife, Jean, carrying a bowl
of hot soup for him to eat while the next
pupil is being bundled into the front seat.
With an eye on future needs, we have
been rebuilding a Grunau Baby 3, but
are held up until we can locate a supply
of Polish Pine.
Our membership (restricted, unfortunately) has passed 40 and is still growing.
To those members of other clubs and
organisations who have helped us to get
off the ground we tender our sincere
thanks.

R. E.

Godfrey Harwood in the
Kranich JUS! delivered to
Westcott. Standing by: Malcolm Pal/I. Chairman (left)
and Ro)' Exel/, Hon. Sec.
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SCOTTISH

T

H~

wave c~ntinues to ope:ate from
time to tune-mostly muj-weekbut in spite of this several flights of
above 9,000 feet have been logged. And
on a recent week-end, while a gaggle of
five gliders were wave soaring over Loch
Leven at 15,000 feet, a south-bound airliner-a Viscount-passed below them,
about ~OO feet nearer Mother Earth. We
are sure that, somewhere around, there
is an airline skipper who has been cal.Ied
a liar in his bar parlour.
In 'contrast, the hot air which has been
bandied about concerning the expansion
of the airfield through the purchase of
adjQining farm land has reached white
heat, and a decision should be arrived a,t
soon.
This depends upon the ability of certain members to pick the pockets of certain public funds. Many glidin~ groups
in Central Scotland now operatmg fr'0m
time to time at Portmoak are sniffing
around in the hope that this can become
a centre in a miniature form of "the
Hub".
Some aerotowing with an ultra-snort
tow rope has been seen-the advocates
are now trying to think of a safe method
of hitching the nose of the g1id'er straight
on to the tail skid of the Tiger.
"PORTMOAK BASE" is now on the airand the searchers. for wave can often
be helped by radio means to track down
the most desirable areas of \'ift.
The club members who believe that
gliding is worth working for are hard at
it on several projects. The standby petrQI
winch is being remodelleil to be "cable
laying" like our diesel one. The latter
has now been fitted with a cartridge
operated guillotine. Trailer building and
repairing has its addicts. The Tiger
hangar-resplendent with its new sliding
doors-gapes into the west wind-ready
at any moment to pfOv'e the fact that,
on the lift here, one can soar on a COrrugated iron roof.
The surfeit ,of two-seaters at Portmoak
has made it necessary ~o increase ,the
number of P.I's in such craft, and there
are l1'lanycompete'nt members now
enjoying this responsibility.
W~ hope {hat Roger Neave's Di;lmond
gain of height with us, 19,500 fect, will
t:ake the De HavilIand Trophy for 1%6

-:naking a hat t,rick fot Portmoak. Two
Diamonds for home grown pilots have
also been added to the list.
On the social side, the haggis bashers
still cavort on Saturday evenings to enter'
tainments involving a variety of novelties
-from Scottish Country Dance to
Pyjama Parties.
M. B. R.

WYCOMBE GLIDING CENTRE
are in full winter swing.
OPERATIONS
But despite the rain, the mud, the

fog, the frozen hands and feet, frying
continues.
Now we are getting ready to face next
season's challenge from what we hope is
a position of strength. Our new Super
Cub is in the air towing with an efficiency
and reliability hitherto undreamc:d of.
This has given us the opportumty of
experimeITts for a short period with a
system ,of all aerotow training. Using
three Ka-7 gliders for both basic and
advanced training. we have kept the
winches and the j-21's firmly off the field.
How this will have turned out by the
end of December is anybody's guess.
Certainly the problems and situations
that have already come up have' beell
enough to keep conversatiolJ in the bar
at a highly animated level. A great deal
of give and take is going, ~ith perh~ps
a shade more take and 'a fractIOn less ,give
than had been anticipated. However,
while some talk, othe'TS do fly, and perhaps that is the best way of keeping
everybody happy.
The number of gliders waiting for the
soaring season has now reached a very
healthY total. Quite apal"t from the training centre-three Ka-7s, two T-21 s, two
Swallows-the Airways Flying Club ha've
their Ka-6 and the Olympia 2B, and the
Thames Valley have a Skylark 3. and
another Olympia 2B. The Post Office
Olympia 28 is bck in the air anq, if
some of the plans that various members
are making come to fruition, then our
fleet of private syndicate aircraft should
be quite impressive by the beginning of
the season.
In the meantime we may get frozen,
frustrated and fed up, but none of us is
likely to get bored before the season
starts.
R. W.
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SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN

said last year, we are at this
A stimeWe always
torn between waiting for

the G.S.A. statistics and publishing in
time to send good wishes. However, the
S. & G. deadline must be met, so Qur
annual review will be confined to the
comment that generally the year has not
been as sparkling as we could have
wished. but this has been the experience
everywhere. Nevertheless, we had one
important highlight-Bannerdown's first
ever British National and U.K. speed
record achieved by the Willson-Daniels
Blanik back in May, when they all rushed
round a 300-Km triangle at 55.5 Km/h.
The other day we saw the certificate, a
most elegant scroll with typography and
script letter of olde-worlde f'IJrm, but
beautiful for all that.
The new G.S.A. year has for us started
reasonably well with 374 launches for 35
hours in the October period. Sometimes
it is the fashion to record that thermals
ceased on sllch and such a day but, since
hope springs eternal, we will not do this,
and in any case we are delighted to
record that for the first time since the
club formed we seem to have established
a reasonably productive ridge and a
workable system. So much so that Bruce
Coutts and Bob McGinn both sat out
five hours a week or two ago, thus
advancing their Silver legs and giving
us an excellent start in the 66/67
league table. These achievements have
set the lads by the ears and week-end
sorties are being planned in odd comers
of the clubhouse, which is a good thing,
because we all lack ridge practice. In the
meantime ab-initio and advanced "cards"
have been established in the bus and
instruction proceeds normally-witness
an entry in a certain lady member's log
book (which recently fell into our hands),
"four loops in succession with 'X'FAB!"
Recently we had the great pleasure to
welcome our one and only John W., who
left Locking in bright sunshine ready to
conduct a cat. test, only to finish the last
road mile OT two to Colerne on instruments to find almost automatic landing
conditions on top.
P. H.
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CHILTERNS
TATISTICS will show (we think) that
S
the soaring year 1966 has been a
poor one.
The following club trophies have been
presented:- Flight of the Year Trophy:
to Doug Bridson, C.FJ., for his spectacuLar Battle of Britain aerobatic display
in a Slingsby Dart. Novice Trophy: to
Alan McClune for the best aU-round progress during the year. Member of the
Year Trophy: to deputy C.FJ. Barry
Nowel! for the second year running. for
his dedication in both instructional and
technical fields. Clanger of the Year
Trophy: to Cliff Brookfield, for his
Silver distance attempt. Distance 0.5 km.!
With his promotion to Squadron
Leader, Doug Bridson has moved on to
new pastures. We wish him every success
in his new appointment at R.A.F.
Thorr1ey Island. Bill Maltby has also
left us and is now C.F.L of the Aden
Services Gliding Club. New faces on the
instructing staff are Con Orea.ves, the
incoming C.F.I. and Andy Price, a recent
arrival from R.A.F. Germany.
Our fleet is in fine fettle for the rnagnificent soaring season that 1967 promises
to be! The SF-26 has been replaced by
a Bocian which has been well utilised
during the winter as an advanced trainer.
A.C. P.

FENLAND
40
members
A PPROXIMATELY
attended the A.G.M. held on the 28th
October. and heard the C.F.I. report that
the club had passed last year's total for
hours and launches and nearly doubled
our cross-country mileage.
The following committee were reelected: Secretary, "Mac" McMillan;
Assistant 'Secretary, C. Flogdell: Treasurer. G. Barrell; A/C Member, D.
Keech: M.T. Member, T. Weldon.
The Fenland Cup for the longest crosscountry fljght was awarded to Hank
Hancox for his Diamond Gcal flight to
Uppottery, and the Member's Trophy
for the member making the most progress
during the year went to M. Wilton-Jones.
After some months of uncertainty the
club has moved to R.A.F., Marham,
Norfolk. We all look back with regret
at leaving Feltwell after two fine seasons
there. However, we are now established

at Marl1am after a grand aero-tow "flyin", and it is business as usual again.
The full address is Fenland Gliding
Club, R.A.F., Marham, King's Lynn,
Norfolk, and the Secretary, Fg. Off.
McMillan, can be contacted Monday to'
Friday on NARBOROUGH 261, ,extension
36t.
R. G. J.

R.A.F.G.S.A. (BICESTER)
LTHOUGH the number of flying days
A
in 1966 was down on the previous
year, launches came to well over i9,OOO.
cross-country mileage was nearly doubled
and flying hours totalled over 4,000. It
was not such a notable year for individual achievements, but two are worthy
of mention. Under difficult conditions
Ron Powell did a G~d C out-and-return
,to Yeovilton, and Con Greaves made
sure of his place in the 1967 Nationals
by winning the August competition. LOll
Costello received the annual aWal'd for
the outstanding novice, and Dick Dawnay again took the Cup for his c.onlinuing good work on the ground.
The programme this year includes an
expedition to Nympsfield in April, and
task weeks in June-July are an i'nnovalion. The range of gliders available at
the Centre if.! 1967 is most impressive and
will adequately cater for pundits and
beginners. Given the weather, this could
be our record year.
A. E. B.

WREKIN

clubs, our tempo is .slowA·Singwitha most
little towards winter. but we

haven't completely stagnated. John WitHamson arranged an expedition (labelled
"Mynd Madness") from the Mendips and
Moonrakers to the Long Mynd, by courtesy of ·the Midland Gliding Club. He
very kindly offered to have a few of our'
members along, so our SF. went up to
brave the rain. We were fortunate one
day, when Harry Oxer got his 5 hours,
and MaIcolm AlIison his Bronze dllration from a bungee. After this. Pete
Purd.y took the SF. to Portmoak in
search of wave-unsuccessfully-though
he di.d get 9 hrs. soaring in 7 launches.
on the :ridge.
At. the A.G.M. we found we'd achieved
5,478 launches and 485.52 hrs. since wc
started operating at the end of February,
until the end of November-of this we
are quite p.roud! Hamish Brown got the.
ab-initio prize, and Tim Gormley
the award for the best apprentice
performance.
Ol,lr site-mates, No. 633 Squadron
A.T.C.. with whom we have close and
friendly relations, tell us they have comfortably reached their target for the year
-our congratulations to them.
Recently the club took another step up
the performance ladder, aircraft-wise,
with the arrival of a Skylai'k 3F. SO we
all have something to aim at now, and
are hogging the hours to get enough to

The Wrekin K-7 bungied
from the Long Mynd.
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be cons.idered for a conversion to join
the select few!
The future-we have a Christmas
Expedition arranged for a dozen members
to Leeming, iD hopeful search for the

Pennine waves, or some ridge soaring
for more duration "legs". May they. and
all our gliding friends. have a happy New
Year, with bigger and better thermals!
H.F.D.

OVERSEAS NEWS

We would be pl~ase? to receive ~ews for this section from every country in
the wcrld where soarmg IS done.-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Ediror.

ARGENTINA
N experimental lam.inar-flow wing
has been fitted to a Conder 4 twoseater fuselage and tbe resulting machine
is k~own as the PINFlA IA 54 acrodynam~c research satlplane. The wing has
a thlckness/cbord ratio of 18%, and the
pressure gradient should allow laminar
flow over 50% chord on the upper surface and 80% of the lower surface. The
aspect ratio is high at 17.55. with a
span of 62 ft. 4 in. (19 m.). The outer
halves of each Wing have a dihedral angle
of 3° except at the tips, which are turned
downward. The chord in the inner half
of each wing is constant at 3 ft. I It in.
(1.2 m.). and 2 ft. 71- in. at tbe tip. The
wing is single-span, all-wood, covered
with plywood, except for metal airbr~kes on the trailing edge. Empty
weIght 750 lb.; max. flying weight
1,190 lb.; max. wing loading 5.39 Ib./
sq. ft. (26.3 kg./sq. m.).
The design of the machine was started
in August. 1963. and construction of
the prototype began in October the same
year. DINFIA stands for Direccion
~acional de Fabricaciones e Investigaclones Aeronauucas.

A

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.-These wilI
be held from 29th January to 12th Febru-
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ary at Pehuajo, 3OO-km. west of MerIo.

AUSTRAUA
T ATISTICS of Australian gliders as
S
. mid·1966
been issued by the
Ghdmg FederatIon of Australia. There
a~

~ave

aTe 179 on tb~ register, made up of:
smgle-seaters, hIgh performance 46, Iow
pedormance 61; two-seaters, high performance 24, low performance 48. Clubs
own 123 and private individuals or
groups 56. The Schneider firm has provided 82. and 43 were imported and 54
home-built.
Gliding certificates for the year ending 31st March, 1966, showed a large
increase over previous record years
(given here in brackets):- A, Band C
together, 171 (123 in 1962); Silver C, 58
(51 in 1964); Gold C, 30 (16 in 1964).
Yet the total number of members of
clubs applying for subsidy was the same
as in the previous year - 1,572.
QUEENSLAND WAVE.-Little wave soaring is done in Australia, according to Ian
Aspland. who contacted a wave set up
in Queensland by the Bunya Range last
July in a Mucha. He climbed at I m./s.
from 6.000 to 9,000 ft. in what was
apparently the second wave, but was un-

able to reach the first wave, which was
marked by a lenticular. through the intervening sink. He asks if this is the first
wave flight in Queensland.
Malcolm links writes that wave clouds
at 20.000 ft. or higher are to be seen
over the Flinders Ranges in the north
of South Australia, and he has heard of
a glider flight to 14,000 ft there which
was broken off only for lack of oxygen.
PERMANENT COMPETITION NUMBERS are
now being allotted after an AG.M.
decision. and 47 Australian gliders have
them so far. No. I goes to Marjorie
Pegler's K-6. Nobody wants No. 13.
A ustralian Gliding

AUSTRIA
EIGHT DIAMONDS "fell like ripe
H
plums" at Innsbruck on
16th <X:tober, 1966. 10 the early morning

S~nday.

40 sailplanes were already waiting to
start, 30 of them having come from
Germany; the Hamburgers had made the
longest trek. Lift extended from the
Dachstein to the Glungezer. By the
evening 18 pilo,ts had their Height Diamonds (5,000 m.) and several their Gold
C height (3,000 m.). The greatest height
registered was 8,700 m.' (28,543 ft.), and
a woman pilot from Stuttgart, Brigitte
KelIer, made 5,700 m. (18,701 ft.). Innsbruck will be closed for "Foehn flights"
until 15th March, 1967, or until the airfield is free of complete snow cover.
Fritz Raderer, of Saltzburg, is the l7ih,
and Or. Alf Schubert the 18th, Austrian
pilot to complete all three Diamonds.
Ausfrof/ug

BELGIUM
THREE Days of Gossoncourt was the
name of the last com~tition of the
1966 season, organized Jointly by the
Milan and Diest Aero Clubs and the Air
Force. Twice round the course Gossoncourt-Temploux and return (144 km.)
was the task on Friday, 9th September.
In anticyclonic weather 00 one climbed
above 650 m. (2.150 ft.); 5 of the 8
starters reached Temploux (30 km.) and
one, M. Bluekens in a Ka-l{B, got 8 km.
of the way back.
By Saturday all 13 entrants had turned
up for a 7B:-km, out-and-return Bierset.
With a cloudbase at 500 m. above
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ground, three got away, of whom M.
van Assche in a Ka-6cR reached Bierset
at 1,000 m. and got 15 km. of the way
back.
On the Sunday, all but two got away
on an out-and-return Temploux wi,th lift
extending. to only 600 m. Henri Stouffs
in a Ka-6cR was the only one to reach
the turning-point. Van Assche won the
competition with 942 points and H.
Drory, with a Zugvogel, was second with
707.
Conquete de fAir

CANADA
T is time to look back on the activiIsons
ties of the past year, to see what lescan be learned from its experiences.
In Canada, 1966 has undoubtedly been
a year of growth-as, in fact, is any year.
It has not alwa~ been painless gtowth,
though. as .in the case of the Southern
Ontario Soaring Association, who operate near Toronto and who have built an
entire base of operations during the
year-hacking a runway out of land
hardly suitable for farming, building a
hangar and building a clubhouse. This
follows the club's move from its former
base at Brantford. Ont.• late last year.
Another painful expense has been
borne by the Mont(eal Soaring Council,
who operate from Hawkesbury, in the
extreme eastern tip .of Ontario. Their
clubhouse was consumed by fire last
December (1965), and has now been replaced with what must surely rate as
one of the finest soaring club headquarters in the country, if not the best.
The year has seen some four names
added to the list of dubs in the country.
and although membership numbers are
not yet av.ailable, it i-s probabl,. that the
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total increase would be of the order of
8 to 10%.
The saHplane fleet now numbers some
170, and ranges from the wartime TG-2
and 3 (The Bomber) to the SHK, with
the more sophisticated types such as
AS-12 being on order for several pilots.
The question is whether the last-named
will be eligible for type certifying, with
indications at the present that it will
not. Home construction is qui~e widespread and the most popular design is
the HP-II, a Dick Schreder design. Its
popularity is due to it being practieally
the only design suitable for bome constl'luction in metal, with an acceptable
~rformance level. There is no doubt
'that metal is the desirable material.
On the flying side, the good Warm
season we have enjoyed this year, extended bv a spectacular Indian summer has 'given most clubs a useful increa'se in numbers of flights-some clubs
were still flying early in December!
ONTAERO

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
NINTH

SI.OVENE

CHAMPIONSHIPS.

These were held at Nitra, 42 miles E.
of Bratis1ava. in July, with 32 sailplan~s
competing. Tasks were: 129 km. tnangle (winner, Wala at 62.42 km/h.);
103 km. triangle (K'Oprna, 63.4 km/h.);
100
km.
out-aDd-return (Th:lbwvk,
40.25 km/h.); 103 km. triangle (Dobrovie, 45,61 km/h.); same task (Wala,
43.52 km/h.); 200 km. out,and-return,
not .completed (Holly, 183 ~m.); }OO km.
triangle, not completed (Lajda, 275 km.);
103 km. triangle (Ketepski, 56.69 km/h.).
Leading totals: lng. T. Wala, 5,870 pts.,
K. Kerepski, 5,191, Ing. J. 8aban, 4,437.
Leleclvi

.rOHN BULME
Swaffham Road.
Bottisham. CCl1l1bs.
Phone: 323

for
REPAIRS, C of A's. OVERHAULS,
and J.21b. H.IRE
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DENMARK
ANISH records of 7,too m. height
D
gain and 9,195 m. (30,166 ft.) absolute altitude, set up by Klaus Wiese
Nielsen flying a SChweizer 2-32 in the'
United States on 29th June last, have
been recognized.
Fly v

EAST GERMANY
pilots went t·o
S IXPoland
(formerly

Jelenia Cora in
Grunau) for a
course in wave-soaring: fredy Voss,
from Leipzig, ManfJed I1tsche and Irmgard Morgner, from Dresden, Gilnter
Schiitze, from Gera, Rudiger Karisch.
from Schwerin, and Klaus Korner, from
Frankfurt/Oder.
Aerosport

FRANCE

·ItVER
S
. ary to
certificates

GOLD.-From 1st Janu·
15th October 101 Silver C
were issued, of which 31
holders were under 21 years old. G01d
C's issued were 29; no holders were
under 21.
AND

INTERNATIONAL
COI~{PETlTlON.-This

M.OUNTAIN

SoARING

event, which was
he.ld for the first time last June (see
S. & G. Oct.-Nov., p. 41.6), turned Ol)t
to be "la plus belle ma.nijeslatiO"n velivole
franfaise pr>ur 1966".. Because of the' encoJiraging re.sults, and at the n~quest of
the participants, the organisers have
decided to renew this event in 1967. It
will take place at the aerodrome ,of
Vinon-Verdon from 17th to 25th June.
As an innovation, it will be open to twoseater sailplanes as well as single-seaters.
It will be open to pilots with the
equivalent of the Bn;vet de Pilote de
Planeur, who have had competition experience and have a g00d knowledge of
mountain soaring. The entry fe.e is
250 F..(about £18). The number of competitors is limited to 30: The tasks •. which
will be for speed, Will be .set. In the.
framework Qf the Southern Alps.
To facilitate the tasks of the organizers, interested pilots are invited to
write in the first place to tire Siege Social
of the Association Aeronautique VerdonAlpille5, 19, Rcmte Nationale de Saint·
Antoine, Marceille (I 5e), France. All

additional information on this meeting
will be given them as soon as possible.
M. MARCY, President.
BEZIERS.-At this centre four Diamond
altitudes have been flown in the past
two years. Absolute altitudes reached
'were 10,700 m. (4,104 ft.) by Auban in
Breguet 901s, 10,400 m., 7,200 m. and
7,000 m., all in ijreguets.
Cow CoEFFICIENT. - Discussing the
marking system which gives a pilot just
short of the goal 0.7 of the marks he
would get for landing there, Roger Klein
calls this figure "Coefficient 'Vache'"
("Aux Yaches" is the French term for
a field landing.) Klein argues for raising
the Coefficient Yache to 0.9.
Aviasport

HOLLAND
briefing on wave-flying was
A general
held at Terlet al the beginning of
the winter season and a short time later

a group of about eight set course for
Innsbruck. They arrived just after a
strong Fohn period and only two booked
results. Rijk Bruinissen gained a Diamond, and Ernst Sanders, after about

CROSSWORD SOLUTION
Page 46Ci" December issue

30 years of attempts during which he
once los.( a Grunau-Baby together with
the barograph record while inside a
cunimb somewhere over Africa. climbed
high enough to complete his Gold C.
The Dutch Aero Club has purchased
two Ka-6E's for the training of top
pilots and to enter them in international
contests. Delivery is expected in March
and it is probable tha,t Ed van Bree will
fly one of them in the next Nationals.
With the new workshop at Terlet nearing completion the accommodation
problem for gliders will, to a large extent, be eliminated. Aerotows will also
be available on a much larger scale than
hitherto.
The Instructor's Handbook, published
early in 1966, was discussed at the Instructors' Conference held on the 20th
November, 1966. The conference was
attended by over 70 instructors from all
over the country. Proposals for changes
in the glider-pilot-licence requirements
were given to the Civil Aeronautical
Service.
A Gliding Art Exhibition will be held
from the 4th to 18th March at the
Royal Academy of Art in the Hague.
J. Th. v. ECK

HUNGARY
Polish Wilga-3 tug has been preA
sented to the Hungarian Aero Club
and has been giving demonstrations of
aero-towing, of both single-seater and
two-seater sailplanes,. at Budapest/
Ferihegy and Budapest/Bucaors airports
and Gyor and Farkasasz glidIng airfields.
BJ.L.L.

NEW ZEALAND
CHAMPIONSHIPS.-These will
N ATIONAL
be held from 8th to 18th February

,at Waharoa aerodrome and preceded by
four practice days.
Auc:klaDd ProviDcial Cbampionships
Held at Waharoa, this was a four-day
contest including Labour Weekend. with
17 entries, mostly local but including 3
from Wellington.
FRIDAY, 21ST OCTOBER: anticyclonic
with, only weak thermals. Task: 9O-rnile
triangle via Tirohia and Arapuni power
station. John Roake, task-setting for the
73

first time, was delighted when 11 finished
the course. Ross Reid was first round
and made the fa~test speed, 34.5 m.p.h.,
well ahead of the neXl four: B. Kosoof,
30.4; T. Fowke, 30: G. Hookings, 29.75;
P. Heginbotham, 29.28 m.p.h.
SATURDAY. 22ND OCTOBER: weak thermals for 1 or 2 hours, then frontal upper cloud increased. But the first leg of
the course, a 42-mi1e triangle via Te
Aroha Racecourse and Motumaoho
Dairy Factory, corresponded to the line
of the Kaimai mountains, 7 miles to the
east, and eventually most of the competitors were soaring on the ridge in a
strong westerly wind. B. Kosoof managed 24.6 miles, R. Carmicbael 24.3 and
R. Reid and F. Galland 23.6. Ross Reid
led overall.
SUNDAY, 23RD OcrOBER: strong southwesterlies cut down thermal strength,
then cirro-stratas came' over. Task,
orig.inally, Okoroire Springs plus distance along a line to Ardmore; but airway restrictions caused it to be altered
t~ a return trip <Iown the line. Ridge
hft was used as before. Nearly everyone
was caught by the cirro-stratus, but
Tony Fowke surprised everyone by returning at 6.5 p.m., only to find he had
omitted to take a starting photo. So F.
Gatland won the day officially with
74.6 miles: weak wave had taken him to
7,000 ft. Kosoof led overall.
MONDAY, 24m OcTOBER: an intense
anticyclone over the central Tasman
5.ea; small cumulus and strong thermals
till 3 p.m. An 84-mile triangle via Awamuto and Te Aroha (West) was won by
Tony Fowke, who was a determined man
after the previous day's disappointment.
He made 42.9 m.p.h., Hookings 34.2,
Kosoof 31.4 and Heginbotham 30.7.
Bria!l Kosoof won overall, but Fowke
received tbe Ardmore Trophy for the
best performance. Final leading results:
B. Kosoof
K-6
3192
G. Hookings
SkI. 4
3093
K-6PE
2990
R. Reid
R. Carmichael
K-6
2875
2727
D. Wright
Oly 463
P. Heginbotham
K-6
2717
T. Fowke
K-6E
2671
2666
F. Gatland
K-6
Condensed from account by
Ross MACINTYRE
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South Island ChampionshIps
By scoring 3,699 points out of a
possible 3,940, David Roxburgh of the
Marlborough Gliding Club succeeded
Dick Georgeson as the South Island
Champion. The contest was held at
Omaka airfield, Blenheim, over 4 days
including Labour Weekend. Although
the weather was not fully co-operative.
the nature of the terrain is such tbat it
was possible ,to Set tasks on each d.ay
of which only one was scored below
1,000 points.
The site at Omaka is 6 miles from the
coast and a mile from hills which rise
to 5,000 ft. on the southern side of the
Wairau River valley.
OCTOBER 22ND.-A new task-a race
to the Wye River bridge and return was
set at noon. The technique to get away
necessitated using your launch height of
2,000 ft. and with your back to the field
make a very positive drive into the
mountainous ·terrain where the tbermals
could develop outside the influence of
the valley air. Four pilots scored this
day with a fifth qualifying. Westenr.a
and Roxburgh scored 1,000 each this day
with a landing just around the turningpoint covering 52 km. Both reported
str·ong beadwinds developing and heavy
sink areas which just couldn't be licked.
OcrOBER 23RD.-The cold
front
passed through in the early morning and
should have ·produced a cracking thermal day, but the associated trough
lurked around, and instead of Cu as
forecast, a stratus layer developed at
4-5,000 ft. which thickened and later
produced rain. The weather office remained hopeful throughout the morning, so a triangle was set at 10 a.m. At
12.30 the clamp ·broke a little and Club
C.F.J. Peter Nelson and task-setter Rex
Handley took a circutt in the Cherokee
(powered type) to assess conditions. At
almost a gallop Rex left the aircraft
with a new idea formin~ in his box,
and at 13.00 a new task was set involving a tQW to 3,000 ft., 8 miles short
of the starol point at Rarangi, the task
from there being distance along a line
which paralleled the ranges. Almost the
moment the first aircraft launched at
14.10, the wind began to drop. Thjs
could prevent the .pilots from moving
off Rarangi, but as it transpired there

was just enough r-idgl: lift for them to
work, and from peak to' peak at cloud
base a·bout 3,000 ft. they slowly worked
towards the west.
Roxburgh gained 1,000 poil)tS w,ith a
37-km. flight, the last few kms.· coming
from a weak thermal. In the event all
pilots scored this day and none were
penalised for being off track.
OCTOBER 24m.-Patience and tenacity were shining through with the pilots
and for the organizers it seemed as if
we could at last really show off our local
weather. In the past the local club have
had a few exploratory .flights up the
Wairau to perhaps Hillersden. In Nelson, pilots have flown both ways along
a line to the south-west and have traversed the line from Nelson to Omaka.
The third day's task embodied all these
legs into one ambitious 224-km. triangle
race with the firSot turn at Lake Rotoiti
and the second at Nelson aerodrome.
Tbermals did Dot develop until 12.00.
Westenra showed much patience in
working the same thermal source about
five times before development really set
in. Then almost within minutes G. W.,
D. R. and I. E. all set off with approx.
6.000 f,t. in hand and gradually for the
first 20' miles and then with increasing
speed took themselves in a loose bunch
around the first turning point and on
to a landing in the vicinity of Nelson.
Evans and Westenra both rounded the
point and Roxburgh was short by about
8 km. The Cummins Lynn combination
also did well this day, covering over
100 km. The two Darts did not score
this da,y and this kept a boomer day with
6·8 knot thermals and bases at 8,000 ft.
near the lake, down to a 940 PClints
maximum. Here again as on each day of
the contest, two pilots share equal
marks. Wes-tenra now reduces Roxburgh's lead but Evans has pushed hard
and has narrowed the gap between his
3rd position and 2nd
OcroBER 25m.-The final day was a
real scratcher with the anticyclone
coming rapidly across the country with
all its descending warm air and two,
whopping inversions which, 200 miles
away at Christchurch, were measured
at 3,000 and 8,000 ft. A quick trip in
!hePiper where a temp. drop of 3~o
In 3;000 it. agreed that thermals would
be scarce, but gave hope since an amount

of turbulence was felt deep into, the hills.
This was the only hope, so higher tows
to 2,500 ft. were allowed at a position
closer to the hills and the task was a
race to the Waihopai Power Station.
thence to Frank Orchard's farm strip
at Seddon, a distance of 75 km.
The four who scored had all had
two attempts and most improved their
points at the second go. Landings weTe
from -the turn to 13 km. along the
seoond leg. Evans and Georgeson took
the 1,000 points.
Final results:
3699
D. Roxburgh
K-6
2995
1. Evans
Rhonadler
2969
Skylark 4
{). F. Westenra
1850
Dart 17..
S. H. Georgeson
1004
Cummins and Lynn Skylark 4
Olympia 463
P. O'Hagan
111
7
Trotter and Hazlett
Dart 17
RBX HANI}lEY

Retrieve by Helicopter
When lan Millward took off at
3.40 p.m. on 2nd July in G,B.V. Upper
Valley's T-45 Swallow other machine.s
were staying up over the hill between
Whiteman's Valley and Upper Rutt.
H wever, some turbulence was also present, and ,occasional extensive areas of
down were being encountered. Af.ter
some 20 minutes, someone remarked
that the Swallow was no longer to be
seen, and some discussion followed on •
retrieving.
The Tiger was sent off with an observer on a search flight, retllrning some
10 minutes later to report the Swallow
down in densely wooded hill country,
about a mile west of the strip. Rescue
HQ was quickly set up at the clubhouse
and an advance party with medical kit
left post-haste for the scene of the
accident. This advance party met lan
making his way out towards the main
road, and he had come through the
ordeal without as much as a scratch.
It was decided to leave the machine
where it was for the night, as the
weather was calm and the forecast good.
Plans were made to meet the following
morning at 7 a.m. and salvage the
glider. I,t was a two-hour solid slog
through heavY bush to reach tbe scene,
and it was immediately obvious that
getting the machine 0J"t presented some
mammoth problems. The glider was, sit75

ting some 30 ft. up a tall beech tree and
would require to be lowered to the
ground by gantry even before the herculean task of gelling it out of the
dense bush-clad hill could be considcrcct By now it was obvious to the
retrieve party that a lift out by heli,copter was going .to be the easiest, if not
the only way ,of getting the Swallow
back to the strip.
By Monday lunch-time the big retrieve was under way, the ground party
was onCe more in the bush securing lifting tackle to the glider ready for the
helicopter which was due at the strip at
2 ".m. Just after the arrival of the
helicop~er from Wanganui, a call came
through that a chain saw would be
needed to CUlt away some heavy branches
which would prevent the glider from
coming ollt cleanly. A chain saw, borrowed from a local farmer, was flown
in by the helicopter at thc end of a
100-ft. rope; the pilot then returned to
prepare for the actual retrieve.
Trailing a 2oo-ft. rope which was
weigh,ted by an old discarded tractor
starter motor to stabilize it, the helicopter slowly descended over the
stricken glider. After securing the rope
to the glider and clearing the area
directly under the tree, the a.K. was
signalled to the pilot, who then lifted
the glider clear of the trees. At a very
cautious 4 m.p.h. the helicopter and its
precious load slo,wly made its way to
the gliding site and carefully lowered a
sorry·looking Swallow to the ground.
So ended what has probably been the
most expensive glider retrieve in New
Zealand ~ £150 for one mile.
Gliding Kiwi

POLAND
TWO-SEATER RECORD.-After
W ORLD
14 years the world gain-of-heigl}t

record for two-seaters, set up by L. E.
Edgar and H. E. Klieforth in the United
States with a height gain of 34,426 ft.
(10,493 m.), has been beaten by Stanislas
Josefczak of Poland, with a passenger,
in the Tatra Mountains. Their height
gain was 41,174 ft. (12,550 m.), and, like
the American record. was done in a
wave. It awaits homologation.
A ir et Cosmos
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SOUTH AFRICA
IVE. Tr?nsvaal gliding. clubs are inF
veStlg,atlng a plaa whIch could end
their growing problems - shortage of
hangar 'Space at ,active airfields, growing
activity at club aerodromes, and airways
crowded with traflk. The five clubs the Johannesburg Soaring Centre, Transvaal GLiding Club, German South Africa
Gliding Club, Pretoria Soaring Club and
Defence Gliding Club - have formed
a committee to look into the possibilities
ef forming a gliding centre at a site .near
enough to Johannesburg and Pretona 'to
make it attractive to members and newcomers.
In a memorand.um circulated, to these
dubs it is pointed out that the combined
total' active membenihip is about 150
pilots, with seven two-seater. training' aircraft, three tugs (eJ.(c!udmg Def~nee
Tigers), while two clubs operate WInch
launches. The relatively large number
of non-owner active members indicates
that these aircraft are being poorly and
inefficiently utilized when viewed from
a ·common point of view. Each of t~ese
dubs has some problem - uncertamty
of tenure little or no hangar space, temporary fi~rds or the restriction of Bying
due to' near-bycontwl zones.
The memorandum suggests a ,central
gliding site as a possible solution to some
of these problems - ..a!!d th~t such a
centre would offer faclhues which would
otherwise never be available to members
of' smaller clubs. It also suggests that
pooling .of fadliti~s. would only be propose.d where it would be to the mutual
advantage of clubs concerned.
Wings Over Africa
BJ·3 COMPARISON TRIAl-s.-Recently
Boet Dommisse in the BJ-2 -and Pat
Beatty in the BJ-3 flew in oompany. Boet
reported: "We were together in the same
upcurrent; at first the rate o.f climb was
2,000 ft./min., then the hft fell ~ff.
Then, while Pat had trouble in holdmg
the height gained, I had no difficulty
in outclimbing him and gaining some
2,500 ft. more. Then. after radio contact, We decided to fly towards a fixed
point at speed for best gliding angle.
Pat made 120 knots while I kept to 80
knots. Not only did. I arrive later, but
at a much lower altitude!"

Pat calculateCl from this that he could
perform a more or less equilateral triangle of 300 km. without using any lift
on the last leg. At the beginning of
October, in the period before summer
thunderstorms cover the Transvaal, Pat
decided to try for the 300-km. Triangle
World Recoro. Unfortunately a depression over the Cape dissipated the clouds
at about 3 p.m., leaving Pat "le bee dans
l' eau" between the first and sec'ond turning-points. But if all goes well, one
expects him to ,get his record before
the end of summer. (See page 56.)
H. VAN GEMERT in A viasport

SPAIN
WENTY Swallows have been orT
dered from Slingsby Sailplanes by
the Real Acro Club de Espaiia. Slingsby's Agents first reported interest in a
suitable intermediate glider in October,
1965, when an order was placed for two
Swallows. Subject to these proving satisfactory to the Spanish requirement, a
further order for 20 was anticipated and
subsequently awarded.
The first two gliders were packed in
a road trailer and taken from Kirbymoorside to Newhaven, cross-Channel
steamer to Dieppe, from there across
France to the Spanish Border at Irun,
and finally the sailplanes were delivered
to the Real Aero Club de Espaiia at
Madrid. The 20 Swallows now under
contract are being delivered in batches
of three via Trans-Continental Rail from
Malton Station via Hendaye and Irun
to Madrid Station.
These 20 Swallows incorporate the
improved canopy, i.e. Dart Perspex
Canopy. The improvement to the appearance of the aircraft is most marked
and there is a corresponding reduction
in drag. All-round visibility and cockpit space are both increased.
W.N.S.

UNITED STATES
CHAMPIONSH1PS.-The
O NE-DESIGN
Second Annual 1-26 Championships,
with 18 entries, all of this Schweizer
type, were held at Guthric in central
Oklahoma frorn 14th to 26th August.
First task was a 6O-mile out-and-return
made difficult (for such a type) by a 15-

knot cross-wind. Only four reached the
turning-point and two got back, Ed
Dawson winning at 26.9 m.p.h.
Next a 106-mile out-and-retum plus
free distance. A 2O-"not quartering headwind brought down all but two on the
first leg, but A. C. WiIliams covered
181.5 miles in an outstanding flight.
_ Free distance on the third day promised the competitors a downwind flight at
last, but a front forced them to deviate,
either into calm air and weak thermals
on one side, or good lift with a crosswind on the other. Marshall Claybourn
won with 218 miles. Next day, a rest day,
was "ideal for a vulgar downwind dash",
and Jim Long, the only non-V.S. entry,
went 284 miles to Washington, Kansas.
After three non-contest days, the last
task was speed to a point 38 miles downwind and baclc, but only five got there
and one, Bd Small, made 6 miles of the
way back.
Williams won the contest with 3,437
points and earned the new but perpetual
Marian .c. Cruce Tro~hy, a silver punc~
bowl with a dozen stl-ver cups. Next 10
order were M. Claybourn. 3084; T.
Falk, 3031; E. Dawson, 2365.
HIGH C.-The pilot who earned his C
Badge with a flight to 30,540 ft. (last
issue, p. 518) was Rudolph Wacker, not
R. Schuetter as wrongly shown in the
badge list originally issued.
DlAMONDS. Elmer Katinszky has
earned Three-Diamond badge No. 63.
MARFA REGIONAL-This contest was
won by Ted Chandler. Ben Greene was
only 16 points behind and Dr. Steinhoff
third. There were six contest days.
Soaring
YOUTH SoARINo.-Under the NY-SoAR
Scheme, which began in 1959, this year's
youth camp at Harris Hill, N.Y., from
14th to 20th August, brought a total of
165 f1igh~ by the cadets with aggregate
of 39 hours.
Newsletter

WEST GERMANY
ATIONAL CHAMPIONSffiPS. - These
N
will be held from 14th to 28th M<lY.
Production models of the AS-12 will be
flown by Heinz Huth and by Hans Werner Gross (who will afterwards take his
to the V.S. Nationals at Marfa).
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Immediately before this, a new International Competition, somewhat on the
lines of the French "Huit Jours
d'Angers", will be held by the German
Aero Club at Freiburg (?) from 30th
April to 12th May. Participating will be
the German international team, pilots
flying new sailplane types, and representatives from as many European countries as possible, both West and East.
The usual Junior Competition on the
Wasserkuppe. will be held at Whitsun
and the period f6lIowing.
Aviasport
SIMPLICITY WITH PERFORMANCE. An
all-metal sailplane of original design, the
M-I, has been produced by MichadLorenz Meier, of Hamburg, with high
performance yet simplified construction
which should enable it to be sold for
about £1,200-£1,500. The rectangular
wing has a very high aspect ratio of 26
with a span of 4Z ft. 8 in.; the section
is Eppler 303. The pilot, in the reclining
position; has the conuolstick on his
right. The T-taH ~ alI-moving. ~oth horizontally and vertically. A glldIDg angle
of 1 in 40 at 64 m.p.h. is expected to
be achieved, and minimum sink should
be 2.1 ft./sec. Maximum wing loading is
7.85 Ib./sq. ft.
Soaring
CABLE INCIDENTS.-A warning paragraph on care needed to avoid accidents
caused by winch cables reveals that in
bygone years two children have been
fatally injured in such accidents.
GERMAN LocAL RECORDS. - These
(eqUivalent to U.K. local records) will
be recognized as from 1st January, 1967.
Either the start or the landing or one
turning-point must be in the territory of
the Federal RepUblic.
Aerokurier

S'tEVENSON~EBENnlEUER

World supplier of Scheibc gliders:
L-Spatz III economy single seater
Bergfalke III tandem trainer
SF-27 advanced competition glider
Direct sales at savings. Instruments
and used gliders also exported_
Glider display models, all types,
1:50 scale £2/4/0; 1:40 £3/3/0;
1: 30 £4/2/0 post paid
P.O. Box 52
806 Dacbau
West Germany
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MOTORIZED SAILPLANES
ERHARD BLESSING, the CommitG
tee member for motorized sailplanes,
discussed the advance in this field at the

A.G.M. of the Gliding Section of the
German Aero Club which was held in
October at Heidelberg.
During 1'966 the folIowing two questions had been in the foreground:
(a) Evaluation of gliding performance
on motorized sailplanes.
(b) Two-seater training.
In order to .arrive at an accurate
evaluation for motorized sailplanes, relevant practical trials were carried out at
Oerlinghausen. A barograph, switched
on and off by the engine, has been developed to record engine running time.
It is to be hoped that during the next
German Nationals motorized sailplanes
-for eltample the SF-27-could also fiy.
So as to obtain more experience, it
is intended to hold the first German
Motorized Sailplane Contest during 1967,
probably at Schwarze Heide in Nordrhein-Westfalen. As pOSsible tasks for
such events in the future one thinks of :
t. An arrival cont~t.
2. Navigational and handling ability
tests.
3. Goal-and-Return flights.
4. Goal flights.
tn future the training on motorized
sailplanes should stay in the foreground.
In England they have set aside 1 million
OM for the development of a suitable
two-seat motorized sailplane [This is incon-ect.-En.] and the intention is to
train glider pilots mainly on this
machine. First experiences in motorized
gliding training at Bergzabern show
already that at least twice as many fiying hours and training time are being
achieved as against using a two-seater
glider.
The club at Leverkusen, which OWIl$
two RF-3's, has undertaken an intere.sting experiment by sending glider pilots
round a 300-km. triangle in these
machines and then in s.itable weather
-conditions they flew the same triangle
in a Ka-.(j. Such preliminary training
flights with motorized sailplanes helps
the glider pilot a great deal in subsequent high-performance flying.
One h'<isalso come to the happy con-elusion that the glider pilot who has

been trained on the Motorfalke can just
as easily step into a Motorspatz as into
a glider. The way is thus made easy for
a big development in the field of 'glider
training. Further gliding courses using
motorized sailplanes have been planned.
One of the most technical problems
is the development of a silencer. However, this brings with it a penalty on
performance, namely a weight increase
of 11 to 13 lb. One therefore puts one's
hope on a suitable four-stroke engine,
these being well known to run naturally
Aerokurier
somewhat more quietly.
1967 COURSES

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
GLIDING CLUB
Marshall's Aerod"""".

calRb,jd~

Training in K7. Solo flying in Swallow.
Olympia 2b and Dart. Instruction given in
thermal soaring. aerobatics. instrument and
cloud flying. All. LAUNCHES BY AEROTOW. 18 gns. per week, nol including accommodation. Details from Course Secretary, 54
Bramplon Road. Cambridge.

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFIELD. GLOUCESTER

w.

on- excen."t Ih.,..... l, hill and . .ve so.ring at •
oite en ItM ..-.. edge of/he Cotswolds. Near S.....d
Floel iAclooet.t $ltylll,k U. OIy..,.. S_U_. Pre/oct o.d
DHI Training MechiM'. A.olowi.g ••• i1.ble.
tOMfort.br. OubhouM. first·d.ss ynl..... B"nkltouH

S••_

........

Glidinl HoUlIa.,. far ab-iaitio Noe·MHob«L

Write to: BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
HYMPSfIfLD. Hr. STONEKOUSf. GLOS.
ToIopho_ UlEY 342

CORNISH GLIDING & R YING nUB
PERRANPORTH. CORNWALL
Gliding courses in modern fleet from
Mar,h 27th - B.GA categorised instructors - fine soaring -Iovelycoa~tal
airfield - ideal for a diHerent family
holiday.
Details with pleasure from:

D. C. Bolton,

Spindle CoII_. T,ispen. Tru,o

I.AS,BAM
For weekly elementary and advanced courses of all types
throughout the year-at all inclusive rates
Full time professional instructors
Modern two and single seaters for training include:
T49's and Swallows
Centrally heated Clubhouse and Canteen

For full details of membership of the Lasham Gliding Society or
the Surrey Gliding Club, which is open to all solo pilots
of Skylark standard apply:

of

The Secretary. Lasham Gliding Centre. Alton. Hants.
Telephone: Herriard 270

!.ASBAM GI.IDING CENTRE
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The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDING, CWB
Camphill, Gr.at Hucklow. Nr. Tid.swell.
Derbyshire
Th.Clwb h., ,h,•• dual control glide" end offer••1......... ·
l.fY, i"tef. . d.ial' .nd hio.h perforMenee f8cili,;', and
".inH'lg."ivI'1 Owners nl.rld for. Thlco.,.fortabl. Club
House, Dor_ito,il, end un":n
under th, CM. 01 •

.t.

Resident Stew.,d ~d Sr.we,d4Kl. At C"mphill th•••,.
aU rh... 'hinl' which ......h. compl.J. Gliding Clwb.
W,it. tD th. Secr.'aty
del
of M...... b."hip .nd

'Of

Su""..,

COUI

.

Tolephono Tiduwol 207

80

Devon & Somerset Gliding Club Ltd.•
North Hill,

Broodhembury~

Honiton, Devon
1967 Holiday Gliding Courses (up to solo
standard) 15 Gns. per 5 days course.
"Junior league Weeks" (Ior "solo" pilots)
5 Gns. plus launch and soaring lees. B.tter
than ever at our ne.... site. Thermal, Ridge
and Wave soaring.
Apply Course Sec•• .. s"Mybanlr.... Pencross,
Hemyock, Cullompton.. IHvon.

HOLIDAY COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
One ....eek or more. April 10 mid-October
Professional instructors
Modem residential Clubhouse. lioensed Bar
Excellent thermal and ridge soaring in
beautiful open countryside
FO/ full' delails sMd S.A.E. 10:

K,ENT GLIDING CLUB
CHAtLOCK. ASHFORD. KENT
Tel4>phone, Ch.llock 307

LAND'S END
Thermal and Sea·breeze soaring.
14 miles 01 c1ill.
Regular 5-hours prospects.
Every holiday lacility lor families.
Ab initio on T2l.
Pr~greuive training on Blanik, Skylark Ill.
Aero·towing. Blind flying. Aerobatics. etc.
Cours. Secrelary: Mr. C. P. GllllAM
8 The Valley, I'orthcurno, Penzanc:e, Cornwall
HOLIOAY COURSES

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
The Long Mynd, Shropshire
Tel. Linley 206
Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Ridge soaring thermals, wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse
Good IQod
Bar
RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES
Wril. 10 Miss. J. Hllton,

104 Copthorne Road, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire.

"You
want Wings?
We've
got 'em!"

Write now (or illustrated colour
brochure to the Manager (S.G.)

The London Gliding Club has been leaching Ihe an of
gliding and soaring for 30 years, and is now the largest
single C~ub in the country. Over 40 sailplanes are based
:n the airfield. ten at which are owned by the Club fot
general use by members. There has been a steady expansion of activities in the )'ears since the war, 1966 being
a record year with close on 20,000 flights.
Size isn't everything, pf cours,co? but)t does ensure the
provision of adequate facilities. The Club operates three
rnodern. l~in cable winches. three dual glidcr~ (a fourth
i!lo expected soon). and crnploy~ sufficient staff to 'permit
course ~ying throoghout the day in conjunct:on with
normal Club flying.
Dunstablc is near the M 1. and within easy reach of
London and the soulh Midlands. Silualed at Ihe fOOl of
t~ Chiltern hiUs. therrnals are plentiful in the summer
months. and hlU sQaring ca.n be done lhroughotft the
year. This gives the opportunity to progress steadily
towards solo ftying.
The Club has a large and wen equipp·,d clubhouse. including catering, bar and accommodation. There ale
facilities for lcit'ure time occupations. while Dunstable
and Luton are easily accessible for shopr:Nng and enterlainm.en'.
This 'year the CliJb offers courses bc~wcen April and
October. These are normally tWO weeks. but onc week
,coUr:ie~ can be arranged at reduced cost. Persons with
previous gliding exp-erience. as well as beginners. 3f'iC
acceptable Owing to demand wc have increased the
number of places available thi:IJ year. but we advise ea,rly
booking (0 avoid disappointment. Write now for details
to Ihe Manaver (SG), London GEding Club, Dunslable
Downs. Bedfordshire. (Telephone: Dunslable 63419.)

LONDON GLIDING CLUB, DUNSTABLE DOWNS, BEDS
Telephone! Dunstable 63419

Scottish Gliding Union I

Yorkshire Gliding Club (Ply) Limited

PORTMOAK.SCOTLANOWELL.
BY 'KINROSS
Telephone: Scotland.en 243

A vi,il 10 ,h. Yorkshire Gliding Club is • musl.

THE WAYE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring !n beautiful surroundings
Comforlable Clubr,ooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full catering
and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet Residerll Jnstructo~
Aero Tow Fa<:ililies
COURSES FOR ,BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPT1!MBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
AbV'ANCED BOOKINGS NECESSARY IN WRITING

W,rite ,to the Secretary foOr further
details

SUTTON lANK , THJRSK , YORKS

One 0' '''.old••t clubll. 'h. country. Wear. delighred
to extend ou, feCllitje.s to ".emb." 01 clh., clubs.
We offer:
A "'8gnilicenl ridge with so.Jring Itom Sou'h 1o North
W.,t, bnfl.nt "Ill• ..,• • nd Ther....1 (onditioM.

la,ge

mod~n

c1ubnouse with resident Stewa,d Ilnd
St4<wI,dess.
Good se-l.ctio'n 01 $010 machin.,.
Advancedfwo-",'''' with profeuional instructor.'.
W. look forward to your visit
Ring Su'lon IThirskl 23'7.

WEST WALES

Withybush Airfield, H8V~tforqwost,
Pembrokeshil"e
The Club is ~ntrlllll sifu.ted for 'ov!!r 70 mile, of
Nalicnar Park COlstline offering unspoil. beec~es Bnd
..nUent t.cUities. fO' open air ~olid.ys.
Gliding Holiday Courses open any ~k Summer and
Wintil'f. Launching from three runways by ~uto~t.aw,
w:inc~ Ilnd uro·low.
For Hre beginn." inslluciion on side-by·s.id. Slingu.y
T·21 and Swallow.
Eor Ihe advanced, high performance training on
C~ps'.n. A.,o·fo.-S by Jugm.".... SO'fring on N, E. W
and S facing cliffs. ""c,commodalion is fully licensed
residentill Clubh:oule, wilh mll. Ind f.,....I. do,mirori.1'
with new intiHior sprung singl'e beds.
lIIu,u.-r.d brochur. IlId detllill from, GJidi"g S.cre'.ry,
1. HOllte., 7 Alex.ndr. Terr.ce, Brynmill, S.ln,el.

GLIDE AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-SEAT' HEIGHT RECORD

I

* Unsurpassed two-seat performance
* FuUy aerob~tic-Flies equally well inverted
*

Corrosion proof all metal. manufacture - Low maintenance costs

* High launches acJ!,ieved through low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.1

*

Perfect for aU training especially instrument flying

*

All purpose sailplane - ideal for dub or syndicate

* Winch belly hook now fitted

YOU CAN STA Y UP lOll'ER IN A BLANIK!!
Delivered U.K. £1,950

Duty & Surcharge £2.33

(including Instruments)

(if applicable)

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
H.P. FINANCE ARRANGED
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Distributor for U.K., Ei,e and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviat.on Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford.
1" el.: Kidlinglon 4262

Cables: Clillair, Oxford

Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited. Washingtonova 11, Progue 1, Czechoslovakia.

